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FOREWORD

To meet the COimitutional objective of providing for the com-
mon defense requires strategic thinking. Strategists i uSt
ponder how the nation can ol'e its capabiliti.,, especial lv its
military power, to mect its political objectives, fo do so, they
must see beyond the present, anticipating how the nation can
remain secure amid chaanging and sometimes turbulent interna-
tional conditions. Strategic thinking must, thereture, be inno-
vative. The eight essays in this collection exemplify that kind ot
thinking.

Four of these essavs---written by Istudents at our Senior
Service Colleges---won recognition in the 1987 Joint Chiefs of
Staff Strategy Essav Competition. Thev address the national
security implications of strategic defense; Soviet capabilities for
operating in the Arctic seas; ways for the military services to
meet future personnel needs; and the debate over continental
versus maritime strategies for the United States. A\ second
quartet of essays--written by the former Commander of the US
Southern Command, a State Department historian, two mili-
tar' officers with experience on the National Security Council
staff, and a senior Australian Naval officer-discuss how the
United States should deal with what has come to b4, called
"low-intensity conflict"; the normali/ation of US-Vietnamese
relations; the capabilities that might determine national power
as we move toward the twenty-first centurv; and how the
United States ought to modify its policy toward the
increasingly important island nations of the Pacific.

The considered judgments and wise advice offered by
these writers have a common objective: to help us raise the cor-
rect questions and consider the best options i'tfre the necessity
of action is forced upon us bv the inexorable march of events.

Bradley C. Hosmer
Lieutenant General, US Air Force
President, National Defense

University

ix
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PREPARING FOR LOW-
INTENSITY CONFLICT:

FOUR FUNDAMENTALS

Paul F. Gorman

LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT presents the United
States with some of its more difficult national security
problems. The issues begin with concerns about the
various definitions of low-intensity conflict, the assump-
tions behind those definitions, and inherent implications;
they also include questions about organization and the
allocation of resources. Late in 1986, the US Congress
passed a law creating a new apparatus for addressing
strategy for Special Operations Forces and low-intensity
conflict. But I believe the law fails to address these crucial
issues.

Senator William C. Cohen, one of the sponsors of
the legislation, asked me what I thought of the legisla-
tion. I said I wished he had asked me before the bill was
passed, because I would have said the last thing this
country needs in its present duress is yet one more
Assistant Secretary of Defense. And I would accord the
next lowest priority to yet one more Unified Command.
Senator Cohen responded that the Congress, in effect,
had passed that law to get the attention of the Depart-
ment of Defense, having failed to bring Caspar
Weinberger out of his budget book by any other means.

Paul F. Gorman, retired US Army General, is former Commander of
the US Southern Command. This essay, presented at a workshop on
Lebanon held at the National Defense University, is based on ideas
General Gorman presented in testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee.

.3
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Now that the law is on the books, let me suggest that
there are four fundamental notions about low-intensity
conflict which I think must be addressed by any group
concerned with it, whether the focus of the group hap-
pens to be the instability in the Middle East or in one of
the other areas where low-intensity conflict is now cen-
tral to American policy. In the Philippines, for example,
the truce has broken down. South Africa is aflame, and,
as we know, the war in Central America goes apace. Pick
up the newspaper any morning and you can find
threaded through it a range of issues which fit Linder the
rubric of low-intensity conflict; all of these issues present
the Congress-and the President-with deep difficulties.

The first concept that I think we all need to consider
is that the traditional dichotomy of war versus peace,
with which this Republic was formed and tinder which it
has lived for so many vears, may have to be set aside in
order to deal adequately with the problems of the pres-
ent. The United States mav indeed not consider itself at
war, but many in the Third World see themselves at war
with the United States. Certainly, the drug kingpin,
Carlos Lehder Rivas, now in custody in Miami after being
extradited from Colombia, considers himself at war with
the United States. Indeed, he has said as much on televi-
sion. While having himself photographed with M-19
guerrillas in the mountain fastness beyond Medellin, he
told the world that he was at war with the United States.
Moreover, he called upon all loyal Colombians to join
him in a struggle against the country that was drenching
Colombian crops with noxious chemicals, poisons whose
use the United States, which was demanding the extradi-
tion of Colombians, would not even permit within its
own borders. He also had some colorful words for Ameri-
can justice toward Colombians who, in his view, were
simply pursuing their only means of livelihood.

Now, that kind of appeal has caused major diffi-
culties for the government of Colombia. After the televi-
sion appearance, the M-19 guerrillas attacked the
Supreme Court of Colombia, killing 12 justices and some
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60-odd other people in order to secure records that might
be used in extradition proceedings against the members
of the drug cartel. (The drug operation, incidentally, is
supported by the government of Nicaragua with arms,
communications, etc.) The narcotraficantes of Colombia
are but one of numerous groups who mean to inflict vio-
lence upon Americans, and upon the United States of
America, in any way that lies within their power. Indeed,
as the present events in the Middle East demonstrate,
where there are Americans-under whatever aegis-the
United States is vulnerable.

So the United States must find a way to deal with
this new form of conflict. At the outset, the United States
must articulate a policy, formulate a national strategy,
and set objectives. Moreover, it must develop ideas rele-
vant to the achievement of those objectives and devise
ways of allocating resources under a rubric different from
the traditional one of cutting diplomatic relations, declar-
ing war, and going on to victory. There is no way that we
can deal with this form of violence for political purposes
through such mechanisms.

During recent testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, I answered many questions that
tended to dwell upon whether it was a good idea to shut
down the US Embassy in Managua. Although doing so
seems to be very important to senators, historical prece-
dence would advise against such a move. During the
American Revolution, for example, the British and the
French maintained diplomatic relations despite France's
assistance to American revolutionaries. Shutting down an
embassv is not the answer; we need a set of different
ideas for dealing with revolutions in the modern world.

The second point that I think needs clarification is
the mistaken notion that Special Operations and Special
Operations Forces are the answer to low-intensity con-
flict. To be sure, Special Operations Forces are very use-
ful in some cases of low-intensity conflict. But it is not the
case, as some senators believe, that the United States
conducted its effort in El Salvador, for example, funda-
mentally with Special Operations Forces. Nor is it the



case that future low-intensity conflict in any one of the
trouble spots around the world should be handled
mainly by people with funny hats and the appellation
"Special," whether they be Navy SEALs, airmen with
curious airplanes, or folks with Green Berets.

I bow to no one in my admiration for those soldiers,
sailors, and airmen in the Special Operations Forces-
who do extraordinary service for their country. But low-
intensity conflict requires a much broader range of policy
options than sending in shooters, or indeed sending in
Special Operations Forces as trainers, communicators,
advisers. The latter is an expensive use of a scarce strate-
gic resource.

The third idea, about which one seldom finds dis-
agreement but for which one rarely finds support, is that
intelligence has to be the toucthstone for low-intensity
conflict policy. I am confident there are very few people
trying to deal with low-intensity conflict who would dis-
agree. But there is a presumption, particularly on Capitol
Hill, that all of the work that has been done to forearm
the United States against the wiles of the Soviets pre-
pares us for dealing with difficulties such as we face in
the Middle East, Central America, the Horn of Africa, or
a hundred other places around the world. That presump-
tion, of course, is sheer nonsense. For example, we have
n-•t prepared the cadres of analysts and operatives that
would enable us to come to grips with a phenomenon
like that represented by Abu Nidal. Moreover, we have
not vet prepared ourselves adequately for addressing the
situation in Central America, despite the rather extensive
resources of [Hispanic talent in this countrv. And as some
of us look for Tagalog linguists, we discover that we have
a long, long way to go.

I genuinely believe, as I told the Senate Armed Serv-
ices Committee, that the strategic commoditv for dealing
with low-intensity conflict is intelligence, and that
providing that requirement means years of patient prepa-
ration. One of my interrogators reterred to the "success"
in El Salvador. I corrected him, because one cannot point



to that situation as a success. In relative ternm, Ihowever,
I think Som1le major attirmative ditferences e\ist between
what has been happening in recent month, and what
Was Occurring in 1983 w hen I first visited lI Salvador.
I-e main difterence, I would attribute tu ndamnll taliiV to
intelligence-better intelligence by and for the Salvadoran
A,-tr1V and better intelligence for tile United States. The
intelligence is backed by a depth of understanding (tile
Current term ot thin art is "data base,' althougl i hesitate
to use the phrase), and it has permitted Salvadorans in
recent months to target the real rebel leaders and their
supporting infrastructure with a great deal of precision
and, in some instances, with remarkable Siiccess.

In anv event, I ouldc tell the policvnmaker who is
colnCernled about the US ability to come to grips with the
sort of situation presented b\ sabotage, terrorism, para-
military narcotrafficking, and in.surgencies-that is, all of
the difficulties of lov-intensity conflict-that we ought to
look to intelligence resources. The most inmportant
resources are human, the development of which takes
years of care, training, and education. VVCe simply haven't
done that, nor do I see any signs that we are aware of the
need for much broader resources of that kind in order to
prepare ourselves for the next century.

Thinking about the future brings me to my final
point. There is a presumption in mlanV quarters that the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 provides am1ple authoIit
for an adequate US response to low-intensity conflict.
That presumption is wrong. For example, the best piece
of work that the government has published on Central
America is the report of the National Bipartisan Commis-
sion, the so-called "Kissinger Report.' That report advo-
cates expenditures above $5 billion per year to provide
economic stability, permit political growth, and furnish a
security shield against tile depredations of Marxist-l enin-
ist insurgents, terrorists, and subversives operating in tile
area. Yet Congress has not seen fit to aflocate that level of
resources; indeed, in these days of budgetary austerity,

there is every prospect that foreign assistance outlays,
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whether for economic aid, economic support, or security
assistance, may be lower rather than higher. Moreover,
the history of US security assistance budgets indicates
that 90 percent is provided to non-Third World coun-
tries, such as Egypt, Israel, Greece, Turkey, Spain, and
Portugal.

The amounts of money that the United States actu-
ally expends, particularly in places where it niig-, help
arm democracies to defend themselves a ;ain,, ' low-inten-
sity conflict, are re.itively insignificant, given the size of
the overall foreign aid program and the US defense
budget. I think this is very shortsighted parsimony, and I
would say that one of tho pieces of legislation that the
Congress should have addressed is the Foreign Assist-
ance Act of 1961, rather than initiating the SOF-HIC legis-
lation. For a variety of reasons, the former needs
dramatic revision.

Let m provide an example of current limitations in
the legislation. A conference planned to address a par-
ticular Latin American country, with indigenous repre-
sentation, has been forestalled because to invite a group
from that country would be an action, a biliable service,
addressable only as a foreign military sale. In other
words, we would have to charge them for the privilege of
attending a US government-sponsored workshop.

But perhaps the gravest misunderstanding in the
land has to do with the notion that low-intensity conflict
is a matter for the Department of Defense. Indeed, the
very forn~at of the new law, setting up an Assistant Sec-
retary of Defense, underscores that view. But in reality,
low-intensity conflict is first and foremost the province of
the US Ambassador to the country concerned, and next,
the Secretary of State. Unfortunately, I see no indication
in the SOF-LIC legislation that the drafters had any
notion that low-intensity conflict was a matter for the
Department of State.

The newly createo apparatus, which includes, inci-
dentally, a Deputy to the National Security Adviser and a
committee at the National Security Council, does iot



seem to have taken the Secretary of State',\ primacy into
aCcouLnt. Nor is there anything in tihe law that w ould ug-

gest that the drafters uIInderstood the centralit v ot imtl-

ligence. I lierefore, I think that the Congres ,,till ha , a
long way to go before it e\hibits understanding of the
sort of phienomena that make up low-intensity conflict.

Those concern,; notwithstanding, the legislation i,
the law of the land, and we need to find ways to make it
work. In that regard, several issues r.iLuire reexanLia ,-
tion. For example, a revieý\ of the Unified and Specified
Comrnmands Is long overdueCIL. Back when we were in the
earhV part ot the "get well" years of the Reagan admi n-
istration, it became fashitinable to form lar.',, well-
heeled---vea, bloated--headqua rters down in Tampa,
Florida. I think we should go through and pull out OIIme
of the fat

Another issue is the location of 'OULIHICON, the US
Southein Command. I have openly advocated moving
SOUll ICOM out of P)ana ma; it's time to do that and con-
solidate it with one or more Of the several Commands in
Florida, A candidate for that consolidation would be US
Forces, Caribbean, established in 1979 by President Car-
ter to reassure the Congress that we were, in fact, wor-
ried about the Russian tLoops that Senator Frank Church
discovered in Cuba. The Commander of that organiza-
tion, who had been diligently practicing for contingencies
on the Caribbean islands, sat there idle while the air-
planes went to and came from Grenada; he wasn't even
on the message address when the execute order was
given. That headquarters, therefore, is one that could be
eiiminated. Another conceivable candidate for reduction
or consolidation is the US Readiness Command, with its
curious hodgepodge of responsibilities.

But I would offer as a final observation that what we
need for Special Operations Forces is not a very large,
lavishly generaled headquarters like some people in the
Pentagon have been discussing. That kind of thinking
assumes there is some kiind of magic associated with the
numbet of flag officers assigned to a headquarters. While
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I was there, I was the only general officer assigned to the
US Southern Command. 1 had a deputy, an Air Force
general, but his proper position was Commander of US
Air Forces in the region; as such he served only part-time
at my headquarters. My view is that a lean headquarters,
with access to Washington, probably is going to do Spe-
cial Operations Forces more good than a lot of stars on
the Christmas tree of the newly mandated US Special
Operations Command.

As far as the newly created Assistant Secretary of
Defense is concerned, there is every prospect that he can
do Special Operations Forces a lot of good as an advocate
in the budget process and as a spokesman before the
Congress. But I doubt that he is going to do much for
low-intensity conflict. In the first place, as I remarked
earlier, low-intensity conflict is primarily the province not
of the Department of Defense but of the Department of
State. The new Assistant Secretary of Defense will dis-
cover that low-intensity conflict, in one sense or another,
involves responsibilities of virtually every other Assistant
Secretary in town, and as a consequence, massive turf
problems will abound.

If the United States intends to organize for low-
intensity conflict, it must address a much broader range
of issues than those intrinsic to Special Operations
Forces. I'm confident that we can make the SOF part
work; I'm not at all confident that doing that much will
help us resolve the larger issues inherent in low-intensity
conflict. But we must try.
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NORMALIZING US-

VIETNAMESE RELATIONS

Allen H, Kitchens

DURING1 TH YF .tIARSU sinc~e the Noirth \ ietnanwese
occUpied Saigon (now IJo C hi %finh C itv),and the Ameri-
cans departed, the United Sttsand VietimnaIm he grad-
ua li1V reso med k ttical WnctactS, at one Point Coming close
to niorma liz ing di plonmatic relations, The U ni ted Sta te"
ha, a national SeCU ritx' interest in vqta blshing a relation-
ship with Vietnamn that works to the benetit of the United
State-; anid other nations Of Sou1.theas~t Asia, e'.pecialliv
those ofI the A ssociat ion Of So ut hea St Asian Nations
ASFAX). The United States also seeks to redUCe

I Janoi's dependency on Moscow and the S,,oviet military
presence in the region. C'Urrent US policy holds. that
Waoshington will not entertain the establishmnVlt Of rela--
tionS Vi th Vietnaml, h1owever, Until after Vietname.Se
forces have been1 w ithd rawxni from Cambhod ia, where thev
have been deployed since the Vietamese nvaslion in)
December 1978.

This essay' re.views US-Vietnamnese relations Since
]9771, Particularly' discuISSing the progress in resolving the
i'SLie' of US servicemen missing in action. In the essay. I
also a na lvze the various options Washington might pu r-
sue in eventuall tnormalizing relations with H anoi, and I
a"ssess the shortý- and long-term benefits and] risks to the
Un ited States of establishing diploma tic relations with

Alhnll1 ki(IIP 11ttc 1.a hiý,torin and iiiikcr 01 the LSi I )epaitment of
5tae. l wrte hi e~.a' wile-.tdingM a[lit,' National War Cellcgc'

from wimh h lie, graduated in 19,87.
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Vietnam-or at least considering and taking some partial
steps short of normalization which would improve rela-
tions between the two countries. To put the issues in bet-
ter perspective, I address how [Hanoi views prospective
relations with the United States, and whether, from Viet-
nam's viewpoint, normalization of relations would be
possible and productive. One central question I discuss is
whether the United States should become more actively
involved in working toward a Cambodian settlement that
would make possible normalization of US-Vietnamese
relations and an end of Vietnam's political and economic
isolation.

IMMEDIATE POSTWAR PERIOD, 1975-78

AFTER THE WAR ENDED in Indochina in April 1975, the
Ford administration adopted a "wait and see" policy
toward Vietnam, relating US actions to Vietnam's rela-
tions with its neighbors and stressing the US desire to
obtain an accounting of its soldiers missing in action,
called the MIAs. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger made
clear that US relations with Vietnam would not be deter-
mined by the past, and that the United States was pre-
pared to respond to gestures of goodwill. If the
Indochinese regimes acted responsibly toward other
Southeast Asian states, particularly Thailand, and were
cooperative in resolving the MIA issue, the United States
was prepared to reciprocate. Kissinger stressed that the
issue of whether the United States would establish diplo-
matic relations with Vietnam would be determined when
there had been a full accounting of the MIAs.2

The bitter emotions of the time, however, combined
with Vietnam's indifference toward the United States and
unresponsiveness on MIAs, led to sharp US actions. The
United States imposed a trade embargo against Vietnam,
froze $150 million in Vietnamese assets in the United
States, and blocked Vietnam's membership in the United
Nations, the World Bank, and the International Monetary
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p rogru-s' o n t 11 N\IlI A Is'- t () toL tn Ifill me vit ot lPresidclen
Ni\onsý I >3Irtmise oif reCOns-trectionl aid to Vietnamll
1,11 lord administrti-Mon d ismissed 11110" [a it'1s deni ad tr
did, h1owever, onl thc t~r)Llnds that V lelna iii had ViO Latud
the Paris, PaceC Agirutnient Of 1 971.

Butt the Ford adiministraition came11 Uindcr prcssLIV re
establish contacts with Vietnam. Fwo ot the main soe rcu-.
of pressure Were the petrOlee111 Indi t m V, r.which had
in%-ested millions~ in pu rchasing offshore Oil leases and
drilling v\ploratory wvells, and the ('011,n11"ss. concerneLd
with resolUtiOn Of the Nl A\ issLIe. L~ate in l're-ident K ~rd '
termn, 'Secretaryc Kissinger, actingl Under prcssure from
(ontzrtss, in\ite dicsIon With the Vietldnanse, look-
~ii _ towa~ird an e'Ven teal normal li11ation Of reOla Iions- HIC
immel1diatV results, though.~l We~re undramatic. THi Dep-
u~tV Chiefs Of \Ni isIOl of the LUS and \'iutllnamusu
Embassies in Paris mlerely hucld a few Llnprodiectiv' nMeet-
ings in 1976.`

Carter's Moves Toward Normal izationi
[he Carter administration took a1 new, mch less 0in-

dlictive view toward Vietnam~l, approathing the i~ssue froml
the standpoint of healing the scars of the war. Thu. new
administration rcconfirmed the US desire to aCCOe~nt fo.0r
the NilAs, bet Indicated that th10 United StaItuS was pre-
pa red to move forw,ýard toward normia Ii Ing rela tion-.
President Carter wanted to reduce the niumber of coun1-
tries wvith wvhich the United Status, did not have d1iplo-
matic relatlions. In aidd ition, the P'resident, SLecreta rv ot
State (ivrus Vance, and Assistant Secretary Of State for
East Asian and Pacific Affairs Richard I lolbrooke believed
that re'la lions With Vietnam11 WOeId help reduce ILi noi's
dependence oin N'I soow and Beijing and en1courage \iet-
nani to concentrate on in ternalI reconstruct ion anid to
wvork with ASEAN. [he administration was- able to soften
theV US Stand Onl the MI,\I accou~nting i~ssue as, a result Of a
late 1976 report Of the I Ilouse Skek-Ct Committee on %liss-
ing; Persons In Sou~theast Asia, which concluded, '"no
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Americans are still being held alive as prisoners in Indo-
china," and "a total accounting by the Indochinese gov-
ernments is not possible and should not be expected."1

But the issue did not disappear.
President Carter initiated the process by sending

Ambassador Leonard Woodcock on a special presidential
mission to Hanoi in late March 1977 in an effort to get the
Vietnamese to begin some movement in resolving the
MIA issue. Under Article 8 of the 1973 Paris Agreement,
all parties were obligated to cooperate in developing
information on MIAs and exhuming remains. Carter's
decision to send the mission followed several quiet steps
designed to improve the atmosphere between Wash-
ington and Hanoi, including only perfunctory US opposi-
tion (compared to previous outright resistance by the
Ford administration) to an IMF loan to Vietnam, the
relaxation of trade restrictions by allowing foreign ships
and planes bound for Vietnam to refuel in the United
States, and the lifting of restrictions on travel to
Vietnam.:

In Hanoi, Ambassador Woodcock told the Viet-
namese that the Carter administration was prepared to
recommend to the Congress a program of humanitarian
assistance (housing, health, food, etc.) once there was an
accounting on the MIAs. Woodcock made no reference to
a precondition of a full MIA accounting before the provi-
sion of US assistance. The Vietnamese appeared to be
forthcoming on MlAs-stating that they would turn over
twelve sets of remains, had set up an office to seek infor-
mation on MIAs, and would return remains to the United
States as thev were recovered-and indicated that they
wanted to establish relations with the United States. Dep-
uty Foreign Minister Phan Hien asked that in return for
Vietnam's actions on MIAs the United States act humane-
ly to repair some of the war damage, commenting that
aid was an obligation that had to be fulfilled. Although
Phan Hien suggested that the Vietnamese were flexible
as to the form of the aid, he made it clear that normaliza-
tion of relations was linked to reconstruction aid .'
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lhe friendly atmosphere in I lanoi prompted the
Vietnamese to propose talks in Paris without an\ precon-
ditions. The Vietnamese apparentlv believed, however,
that the United States was prepared to provide assistance
to Vietnam in return for I tanoi' s cooperation on %1IAs.
There was no doubt in Hanoi's mind that MIAs, aid, and
normalization were all linked. According to the far
Lashtr n Economic Rcz1icz,'5 Washington Bureau Chief,
Navan Chanda, the nationalistic Vietnamese also wanted
to have balanced relations with the superpowers rather
than be wholly dependent on the Soviet Union, and they
expected to have US aid and the establishment of a small
American mission in Iltanoi by the end of 1977 .7

The United States and Vietnam held three formal
rounds ot talks in Paris that year. During the first ses-
sion, May 3-4, Assistant Secretarv of State Richard
Holbrooke proposed mutual recognition without precon-
ditions, indicated that there had to be a satisfactory
accounting of the MIAs (but did not make this a precon-
dition to nornmalization), and said that the United States
would no longer veto Vietnam's admission to the United
Nations. (The United Nations Security Council approved
Vietnam's admission to the United Nations in lulv 1977.)
-lolbrooke made no commitment on aid, but indicated

that assistance might be possible after the establishment
of relations. Phan I lien, referring to Article 21 of the 1973
agreement, stated that the United States had a respon-
sibility to assist in the postwar reconstruction of
Vietnam.'

News of the Paris meeting and Vietnam's insistence
on reconstruction aid led the Congress, in May and JLune,
to pass legislation which formally banned aid to Vietnam
and renounced President Nixon's Februarv 1, 1973, letter
t,, Vi.:tnani.;c 'Prcmier Pihaii Van Dong-kept secret
Until released bv the Vietnamese in mid-May 1977---
which spelled oul procedures for implementing Article 21
and referred to reconstruction and commodity assistance
totaling $4.75 billion."
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hl'e second and third rou nd.' ot talks in Paaris, in
June and l)ecember, ended Without progress on normali-
/ation. [ollowing the second round, lPhan I lien reiterated
that Vietnam was flexible on the form that the reconstruc-
tion assistance could take and said Vietnam would even
accept a private, oral pledge. But the United States
refused to make a commitment on aid. By the end of the
\ear, events surrounding the Vietnamese spy affair
involving US Information Agency employee Ronald
I lumphrev and the expelling from the United States of
the Vietnamese Ambassador to the United Nations had
cast a pall over the negotiations. Further talks set for
Februarv were cancelled."'

Vietnamese Interest in Normalization
Normalization talks languished until the summer of

1978, when Washington received several signals from
Hlanoi that Vietnam was interested in resuming talks. In
July, Vietnam indicated directly to the United States that
it would no longer insist on assistance as a precondition
to the establishment of relations; Vietnam would treat the
issues of normalization and aid separately. Other indica-
tions of Vietnam's interest included the release of several
Vietnamese holding US passports to a congressional dele-
gation visiting Vietnam, the first visit by a Vietnamese
delegation to the joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC)
in Hawaii, and the handing over of fifteen sets of MIA
remains. II

Vietnam's leadership, concerned over its serious
economic problems and its growing conflicts with China
and Cambodia, probably had decided at the June 1978
Communist Party of Vietnam plenum meeting to drop its
demand for US assistance and attempt to normalize rela-
tions. Vietnam's leaders may have calculated that a US
presence in Ilanoi eventually would lead to much
needed US and Western assistance and technology,
would help improve Vietnam's image among the ASEAN
states, and would balance Vietnam's relations with the
Soviet Union. In addition, normalization would reduce
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the perceived trend in US policy to identitv more closely
with China in Beijing's grotwing confroiltational attitude
toward flanoi, help minimize international opposition to
Viet namese moves against Cambodia, and forestall
Chinese military action against Vietnam."-

Washington, deciding to test the serioLi,'Iess Of Viet-
nam's intentions, arranged secret talk- in New York City
on September 22 and 27 between Richard I lolbrooke and
D[eputV Foreign Minister Nguyen Co rhach. During the
initial session, Thach, probably doing some testing of his
own (apparently based on advice to Vietnam from Ameri-
can leftists who believed the United States would give in
on the aid issue), reiterated the demand for reconstruc-
tion assistance. In the second session, Thach dropped the
aid demand and said Vietnam wanted to normalize rela-
tions. The two sides agreed to set up a working group to
finalize the details of an agreement.''

At this point, the fate of an agreement with Vietnam
became caught up in a sharp debate within the Carter
administration between Special Assistant for National
Security Affairs Zbigniew Brzezinski and the Department
of State. rhe debate concerned whether normalization
with Vietnanl would harm chances for a formal normali-
zation of relations with the People's Republic of China
(PRC). Brzezinski argued that disagreements between
Washington and Beijing over US links with Taiwan
alreadv were causing serious problems for US-l'RC nor-
malization, and that establishment of relations with Viet-
nam would be too much for the Chinese. On the other
side, Secretary of State Vance argued that formal US-Viet-
namese ties would facilitate the MIA accounting, provide
for a closer monitoring of Soviet activities and influence
in Vietnam, and give Vietnam a clear option to alignment
solely with the Soviet Union.

President Carter, deciding that establishment of dip-
lomatic relations with China was of paramount impor-
tance, postponed normalization with Vietnam until after
an agreement with the PRC had been concluded.t' Carter
also had become increasingly occupied with the Iranian
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situation and the US econony, making it more difficult
for him to give Vietnam high priority. In addition, the
President and the National Democratic Party leadership
had become concerned about the prospects for the Demo-
crats in the upcoming mid-term congressional elections.
For many Americans, the establishment of relations with
V\ietnam still would be a bitter pill to swallow, no matter
what the arguments were for doing so.'

Thach waited in New York City until the end of
October for an answer from Washington. lie then left to
join a Vietnamese delegation in Moscow for the signing
on November 3 of a 25-year friendship agreement. Viet-
nam's late December 1978 invasion and eventual occupa-
tion of Cambodia, ousting the Democratic Kampuchean
(DK) regime of Pol Pot and threatening Thailand, made
any further discussions on normalization of relations
unlikely during the Carter years.

It is qtuestionable whether relations with Vietnam
and tile PRC were mutually\ exclusive. Perhaps by not
establishing ties with Vietnam the United States lost an
opportunity to broaden Western influence there and pre-
vent closer relations between Vietnam and the Soviet
Union. Given the long, bitter history of Sino-Vietnamese
suspicion and animosity, though, as well as growing hos-
tilitv between Vietnam and the PRC-backed Pol Pot
regime in Cambodia, the establishment of US-Vietnamese
relations at this juncture probably would have had little
effect in preventing either the invasion of Cambodia or
Vietnam's closer reliance oil the Soviet Union.

THE MIA ISSUE, 1982-86

TIIERF WAS V\LR'N I I tILI DIAI ()(;LGIi between the United
States and Vietnam from 1979 to 1982. The few inter-
changes that took place were primarily related to the MIA
issue, although some substantive discussions were held
on refugees, family reunification and the Orderly Depar-
ture Program (ODP), and the fate of the Armerasian
children.
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ODP was set uIp in 198t)0 by agreements between
Vietnam and other nations at the UN-sponsored 19)79
Geneva Conference on Indochinese Refugees. The pro-
gram facilitates the legal emigration, under the auspices
of the United Nations H igh Commissioner on Refugees
(UN HCR), of Vietnamese who have special ties to the
United States, France, Canada, and other countries. ODP
grew out Of the US familv reunification program, an
effort that began after the war to obtain H anoi's approval
for the emigration of relatives of Vietnamese who had
resettled in other countries, particularly in the United
States. The Amerasians, children of US citizens left
behind in Vietnam, are beirng handled bilaterally between
the United States and Vietnam. Currently, the Viet-
namese have suspended action on all of these programs
on "technical procedural" grounds.,

Beginning in 1979, while the Vietnamese occasionally
continued to profess interest in normalization, the rhet-
oric on both sides hardened. The United States has sup-
ported ASEAN in the economic and political isolation of
Vietnam. In the United Nations, the United States
strongly sided with ASEAN on the Cambodia (1estion
by\ voting for the UN resolutions condemning the inva-
sion, demanding the withdrawal of Vietnamese forces,
and calling for the establishment of an independent, neu-
tral Cambodia. The United States also supported the
retention of the Democratic Kampuchean regime's seat in
the UN General Assembly instead of the seating of the
new People's Republic of Kampuchea regime. I lanoi
accused the United States of being an accomplice of
China by approving and supporting the PRC's invasion
of Vietnam in February 1979; Hanoi also increased its crit-
icism of the presence of US bases in the Philippines and
of military assistance to Thailand. " I lowever, representa-
tives from the Joint Casualty Resolution Center and Viet-
namese officials continued to meet in I lawaii and
Vietnam for discussions on technical aspects of the
accounting process. In 1981, Vietnam resumed the return
of remains, providing only a trickle (seven) until June
1983, when nine sets were given to the United States.',



The Reagan Administration-
New Impetus to the MIA Issue
When the Reagan administration came into office,

Washington raised the MI•A iSSLe to high national pri-
ority and significantly increased the resources--funds
and personnel-devoted to it. The President had a strong
personal belief in this issue, formed well before his taking
of office, and he wanted to obtain as full an accounting as
possible of Americans still captive, missing, or tiunac-
counted for in Indochina. By this time, the National
l.erague of Families of American Prisoners and Mi.,,sing in
Southeast Asia had developed real political clout with the
White I louse, primarily because of the President's sup-
port, and was pushing hard for action."

"The first major step toward gaining Vietnamese
cooperation came in February 1982. A IUS delegation
headed by Deputv Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard
Armitage-the highest-level US official to visit Vietnam
since the end of the war--went to H-anoi. Armitage
attempted to impress on the Vietnamese the US Govern-
ment's commitment to resolving the issue, and to stress
that Washington wanted as full an accounting as possi-
ble. TFhe Vietnamese made it clear that further contacts on
the NIlAs would be abandoned if Hanoi believed the
United States was using the issue politically against Viet-
nam. Thach said that Washington had to change its atti-
tuide toward Vietnam if the United States wanted
Vietnamese cooperation.

Despite the chilly reception and Vietnam's rhetoric,
the Vietnamese soon afterward accepted a US invitation
to visit the Casualty Resolution Center and US Army
Central Identification Laboratory facilit-,s in Hawaii. This
visit took place in August 1982. In September, the Viet-
nam'se replied to a US proposal that technical experts
from both sides meet on a regular basis to discuss the
MIA question bv agreeing to four technical meetings a

e a r .' _.

There have been a fkw setbacks. The only significant
one, though, was the suspension of the quarterly techni-
cal meetings for a year because I hanoi was displeased by



remairks, made in 13an1gkok it, It 1x9,~S3 bx' `-)cretar rx
State Geog ShuL~t t, a"Cco 'alg \' ettma m ot xxii hIi o1,hin g
the ranuins of a large number ot serx ic( men. In general,
there has been considerable pr OgrCes. I Iig 4h-level Meet-
ings betwxeen US and \:ietlnhmes officials have con-
tinued, technical talks (resurmed in A ugus~t I 0)4A havxe
been kept fairly' well Onl schedu~le, and a large nmber)C of
remains (over Ai) sets) have been turned over to the
United Stales.-,.

When thle V letna mlese offeredl in Februa rv I 8Ito
reso mne theqit (1.a rte rI x technical eeL'Cin gs, t he a I
Offered to accelerate cooperatlion. In March I 98571 Vietnam
agreed to increase the ResU med t'chnical n meetin m's to a
mlinlimum11 of si\ per year. In Jly~x and AugLJ,41 1 985, \Viet-
11,1m announced its intention to reSOlve the MIA; issuie
xwithi n a twxo-yea r timnefranime and prest n ted an iminp1e-
mentation plan that would increase efforts to loate,
remains, invest igate sighting reports of possible former
U S servicemen livxin g In V jet na in, and Con duict joint
crash-site excavations (the first and only of xxhich wvas
carried Out in No-veniber 19)83).

Following another high-level US xvisit to H a noi, thlis
time by Armita ge and Assistant Secreta rv of State for [Last
Asian and Pacific Affairs, Paul Wo~lfoxxit/ in January1- 198h,
Vietnam formally agreed, ini a July fO~lloX-Up rneetinel
xwith US officials in I lanoi, to hold the six technical meet-
ings annul~liflv Plus forensic specialist Consultations, to
provide the United States Wxith investigations Of live
s-ightings, to permit US ex\perts to accomnpanly Vietnam11ese
officials on illnveStiga tionls, anid to disculss Specitic Crash
sites to r exca vat ion.--2 The technical talk,, have been
delaxed, however, since October19.

Hanoi's Policy Shift
Fhis progress has to be viewe!d xvitl calitioul' Optiinl-

isml beCauseC high U'S officials believe that Vietildiam has to
accelerate the pace in order to fuilfill its promised two-
Yea r program. '[he progress apparently is a resu Llt pri-
ma nIx' of I ia noi's real i/ation that its sVc~ritrYl coulId on ly
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be erzsured through an international settlement of the
Cambodian situation including formal guarantee- from
China, and that the United States would have to play a
key role in achieving that goal. 1-Hanoi's formal moves to
improve relations with the United States began with a
decision by the seventh plenum meeting of the Viet-
nam1ese Commlunist Party, in December 1984, that \Viet-
nam should attempt to resolve the MIA issue. In January
1985, the Indochinese foreign ministers ap;pealed for the
United States to "assume a responsible role in contribut-
ing to long-term peace and stability in Southeast Asia.--

Vietnam may have been further suggesting an appar-
ent interest in creating a more favorable atmosphere
between itself and the United States when, in March
1986, Foreign Minister hllch told Nava n Chanda in
Hanoi that the Soviet presence at Cam Ranh Bay was
negotiable with the United States. But Thach said anV
sluch change could come about only after a Cambodian
settlement which included the installation of a friendly,
neutral government in Phnom Penh, and after Vietnam
had been assured of its security vis-a-vis China. Wash-
ington has treated suth an "enticement" from Hanoi,
ho,% c,'er, with great skepticism, wanting to avoid being
maneuvered by V\etnam into US-Vietnam negotiations
on Cambodia that would undermine ASEAN' ,ition >

The Vietnamese may have decidj ' .ha:. ,erioIis
efforts to cooperate on this iss', e'. cntuallv would lead to
a climate of goodwill wit•in which relations could be
improved and other issu 's could be resolved. Vietnam
may also have believed that this pro.,, VAILuld lay the
groundwork for a possible normalization of relations with
the United States and receipt of US assistance.

For its part, the United States has lowered the level
of its rhetoric (including a reduction of Vietnam-bashing
in the Congress) and has sought to convince Vietnam of
US seriousness about resolving the MIA issue. In this
regard, the Armitage-Wolfowitz visit was an important
signal to '' anoi; the manner in which Vietnam handled
the v;,it and the results flowing from it was a message to
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WVashington that I lanloi ullcdt rtoo d. Washingtonl ref'lnaan"
WOa rV , Iow v'C r. I' t it Vena m's inte nt ion,, 1wh U niterd
States, is ,till wvaiting to see wýhether I Lumoi sinitiatix s
oveir t he past Cou pl' 01 yewi c nst ~ittiW a iraI di par~t ii
in policy towar1d t he Un ited -,tates, anid alterred ohji'ct 'v\
in ahda>

In VieVk ot t hi' '\ p'Ctti'il W'1101011n4 ot t he rnIa li/a -
tion issui'. high elev' Uc officialIs repe-ateOdly haVe toldth

\'i~t'tnamelSC that dicuPssionsý onil IA~s arie not to hW lin ked
with an\y other iWei, and that resolution of the NIA\
issue is nW a torma I pri'ondition tor mrMiAlatkion it is,
pu ri and sýi inph'. J hum11anitdaria i'ssui'. But Wash ingti m
has also told 1 lanoi that the question oA noirnaliation i,
still tied di rectlyv to t he C'a mhoiian issue anid that no~r-
mlali,'ationl could hb' puriii'i within the contet of a (ami-
hodian settlei'mint Ini an effort to prompt Vietnam to
speedi IP its efOrtS On Ni ls, though. Washlingýton has
indlicated to I hanoi that resolution oit the MIIA ilssur inl
adva nce ot a Ca in hod ia!n settlemen1t COU li faci hi ta Vk dis-
Cu~sSions to wa rd norniali/a tion.-'

Washington's idetermined , highly \ isible ettort'- to
get an MIIA accounting have had an unfortunate s-ide
ieffect: they' have provided V'ie tnam in vit Iian iminportant
hargaining chip and igivi'n it Mor' of a role inl settingl the
pace of relaltions11 With the' Uniteid States, than is war-
ran tei. Alt101.1igh I hano1i Pu 'I iClý v acknowledges, that the
MlIA iueis a Ii u maii itarianl one, 'ieti na in has Madi' ita
political LiMu et ion that is now\ subhject to formal negot ia-
tions inl ordi'r to Maintain momen C~turn1 and achIieVi' pro-
gress,. Fhiii iato.comhine~d With the diliniish ing of
poClle iiCs hid twren I ha iioi andl Washington. hias led,
di'spite US- disclaimenrs, to spi'culation by China anid
within A\SIFAN ( partien larlv ha rdliners Singapoire andi
WhAiln) that the United States, mla havi' weakened thi'

LSý--PIZC ASF.AN position on Ciambodia. It may also have
fu eled uLill wa rra nti'd opt imiism i V IndI MrS ianl Foreigni

Min is ten Moch tar that thie U ni ted ,ta tis is on a track
toward i'stahlishillL; rlaktionls wVith \Vietnam and !akilig a
ki'v roe in finding a Canmhodian ouin-
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I1 inoi inmplicitl' has tused the iv11A card to suggest
that in return for its support in resolving this isue the
United States could help ease Vietnam's isolation. Viet-
nam has softened its rhetoric, limiting claims that it is
hard to motivate its people on NlIAs in view of Wash-
ington's "collusion " with China against Vietnamese
interests in Cambodia and of "hostile"' US policies
toward Vietnam. (The claim of "hostile" policies probably
meant, among other US actions, the trade embargo.)
Hanoi apparently dropped this approach when it realized
that linkage of MIAs to other issues was not working and
when it became convinced that the United States would
not shift on its Cambodia policyv.2

Progress on Other Issues
Since 1978, progress in resolving issues other than

MIlAs and Cambodia has been spotty at best. Vietnam
has attempted to use these other issues to draw the
United States into additional bilateral talks, which in turn
would give the impression that relations between Wash-
ington and Hanoi were continuing to improve and that
normalization was only around the corner-an approach
no doubt designed to worry Beijing and Bangkok. Such
speculation is unwarranted, however, given the lack of
substantive results on these issues.

There has been some progress on the Orderly Depar-
ture Program, but efforts to continue the program are
currently stalled over differences in procedures. As for
the Amerasian children, Hanoi offered to allow them to
leave Vietnam in 1982. The United States wanted them to
come out under the auspices of the ODP, thus making
this issue a multilateral one. Hanoi believed this was a
direct bilateral issue, subject to direct negotiations
between the United States and Vietnam. The Vietnamese
argued that the children were those of US citizens and
not refugees subject to the jurisdiction of the UN High
Commissioner on Refugees. Although some children
were allowed to depart under ODP, in the fall of 1986 the
United States proposed a bilateral handling of this issue



t IIrou)te,41 tilt' List' Of US coiul~uar ON iciak working, tern-
p)Orar ily inl \ietnaidl, 'an I I II elasian ar 11 - V tIW trea Ited
oil I Lbila te~lIasi

llb re has been no0 prog ress' to kdae V I m\e \r, ill
gaill n tilt rivlaw' of an eli ma ted 71O~Y to 1,t4051 Vijt,
namew'e prisoiwrs in th 1wpolitical red cIICi thCnflp In
I 9S2 and 144 th1w \Ujt nainkI e annOU.I) nce lb tat t he\
would release inmnates. Bunt At tr Secreta rv of SAM Ic Si "It /
Uad in September 1984 that 1W U nied StatM was willing
to grant enrvy permits into the Unite State's hr all of tii
prisoncrs, I Ia noi s~aid in I hweeb er I 54 that itw maId go
ahewad with therlta' e IVCaC, 11 t hing toll naranteed
that those rele'ased \\OUld nlot engage1'k in Mnti-Vietna1e1
activxities. I Ia noi 's concern over its inability to gainl politi-
cal lova Itv in southern Vietna ni and over the iKcrea Si Il4
an ti- \ ie tllna mse activ it v of the elm o' i corninunity. in
W\'Sterin Lu r'ope and Nortth A merica probablx played a
key roe in I WaON1 decsisiton backtrack on release 01 the
prisoners to thle United states,

VIETNAM'S PERSPECTIVE

V I 1 .\ý\m >. ()I ).~~ W \V Is to achieve norma liza tion of it,,

relations x ith thet United States,, but alSO Wants to break
out of its isolation in order to enhance it,, international
political) position, enlsulre itS Secu~rity, and improve its
ec('0110n V. V1\'ietna ii'' isolatlion is cea rl V ha in perinlg for-
eig'n inves-tmenC~t, whi :h I lanoi need~s, inl drilling for ott-
s-hore, oil, e\tractiig Minerals, -etti ng 1uIp plants, toprcess
algricuItuiiral Iproducts and weafood , and building a Conl-
"surnerII goods inldU~trV.!

Be'cause Of \'ietnam's" LeteriliillatiOn to ensuLre thet
secki ritv of it,, northern and wesýtern borders, as well a'. to
Iialldtai n the level of its pý)OItiHca rela lions1, With th(' Soviet
Wo a101 ind other [astern bHOLc nat &ii W-, normafldli/atil m per
Ie With the United S;tates is, in rea~lity, probably a rela-
lively low" item onl I tanloi's age.ndaI' 1 1w Soviet U Inion will
C11tonillueI to0 be V\iet na il p referI-red pa rt ner f-or t he



present. Hanoi will also have to Continue to rely on
Moscow for the bulk of its economic needs. Vietnam's
already troubled and worsening economic situation prob-
ably is a key factor motivating Hanoi's desire to develop
better relations with the United States, and consequently
with Japan and Western Europe. Hanoi's leadership has
publicly made clear its recognition of Vietnam's economic
problems, and probably has concluded that many of
these problems cannot be solved without internal reforms
and assistance, trade, and technology from non-Soviet
bloc sources.>.'-"

Vietnam is ranked as one of the world's twenty
poorest countries, with an annual per capita income ot
about $160, soaring inflation of around 500 percent, and a
foreign debt of $6.7 billion. The currency system has col-
lapsed. Factories are running at 25 percent or less of
capacity because of the lack of spare parts, raw materials,
and fuel. Economic reforms introduced since 1979 have
led to some improvements, with a narrowing of the food
deficit and an apparent improvement in the people's
standard of living. But citizens, even party cadres, report-
edlv are grumbling about their condition and voicing the
need for drastic change. Pressure has been building for a
rejuvenation of the political apparatus. Partly in response
to this situation, the recent leadership changes and offi-
cial government and party pronouncements indicate that
the government may be serious about implementing
reforms. But Vietnam has a long way to go and is in great
need of help) 4

Despite its current strong reliance on the Soviet bloc,
Vietnam apparently desires to reduce its economic and
technological dependence on the Soviets and to fully nor-
malize its relations with China-or at least to substan-
tially improve the atmosphere between Hanoi and
Beijing. lhe strongly nationalistic Vietnamese are begin-
ning to chafe over their reliance on trade with the Eastern
bloc, which represents an estimated 75 percent of Viet-
nam's export market, and over Soviet efforts to tell
Vietnam how to manage its economy.>
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1wVietidna nise. aU0 also beCLOm lill iig ncra'.inglv ii 11-0
wvith Moscow', lectu ring about the nee~d ito i IPIiM pr1 rla
tions with Beijing, a step which Vivitnam "As hes it, p r-
sue onl it 0\. oWni thout ICoaching I romn the SIoViet'. ` hel
la test Soviet effoirt in tbhis reCgard waj CO~tain a led inl a
speech delivered by Soviet Politburo memberI)L and Sex. Ie-
ta rv of the Commun1.11ist Pa rtV O4 the St% l~et U nion m (CI ,S
(Central Comimittee Yegor IJgachev in I lawni tin I 1ex. em-
ber 13, I 986, at the SiW \t Cmm in is Pd a rtv A of V iena
(ClPV) Congrews. Iigachev, follo\6winup onl (PSL (Ae-11
era I Secretary Gorbachev's ,speech in V'ladivostok onl J Lv
28,l9, stated,

A ii important psi'it iý (- initIVlk- eneOn i in prtiv i ne thek
Nituaioln ii A\sia and the, internathinal climate a'. a
whiole would he ewerted 1)\ Hthe ni irmahIat iOn (It
Vietnami''. relations. with Chinia.,-. We tconlirm ouir
support tor the holding ()t a V1011,111in-t(.h adi, tjigue.11
wvith Hthe amin oit removing, Liii 'Ce~s'.rv- 'Ln picixins

and mistru1sts. ý

\'ietnatm's OW1n diplomaltic efforts to normal ,1i/e e-la -
lions Mxit China have been going oin for somc ti me but
have met with virtualiy no response from China. I lanloi
"wiA not establsh tis AiTh Beiing. in anly- cas.e, without
Chiinese assurances respecting Vietnamr's security. I he
Vietriiamiese are also Ii kelv to be Conrcerned ovecr the
improving state-to-state relations btietwee the Soviet

Wnon and China and What this trend might portend ftor
Vietnlaml.

In recent yea rs, moves within thle Vitna mese gov-
ernmen I to take a more pragmatic a pproac h to stateI
economic planning and initernati onalI affairs, e'.pecia II
toward Cambodia and Chlina~ and to a (certain1 (evtenit
towa rd the Ulnited Stales, have been Undr( Lit 1,y res.ist -
anlc troim hardIi ne ideologues inl the txj p leaderIshl . Ilhe
on tLISLia1k' hiigh ii u 1in be of Official sta tenients dur11ing11 I t)S
and I1980 concerning the need for bureautcratic an1d
economic reforni's, follow~ed by the deathb ini 111 r98y I O t



CPV General Secretarv Le Duan and the widespread
shakeup in Vietnam's party leadership by the Sixth Party
Congress in December, may set the stage for future con-
sideration of significant change in its domestic and inter-
national policies. "'

The Party Congress retired several members of the
conservative old guard, such as Pham Van Dong, Truong
Chinh, To Huu, and Le Duc Tho, but retained and pro-
moted to the number two position Pham Hung, the Min-
ister of Interior and one of the more conservative
members. It selected as new Party General Secretary
Nguyen Van Linh, the outgoing Ho Chi Minh City
(Saigon) Party chief who presided over gradual and
apparently somewhat successful economic liberalization
tMere. It also elevated to full Politburo membership sev-
eral Vyounger, more moderate leaders, such as Foreign
Minister Thach and former mayor of Ho Chi Minh City
Mai Chi Tho. The Congress made a major shakeup in the
Party Secretariat, which implements Politburo decisions
and manages the country, and ousted almost one-third of
the Party Central Committee."

In the near term, until Linh, who is 73 years old and
possibly only a caretaker Party leader, has had time to
begin building a power base, the new leadership is more
likely to remain an unknown quantity and move caul-
tiously in introducing radically new policies. But it could
make some positive linkages. The most important of
these would be Hanoi's clear understanding that Vietnam
will not have access to Western assistance, markets, and
technology unless other outstanding problems are
resolved first. Important signals in this regard would be
increased efforts to resolve as soon as possible the MIA,
ODP, and Amerasian issues. The question of normalizing
relations with the United States, however, may remain a
secondary and controversial issue for some time within
the leadership, which historically has been concerned pri-
marily about internal security and somewhat dubious
about the benefits to be derived from such ties,4'



US POLICY OPTIlONS

1-111 owl ( Ill. i ot L`- policy inl 5ou1.theasdt Asia areC rVr r~fIl

1: I I it real -'ta I)ilit v and, econIIollIic r cdIt, ep IneInt anrd gro wvt h
(or' all SoutHI~lw t A\-1,11 fl natio i'-..I (M walrd 111,4ei t Ihot-
objoctixes. the l nite-d Sta te'. seek to prex en ~t reglonla
doniiriaii11CC byV OnM sinlepower to redLuce Soviet inti11i-

onTce anld presenCeI Ill thet ara ad to Iachieve and main-
tami good rcla tion-ý with all nation-, in tilt, region. I lit
United Siates, wants a cohiewive A\SIAN that remains
trio nd Iv to tilie Mest and st rtng enough to wxit h tan d
attempts at domination or maniiipulat io n. It d io wa ntst a
peacetuId rela tioilhip be)tIwee iI AS ) :\N and a Viletna m
that is, uLb~lorina~te to neit her- the 'oM iet Ulirnl iii no (I hi na.
Fm na liv, thet Ul'nited SItatesý wat.)Oat01 peceA Isttlenrin 1t inl
Cambodia that will providt- for >elf-de~ttermlilatiOll by thlt
CamIodidan People anld a withlldawal (If Vietnamese,"k
to reS. A-1 tor. Viet1na n1, thet, U ni ted Sta to.- Remain'11 inlter-
e'.ted inl rtlrltioiis with a Vietnam that is not hostile anid

h ra tn ir, to it neighbors. Wah in ngtoni will not eve n
consider es ta bIishiingx rela Iionq with Ii itnai, ho wever,
un11til aOfter a settlemnent (It the Ca mbodian i"i isu a settIe-
ment that is,, inl particular, acetbeto ASIAN.\

Some a nalysts have su11ggested that thet- Unlited State'ý
shoIrI0d take the bit b thfie teethI, acLcept a \'ietna mot-' tan!

w O1~inl Camlbodia (and inl I a(-), anrd normal ut rela -
tion s with I\ ict' talu.Uthrwis. t hey argue.IC tilie U iiitedI
States, Will cont11inu to lose Sigriitica[It 0i)IoppottniitiCes to
\Vt) rk withI V ietnam to achime e a reasi trable (Oainbod iani
sol ution , to make prgrs oIi biladterTal anId mu Il Iti LaIteralI

sseto ha xe sonie posit ieefct on) 1Ii ti ma i rights inl
Inid och ina, anrd to red~o. u 7e1000ie in fItI- 11ne rd li r i ta rv
prest'nce ill thte rt'uiori.'

SuIcI a 11iiove mligh;It p.rodlV uce 11 some ma rgi li I benotits
to r thet Ulni ttd StatelS, pa rticuilark conc~ erninrg MIlAs anrd
thit Orderly l)tpartuirt Program. Buit givenl the 1liriteti U!S
rix ulvcrnen lt with I ndoch i na and wvit tIilthe Ciambodia n sit-

uadtionl, ant1d considevring the conploitio of thet I hanoi-
Beiijnig-Nioscow rcla tiori.shiip, norriiali/ation n1ow wor~rlt
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have little effect on Vietnam's ties with the Soviet Union
or the prospects for a Cambodian settlement. Since the
issue of normalization is, in fact, firmly linked to the Viet-
namese military presence in Cambodia, normalization
might serve to make a settlement more difficult to
achieve.

A US accommodation otf Vietnam would undermine
US credibilitv, seriously da mage US relations with
ASEAN, weaken ASEAN itself, and create an additional
difficulty for US-PRC relations. Vietnam would be receiv-
ing a major political victory, while giving up almost
nothing in return. Moreover, Hanoi would see such a
shift in US policy as a sign that the strong international
opposition to its policies had begun to unravel. And on
the US domestic front, normalization at the present time
would receive a negative reaction from the Congress and
the public.

The question of normalization thus appears to be
moot. H lanoi shows no serious intention of withdrawing
its forces from Cambodia and will not do so as long as
Vietnam feels threatened bv the Chinese. In this circum-
stance, the United States should not consider tendering
to Vietnam the ultimate carrots: normalizing relations,
lifting the aid ban and trade embargo, and dropping
opposition to Japanese and West European assistance to
Vietnam. There are some policy considerations the
United States could pursue, however, that might give
some mom1entum to the process, leading to an eventual
establishment of relations. These possibilities include
some interim, half-way mneasures that could be taken in
an effort to improve relations between Washington and
1 lano0i.

Continued Efforts on the Missing in Action
Washington should strive to maintain the momen-

turn on NIlAs and press Itanoi for continued progress on
both this ancd Orderly l)eparture issues. The United
States should take great care not to make Vietnam feel
any more than it already does that resolution of the MIA
issue is in fact a precondition to normalization talks, or to



encourage I lanoi to set, the issue as a bargaining chip.
Moreover, Washington should not offer V7ietnanm anI%
material incentives to be more forthcoming on this issuLe.
Doing so would oni' be giving Vietnam what it wants
and suggesting to HIanoi that Washington no longer sees
the MIA issue as a humanitarian matter. In the course of
discussions with Vietnam on Nl As, the United States
shoutld continue, as it has in the past, to use oppor-
tunities during informal contacts and social occasions to
talk with Htanoi about other matters such as OD1,
Amerasians, political detainees, the Soviets, and
Cambodia.

A More Active Role on Cambodia
Through informal exchanges on Cambodia, the

United States gradually-and cautiouslV--could become
involved in diplomatic efforts to begin substantive talk,,
on a settlement between ASEAN, Vietnam, Cambodia,
the Coalition Covernment of Democratic Kampuchea
(CGDK--a coalition of alnti-Vietnanmese- EK groulps),
and possibly the Chinese. On Cambodia, US policy con-
sistentlv has been to follow ASFAN's lead, believing that
the Cambodian problem should be settled in a regional
framework. teca use ASEAN prefers this approach, any
shift from a passive US role in the settlement process to a
more active one would have to follow a direct reqtlest to,
and take place in full concert with, ASEAN.

Currently, efforts to begin talks that might even-
tuallv lead to a settlement have reached an impasse.
There is little indication that the two sides-ASEAN and
the CGDK on one, Vietnam and the PRK on the other-
will make any progress toward talks in the near future.
H tan1oi continues to take an uncompromising line on its
fuindamental objectives-perimanient political control of
Cambodia and security from the Chinese-and rejects
anV discussions of terms that would undermine themn.

Even though faced with this set of circumstances, the
United States should take a hard look at whether its pas-
sive policy on Cambodia is contributing to its own inter-
ests and objectives concerning Southeast Asia.
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So far, the ASEAN members have kept strains over
Cambodia submerged in the intereSts of maintaining a
solid unified front against Vietnamese occupation. But
unless some movement toward a solution appears likely
in the next year or so, differences, especially between
Thailand and Indonesia, could begin to undermine
ASEAN unity. Although public perceptions arte what
continue to count and ASEAN unity remains a preemi-
nent concern among the six states, according to Navan
Chanda, there are significant differences between what
ASEAN officials say in public and what they say in pri-
vate.• Divisiveness within ASEAN would serve Viet-
namese and Soviet interests, as well as those of the
Chinese, who benefit from the Cambodian situation
because of the pressure it places on Vietnam.

As part of a policy review on the US role vis-a-vis
Cambodia, the United States might consider approaching
the Soviets and the Chinese. Although Moscowv has sig-
nificant strategic interests in maintaining its influence

and presence in Indochina and will do nothing to com-
promise them, the United States could continue to pur-
sue with the Soviets tbc process begun in 1985 at the
Geneva Summit on re;-,inal conflicts. The Soviets, with
their long-term e, .,re of improving their image in the
Third World, , , .., likely see in a Cambodian settlement
an opportuniW, to expand Soviet diplomatic presence and
trade with ASEAN. Moscow has been persistently trying
to achk ye that goal for over a decade (most recently with
dem ,rches from Moscow to each ASEAN state, indicat-
in' a desire for expanded relations).

The Chinese, too, probably would be reluctant to
become more active in the diplomatic process on Cam-
bodia any time soon. But a couple of important factors
might lead Beijing to shift its stance. First, state-to-state
relations between China and the Soviet Union have
improved significantly in the past few years. There has
been a substantial reduction in polemics, an increase in
trade, a settlement of some border questions, and an
expansion of cultural ties and scholar exchanges. Beijing
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has reacted Nkupicp ayli to \ IOScoW'\s recent -ig na s"

(ouch an ( orbachev-'s: Vladi\ o-tok speech), however, and
continues to stanid by it,; t hree conidition toi r ion irma Ii/a-
tion ot relations: wvithdrawal ot Soviet troops trom
Afighan is tan, withdrawal of Vjet nalnese t roop f ro m
Cambodia, and a fu rLthe redLIctihm of ')O\iet t 1rc 01alon
the Sino--So\iet býorders. Ot t he three, Beijng plays (Arn-
hod ia as t he principal obstacle.

A second factor may be more signiflica nt Iin term- oit' a
Cambodian settlement. China scees Camnb od ian leader
Prince ~i hanon k as, a kev tigu re Iin an eventt na I sol I ~ionl;
apparently he is acceptable to all the partiv.s, e specially to
Clinma anid Vietnam. The P rince, though, rece2ntl)v hospi-
tal ized again in [ra nce with a kid ney ailment, mav not
livye for more than a few yea rs N avin (ha nda belives
that Si ha nou k" Condition n~i ight pr~ompt Cliina to begin
to move on Ca mbo0tdia while there is still time to negotiate
a settlemient that would in volve Siha nou k again aIssu m -

iga leaders hi p role Iin his owni countiiv "r For now\,
China is probably nlot interested inl ruLshing into a settle-
rulent,, even oill" invol\ing Sihanouk. In any case, China
WonuId nx t agree to a nv settlemelnt W hich won Idc result inl
the Prince becoming a pawn of Viet-namn and the PRK.1

Despite Vietniam's hard line, I lanoi may also be in
the process ot ethlinkving its position on Cambodia, along
with its relationships; With the Unlitted States andj Chinad.
Vietnam's1% poor conom011ic Condition and it.- international
isolation, as- already indkicted, would be important
motivating factors. But Possiblyv the most pressing
motivators are that Vietnam apparently- is sgpliia
gr-ound in Cambodia to strong ('arnibodian nationalism
and inCIcrasing anti-Vietilnamese sentiment, and that \Viet-
na Iin con ti nues to face ri sing,% costs of mna i n tai in ing i ts,
troops thee and onl the Chinese bord~'r.

None of these. factors, suggests that V iet nam i, ami -

where near ready to coimnprmise. onl its objectives or that
its military position in Cambodia is, deteriorating. But
Vietna m's situaition in Cambod ia anid the improving gov-
ernmental relations betweenl Beijinlg anld NMoscow mx'
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lead Hanoi to be more receptive to the possibility of talks.
It is a situation in which the United States should be alert
to any possible shift in Hanoi's policy. The continuing
contacts between US and Vietnamese officials could be an
important way in which to look for such a shift.

Half-Way Measures To Improve Relations
With the dim prospect of a Cambodian settlement in

tile near term, the United States should consider several
options it could take now to pre-position itself for proba-
ble normalization following a Cambodian settlement. In
pursuing all but one of these ideas, the United States
should be able to manage the evolving US-Vietnamese
relationship without creating problems for the United
States with ASEAN and China.

Some scholars and political analysts have suggested
that the United States should explore the possibility of
opening an interests section or liaison office in Hanoi,
patterned after the interests section that Washington has
maintained in Havana for several years and one it had in
China in the mid-1970s. This office, they argue, would
facilitate efforts on MIAs, ODP, and the Amerasians, and
would give the United States a foothold from which it
could explore with Hlanoi other issues such as
Cambodia.','

The establishment in I lanoi of such an official US
presence-in effect, a diplomatic post-would, however,
be perceived internationally as titc facto US recognition of
the Vietnamese government, thus giving Hanoi a major
victory and sending the wrong signal to ASEAN and
China.

The current level of US effOrts directly with Vietnam
on MlAs probably is sufficient, but thL number of inter-
changes and personnel involved would need to be
increased should Vietnam become more cooperative on
joint crash site surveys and excavations. As for ODP and
the Arnerasians, in order to get increased movement on
these programs, Vietnam is considering a US proposal for
two groups of US consular officers to be detailed



temporarily to Vietnam. One group wuld work on [D)
in tandem with UN officials; the other would work lone
handling the Arnerasians."

If Hanoi approves and there is real progress on these
two issues, as well as on MIAs, the United States might
consider opening up some kind of office in Hanoi, and
possibly in Ho Chi Minh City, to coordinate its Vietnam
efforts. Whatever might be opened, however, would
have to have no diplomatic name, flags, or other official
US symbols. This option would still run the risk,
however, of creating the perception of de facto US recog-
nition of Vietnam, and run the further risk of causing
worry among ASEAN and the Chinese. It is an option,
however, that the United States should be prepared to
choose if the payoff seemed sufficient.

Other possible actions the United States might pur-
sue include an expansion of privately arranged cultural
and scientific exchanges, and of private, voluntary orga-
nizations that provide limited humanitarian aid to Cam-
bodia and Vietnam. The United States might also relax
restrictions barring Vietnamese assigned to their UN mis-
sion from traveling outside New York City, and continue
softening US rhetoric on Vietnam.

These latter gestures to Vietnam should present no
problems .;ith ASEAN and China. But they should rein-
force Foreign Minister Thach in his efforts to improve
relations with the United States, and should be seen by
the Vietnamese as tangible benefits of their cooperation
on MIAs.

TII UNI[ID SI.l IS will not achieve its objectives of peace
and stability in Southeast Asia, mainter.ance of close rela-
tions with ASEAN, and a reduction of Soviet influence
and presence in the region through a unilateral accom-
modation with [tanoi before an acceptable Cambodian
settlement. Because of the complicated nature of the
Indochina tangle, normalization of relations with
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Vietnam thus wvill be a long-term US objective. But there
arn things the United States can do to achie e progress
with Vietnam and eventually to attain US objective',.
Washington will have to mI,,'' cautiousl., however, in
picking and choosing how it will deal with I lanoi, wvhose
tenderekv for erratic behavior could create unexpected
problem-, and setbacks for the United States.

The United States should continue to take advantage
ot the opportunity afforded by the MIA issue to pursue
with Vietnam the possible resolution of other questions.
Because of the slowly evolving US-Vietnamese relation-
ship, I lanoi could become more forthcoming on several
issues in order to be in a position to establish relations
once Cambodia is satisfactorily settled.

In its handling of the MIA issue, however, Wash-
ington must take great care to keep the issue within real-
istic bounds--that is, Washington must continue to hold
d'ýwn the rhetoric at home, use an estimated number of
MIAs related just to Vietnam (about 800 to 1,000) rather
than the total e',timated figure for all of Indochina, and
avoid havirIg Vietnam make an unhelpful linkage
between MIAs and other issues. An even-handed vet
firm handling of this issue should continue to show posi-
tive results, maintain the good atmosphere between
tianoi and Washington, and lead to progress on other
issuLieS.

Instrumental in this respect are the informal contacts
with Vietnamese foreign ministry officials. In the infor-
mal environment of unofficial contacts at cocktail recep-
tions, in hallways, and on the streets away from the
govt'rnmnent watchdogs, substantive discussions can take
place without the need of setting positions and testing
possible scenarios." The Vietnamese are comfortable
with this process, and the Unted States should make as
full use of it as poý-sible, but remain cautious in believing
all that we hear.

Finally, on Cambodia, the sticking point on normali-
/ation -,f relations with Vietnam, the United States
should continue to fully support ASEAN in its handling
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IMPENDING CRISIS
IN THE PACIFIC

C. A. Barrie

ATMomC WEAPONS WERE FIRST USED in August
1945 to bring a speedy end to the war in the Pacific. Since
then, both friend and foe have generally considered the
United States the most powerful nation on earth. As a
result, most postwar political leaders in the Pacific have
looked to the United States for leadership and support as
they have tried to deal with the pressing problems of
obtaining independence and organizing their new states
so they could survive in the world's political and
economic environment. In the early postwar period, the
emergence of a powerful, militarized Soviet Union
destroyed hopes for a free and peaceful world. Rather,
the Soviet Union seemed intent on spreading its influ-
ence worldwide and countering US foreign policy objec-
tives wherever possible. The Soviets' acquisition of an
atomic weapons capability transformed international rela-
tions: the future of the world seemed to depend primarily
on avoiding war between the major nuclear powers.

To try to maintain world peace, the United States
and other responsible nations pressed vigorously for the
establishment of a new international forum for discussion
of issues and resolution of conflict. Thus, the United

C. A. Barrie, a Captain in the Royal Australian Navy, wrote this essay
during his year as an International Fellow at the National Defense
University.
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Nations came into being in 1945, founded on a basic prin-
ciple of the right to self-determination and the concept
that the five major powers in the Security (ouncil could
resolve conflict by their concerted action. Despite Jie pre-
ponderance of power represented in the Security vCoun-
cil, the United Nations has not proved as eftuctive in
preventing the outbreak of conflict as originally expected.
Once conflict has broken out, however, UN involvement
has often succeeded in managing it and establishing
peacekeeping operation-,.

Both the United States and the Soviet Union have
shown considerable restraint in the exerciSe of their
nuclear capabilities over the years. But though the\' have
avoided coming into direct conflict, they have constantly
engaged in an intense "com petition" to extend their
influence wherever possible.

With few exceptions, European and Middle East
matters have dominated international affairs. The Pacific
area has been a relatively peaceful and uncontested
sphere of American influence. In the immediate postwar
decade, a US policy of containing communism resulted in
a concerted effort to organize a suitable system of
alliances throughout the free world. The purpose of the
system in the Pacific region was to support an American
presence, exclude the Soviet Union, and maintain peace.
US interests were served by the creation of bilateral
alliances with Japan (1951) and the Philippines (1951); the
instrument to safeguard Australian and New Zealand
interests was the ANZUS (Australia, New Zealand, and
the United States) Treaty (1951). Later, after the Korean
War had exposed additional vulnerabilities, the alliance
system was expanded to include a separate bilateral
treatv with South Korea (1953) and the Manila Pact
(1954), the SEATO (Southeast Asia Treaty Organization)
umbrella arrangement. In efforts to create stability,
friends such as Australia and New Zealand a,;sisted the
United States. In general, the containment policy has
been successful; US leadership in the Pacific has ensured
peace and limited opportunities for Soviet expansion in
the area.
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Against this, background, Many of the island groups
in the oceanic area between Australia and the United
States have made the transition from territorial or colonial
status to independence. On the whole, new island
nations, on taking their places in the United Nations,
have pursued independent but mostly Western oriented
policies designed to assert their new status in the world.
But this political independence has not brought them
economic freedom. Obtaining enough resources to man-
age their own affairs free from outside interference is a
perennial problem for the region's statesmen.

Currently, stated US obiectives in the South Pacific
region seem to flow from these developments and the
policy of containment of the Soviet Union. The objectives
were outlined in recent testimony by Mr. Edward J. Der-
winski of the Department of State before the Subcommit-
tee on Foreign Affairs:

Our interests and objectives in the South Pacific are
in the first instance strategic and political and, in the
second, economic. (O)ur principal policy obiectives,
are to work with the region's governments to main-
tain a po,,itive US presence in the South Pacific, to
limit the influence in the region ot hostile third
powvers, to foster the stability of the region's demo-
cratic institutions, and cooperate in the continuing
economic development of the independent island
states.

Regrettably, regional events of the last ten to fifteen
years do not support this projection of regional peaceful-

ness and tranquility that is accepted in Washington. The
United States has handled certain key issuen badly and
insensitively, despite continuing rhetoric about its tradi-
tional policy objectives. In some of the new states,
leaders are questioning the value of alliances and friend-

ships based on the leadership of one major power, and
questioning their assumptions about international affairs.
They have growing suspicions about US motives and are
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beginning to look elsewhere tor support and assistance.
The gradually increasing level of sophistication in the
conduct of international relations in the region could
result In significant, unsettling changes to Western [lemi-
sphere security.

We need to arrest this unfortunate trend toward
destabilization in time to prevent the undermining of
regional US and Western security interests. To achieve
this objective, we need a redirection of US policy. The
new policy must restore confidence in the United States
as a friend of the region and prevent a repetition of past
mistakes. Three broad sets of issues impel adjustments to
US Pacific policy and prompt implementation of appro-
priate measures.

NUCLEAR ISSUES

DiscussIONS OF EVENTS in the Pacific almost always
include some consideration of nuclear issues. At present,
many people in the United States think about nuclear
issues and the region solely in terms of the argument
with New Zealand over its anti-nuclear policy and the
formal withdrawa! of US security guarantees provided for
under the ANZUS Treaty. To take such an approach,
however, is to fail to comprehend the depth of feeling
over nuclear issues that exists in the majority of the
Pacific islands. There is a growing perception that some
nuclear powers cannot, and do not want to, resolve or
control important nuclear matters in the region.

Nuclear issues have been a priority in the Pacific area
since 1966 when France transferred its nuclear testing
facilities from Algeria to Mururoa Atoll in French Poly-
nesia, rather than to anyplace within metropolitan
France. Almost immediately, countries in the Pacific
region, particularly those with memories of the tests of
the postwar decade, began to pay special attention to
French activities in Polvnesia. This attention had little to
do with the Soviet Union or Soviet propaganda; it arose



because, apart Iremi I Iiro,,hima and Nagasaki, the lacitic
isla•nds and Australia have been the only location,, ill the
Western world here n uclIcar tests hate Chad a direct
negativ\e impact on indigtenous peopls.

For e\ample, US atmospheric testing at Hikini Atoll
and Rongelap totallh displaced the inhabitants of those
islands, and not in a manner of which the United .t4ates,
can be proud. In AuLstralia, the effect,, of British tests at
Woomera and the NMonte Bello Islands have 0n1V recentl\
been the subject of a Ro'al Commission of Inquiry to find
out it mistakt,es were made and to look at compensation
matter,<. None of these locations; is vet fit for human hab-
itation, lhis fact highlights the possible adverse Con-
secluences tof In accident at ain\ test site, apart from
possible inIerences based on thc Soviet experience at
C(hurnobvi.

Most COuLntrieS involved with nuclear technology
gain some economic benefits flro1m tile industry, commen-
surate with the risk, involved. tL\cept for AuIstralia,
however, non1e of the Pacific island states is capalble of
participating in any way in tihe nuctear fuIet cVcle. [here
is also concern that the ['acitic region could become a
dLuIlmping grou1nd for nuclear waste materials. Ihus, the
islands perceive exposure to risks withIout possible
economic benefits. Rather, they mutIst focus their con-
cerns on how to obtain reveCnuties from their marine
ireources and the encotUragement of tourism and invest-
ment if they are to survive, So, coupled with opposition
in principle to French tests in !'olvnesia has been a sec-
ondary concern that nuclear tests or wastes dumped in
the area could contaminate marine resources important to
the food chain and to tourism.

The main point of content ion surrounds French
insistence on using MLururoa Atoll as a test site, especially
since we know there are geological structu res equally'
suitable for nuclear testing in metropolitan France. CoLunl-
tries of the Pacific assert that France should follow the
lead of thle United States in this matter. If continuation of
nuclear tests is so vital to French national interests, then
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tests should take place within tile confines ot metro-
politan France. In this case, the people who gain the
benefit of the technology would also accept tile inherent
risks. Only tile end of nuclear testing at Mururoa Atoll
could relegate nuclear issues to a lower priority on the
international relations agenda in the region.

Uncertainty and apprehension about nuclear issues
have not been confined to the small Pacific island states.
In New Zealand and Australia, similar attitudes are a
matter of public record. In the late 1900s the NZ govern-
ment rejected the proposed location of a US Omega VLF
antenna in New Zealand unless it controlled antenna
transmissions-a proposition to which the US govern-
ment could not agree. In 1973 new Labor governments in
both Australia and New Zealand sent one naval vessel
"Q.ch to Murtroa Atoll in an attempt to force France to
stop nuclear testing. In the United Nations, the NZ gov-
ernment proposed a nuclear weapons-free zone in the
Pacific, condemned French tests at Mururoa Atoll, and
demanded their cessation. As a result of these initiatives,
French tests were moved underground and UNGA Reso-
lution 3477 sought to establish the Pacific weapons-free
zone. In December 1975, both countries initiated action in
the International Court of Justice to further restrain
French nuclear testing.

After the electoral swing against Labor in Australia
and New Zealand, in 1975 the traditionally conservative
parties regained office. In opposition, the Labor parties of
both countries began to develop new policies, more inde-
pendent of other powers. They began to focus on the
Pacific as the region of greatest importance to their coun-
tries. This tendency was greater in New Zealand than in
Australia. Specifically, in New Zealand, as Dora Alves, a
Pacific analyst at the US National Defense University, has
noted, "Labour party members stressed independence in
foreign affairs and, for the first time, pushed through at
the annual conference, a motion that no foreign warships
or aircraft that normally carried, or could be carrying,
nuclear weapons would be permitted to visit New Zea-
land or use its facilities.'' The majority of Australians, on
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the other hand, continued to believe that their c, intrv
was still significant in world conte\ts. As a medium
power, Australia had a responsibility to work toward
conciliation between the developed and the under-
developed world-a responsibility that would not permit
unilateralist actions.

In New Zealand, issues of nuclear involvement were
a much discussed centerpiece of the proposed independ-
ence in foreign policy because the ramifications for the
ANZUS alliance were well recognized.' Before the 1984
election, Labour Party efforts to explain to the electorate
the implications for ANZUS of the proposed policy
change resulted in production of special materials
designed to promote "informed" debate on the con-
sequences of continued membership in the alliance. At
the root of the anti-ANZUS argument is the assumption
that ANZUS wonstitutes a "nuclear" alliance and that
" unless nuclear warships and power stations are banned,
the NZLP will have no credibility in its endeavors to sup-
port the Pacific peoples' wish to end French testing, Jap-
anese dumping, and superpower confrontation in the
region."

The rest of the New Zealand story is quite well
known. An NZLP government headed by David Lange
came to power in July 1984. It decided to approve visits
to New Zealand ports only by those vessels which in the
NZ government's opinion were "neither nuclear-
powered nor nuclear-armed."', The purpose of this proce-
dure was to overcome the nuclear powers' policy of
neither confirming nor denying the presence of nuclear
weapons in their vessels. Shortly afterward, the United
States sought approval for a visit to a New Zealand port
for the USS Bliuhainm, a DDG2-class ship similar to some
destroyers operated by Australia. The request tested the
resolve of the NZ government. According to Lange, it
was denied "because the government was unable to sat-
isfy itself that the Buchanan was not carrying nuclear
weapons."7 A full scale row then erupted within the
alliance. It resulted in the United States publicly with-
drawing its guarantees to New Zealand under ANZUSs



and dropping other special arrangements set up under
the rreatv.

Regarding these outcomes, the NZ Prime Minister
has said that he regrets -the position of the US remains
... that the restoration of a full\' operative ANZUS
required New Zealand visits bv its nuclear-armed Ahips.-
On the other hand the United States "said it could not be
expected ... to carry out its obligations to New Zealand
. and it is ending its security obligations to New Zea-
land ... pending adequate corrective measures."' The
present positions of the two governments appear intract-
able.

This argument between once very close allies ha:s
increased tensions in the Pacific region. In an article pub-
lished in Forn•in Affairs, Lange made a number of points
which deserve consideration, especially in light of how
the row has affected perceptions in the Pacific area. First,
ANZUS has been a very cost-effective alliance for the
United States to date because it has provided the benefits
of extending Western influence at little financial cost,
since neither Australia nor New Zealand has sought or
received American aid, economic or military. Second,
New Zealand has given strong support in the South
Pacific Forum"' to moves seeking to establish a South
Pac~fic Nuclear Free Zone as a means of enhancing
regional securitv. Third, New Zealand has been militarily
involved in Korea, Vietnam, and the Sinai Multinational
Peacekeeping Force because the United States requested
support and because New Zealand assumed a respon-
sibilitv for trying to maintain world peace and stability.
Finally, the fact that two solid treaty partners could possi-
bly have taken such differing views of the character of an
alliance should raise serious questions as to how the
alliance would be managed and the security of the South
Pacific maintained in the future.''

"The root of the problem lies in different perceptions
about the nature of ANZUS and the Western alliance,
according to Lange. In his view the United States has a
global perspective which encourages a "unitary and



indivisible approach to ft-reign policy matter,." I hus, L!-
relations with smaller powers., frier;ds or foes, are taken
in tile context of the [Last-West balance. Such a policy
tails to differentiate between different part- of the world.

The strategic circumstances of the South Pacific arte
not like those in Eu rope or even in Northeast A,,ia. Ihe
Sotuth Pacific is not an area of superpower rivalry or con-
frontation, at present. The small island states ,C-ee their
security in economic as, mu1Llch as in military terms. In
addition, to these states the Western alliance often
appears monolithic--a fact which contradicts the very
ide," of a de-ocracv embracing pluralistic values. Ihis
image is wrong, Lange says, because it is the Soviet bloc
which establishes a total uniformity of views and allows
no dissent, not tile West. Inl Lange's estimate, US reac-
tions are having two main effects. First, they arte prevent-
ing others in the Western alliance from acting as New
Zealand has. This denies the very pluralism which
should be at the heart of the West's ideals. Second, they
make it much harder for New Zealand, an important
influeitce in the Pacific, to go On working toward the sta-
bility and prosperity of the South Pacific as it affects US
interests.

Responses in the Pacific to the argument between
these alliance partners at, mixed. Fiji, for example, con-
siders that its own security is threatened bv a reduction
of US activity in the region and holds New Zealand
responsible. This attitude assumes that the ANZUS
Treaty performs a role of guaranteeing the security of the
entire South Pacific area, On the! Other hand, Vanuatu
admires the New Zealand initiative. It is using the exam-
pie to strengthen pressure for tile adoption of nonaligned
policies for the region. Regardless of their particular atti-
tLide, all countries have t <perienced some uncertainty
over the issue. They now know that, in the past, dif-
f,.rences existed between their perceptions of security
and those of the United States and New Zealand. They,
also know that little effort was made to resolve these dif-
ferences until it was too late.
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Regional countries have believed for some time that
the United States takes them for granted and does not
consider them very important. In past months the special
effort of important US commentators, such as the Secre-
tarv for Defense, to include NATO issu:es in the forth-
coming election campaign in Bhritain has featured
prominently in the media.12 Its purpose is to confound
the electoral chances of the British Labour Party, which
has a stated policy of withdrawing approval for US bases
and dismantling the British nuclear deterrent. In stark
contrast, in 1984 ýQhen similar policies were on the politi-
cal agenda in New Zealand, the US Embassy in Well-
ington merely issued some election-related tracts. Pacific
leaders may ask where US leaders were when similar
issues were on the agenda in New Zealand. Perhaps
New Zealand's political agenda was not important
enough. Maybe the United States has learned from the
argument with New Zealand.

The new sophistication that has been developing in
the region over the past decade is apparent in the politic-
ization of the nuclear issue by Pacific island leaders in the
South Pacific Forum. Some nations thought it was essen-
tial to obtain an international treaty on nuclear issues
within the region to neutralize political activists trying to
destabilize the region. They expect the United States, like
all the nuclear powers, to stand Lip and be counted on its
attitude to these important South Pacific issues through
the mechanism of the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone
(SPNFZ) Treaty. The Treaty was adopted at Rarotonga on
6 August 1985 and ratified into international law when
Australia, the eighth signatory, lodged its instrument in
Suva on 11 December 1986.

In negotiations which produced the final form of
SI'NFZ, it was clear that some countries wished to adop"
a Treaty which banned all nuclear activities. These coun-
tries argued that leading nations like Australia were act-
ing as surrogates for US interest in seeking the means to
enable the United States to agree to the protocols. The
opposing view, which prevailed, was that a Treaty which
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"zone of peace" resolution, approved by the UN General
Assembly 124 to I, which called on members of the
United Nations to respect the zone "especially through
reduction and eventual elimination of their military pres-
ence there, nonintroduction of nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction." In the opinion of the US
delegate, the r,.,olution implied "restrictions should be
placed on naval access to and activity in the South Atlan-
tic Ocean" which would be "inconsistent" with interna-
tional law principles of freedom of navigation and the
right of innocent passage."

As a precedent, SPNFZ is different. The protocols
have three distinct aims. The first protocol seeks to
ensure that the principles contained in the Treaty regard-
ing the manufacture, stationing, and testing of any
nuclear explosive device in the designated area would
also apply within territories under the external jurisdic-
tion of France, Great britain, and the United States. The
second protocol seeks guarantees from all the nuclear
powers that they will not use or threaten to use any
nuclear device against Treaty parties or within the desig-
nated area. The third protocol seeks guarantees from all
the nuclear powers that they will not test anv nuclear
device anvwhere within the South Pacific Nuclear Free
Zone. These objectives mav not be as widely cast as those
contained in the South Atlantic proposals, but nonethe-
less, they are difficult for the present administration to
accept because of precedence and the possible limits they
place on future actions.

The US administration's announcement on 3 Febru-
ary 1987 that the United States would not sign the pro-
tocols is in line with its previous policies. In response,
apart from airing its general disappointment over the
announcement, Australia expressed the hope that this
decision would not be final. The Australian Foreign Min-
ister has put forward the view that the "Treaty did not
compromise Western strategic interests nor cut across the
maintenance of stable nuclear deterrence ... the Treaty
was an arrangement which reinforced the favourable
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discussion and decisionmaking in the world for•im on a1
footing supposedly eq]ual with ecvry other nation.
Moreover, participation in the work ot tihe United
Nations was a symbolic objective of the various inde-
pendence movements because the organization itself is
founded on the principle of self-determination.

Growth in mcnmbership of the world body was
unprecedented during the 1970s, leading to a significant
diffusion of power away from traditional power blocs.
For example, the previous UN Secretary General, Kurt
Waldheim, has observed that from an initial membership
of 51 states in 1955 the membership grew rapidly with 1l
countries joining in that y'ear, some 17 Countries Joining
in 1960 and thereafter new member states joining every
year until 1984 when total membership reached 158
nation-states. It

On joining the United Nations in the 1970s, many of
these countries became involved almost immediately in a
significant undertaking of the international forum-the
Third UN Conference on the Law of The Sea (UNCLOS
111). The Conference originated from a call made in 1968
by Ambassador Pardo of Malta for the creation of an
international regime to govern the use.S made of the sea-
bed beyond national jurisdictions. Existing continental
shelf agreements were based on the limits of an earlier
technology of feasible exploitation. By 1968, such interna-
tional agreements were quickly becoming obsolete.
Improved technology which had been used, at least
experimentally, to pick uip manganese nodules and
sweep for crustaceans not only on continental shelves but
also on the deep seabed itself prompted Pardo's action.
The following Near, the United Nations responded by
declaring a moratorium on seabed exploitation beyond
the limits of national jurisdictions pending the establish-
ment of an international regime. In 1970, it passed the
"Declaration of Principles Governing the Seabed and the
Ocean Floor and the Subsoil Thereof Beyond the Limits
of National Jurisdiction.''. The United Nations made
these areas, together with their resources, the common
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File maintenance of these basic economies is vitally
important to the island states, overshadowing almost all
other considerations. If they cannot survive economically
it is certain they cannot survive politically. So in these
important matters, and in the United Nations generally,
they look for US leadership. Countries outside the region
expect the Pacific island states to be strongly influenced
in their attitudes to key issues bv the dominating pres-
ence of the United States in the region.

For many of these small states, the track record of
the United States in the United Nations has been disap-
pointing. For example, in a recent edition of World Polic t
lour;al, Robert C. Johansen takes issue with this poor rec-
ord. He observes, "From the United Nation,' founding
until 1970, Washington never lacked a majority on impor-
tant issues and never exercised its veto in the Security
Council ... [but] in the 1980-86 period, the United States
vetoed 27 resolutions, while the Soviet Union vetoed
only 4." Further, he argues that the administration has
tied US foreign aid to a pro-US voting record in the
United Nations and notes, "UN Ambassador jeane
Kirkpatrick recommended 'penalties for opposing our
views' and 'rewards for :ooperating'.. .. Her successor,
Vernon Walters, has reaffirmed that aid will be reduced
for countries who do not vote with the United States....
Any. concern about the merits of particular issues or any
acknowledgment of UN accomplishments is lost amid the
administration's widespread criticisms. -21

After leaving the post of Secretary General to the
United Nations after a long period of stewardship, in
which many td the problems of growth in membership
had surfaced, Kurt Waldheim observes that those who
created the United Nations, and particularly Americans,
expect too much of it. Hie says they have experienced

great disappointment possibly because the words of the
Charter enshrine much of the terminology of American
political idealism. 2

1 In efforts to reform the world body,
the United States has restricted its commitment to thle
UN system by withdrawing from UNESCO, slashing its
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treaty governing the use of the seas and seabed min-
erals, the limits of territorial waters, freedom of navi-
gation on the high seas, fishing rights, and
conservation of the marine environment. The inter-
national consensus was clear. Washington again
stood outsid;, it. The United States did not reject the
treaty for security reasons. Rather, US officials
undermined this effort to rationalize governance
over large portions of the planet--areas where
national sovereignty cannot fulfill necesziary govern-
mental functions anyway-in deference to the inter-
ests of US mining companies.9

For many Pacific countries, the failure of the United
States to accept the final UNCLOS III Convention is par-
ticularly serious, because it appears that their oppor-
tunities for economic advancement were deliberately
undermined. It was not long before Pacific islands' disap-
pointment over the US position turned to frustration and
anger in disputes concerning fisheries.

The Convention deals at length with the rights and
duties of coastal states in the respective zones it estab-
lishes, including EEZs. Article 56, for example, gives the
coastal state "sovereign rights for the purpose of explor-
ing and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural
resources, whether living or non-living." Further, in Arti-
cle 61, the coastal state "shall determine the allowable
catch of the living resources in its EEZ," but under Arti-
cle 62, "where the coastal state does not have the capac-
ity to harvest the entire allowable catch it shall ... give
other states access to the surplus."

In addition, the coastal state has the ability to make
laws and regulations to govern licensing of fishermen,
fishing vessels, and equipment, including the payment of
fees and other forms of remuneration, including appro-
priate enforcement measures permitted under Article 62.
As far as highly migratory species of fish are concerned,
under Article 64, the Convention requires the coastal
state and other states whose nationals fish in the region
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for highly migratory species to cooperate directly or
through appropriate international organizations to con-
serve the species within and bevond the resrpective LEZs.

Most Pacific island nations were quick to establish
and proclaim their 200 mile zones of national control over
resources. The specific nature of the jurisdictions varies,
but nearly all of them include exclusi\ve authority "to reg-
ulate foreign-flag fishing activities within their zones.'2:

Understandably, these claims are important to the
islands since they could provide substantial benefits from
the exploitation of apparently abundant tuna fi-h. There
was an estimate in 1981 that the total tuna fisl , ry in the
Pacific had an annual value of US$300 million. If a rea-
sonable proportion of this value could be realized by the
island states, the\, might get some US$15 million to help
them balance their budgets.-*)- I[is would be a significant
benefit by their standards. Although the islanders hope
to participate in tuna fishing, as well as to collect fees for
access to the fishery, the technology and investment nec-
essary to exploit the resource properly has not been read-
ilk' available to them. This has made their leverage weak
in negotiating for economic advantages.

Shortly after the signing of the Convention, and its
acceptance by the Pacific island states, clashes of interest
over tuna tishing began, involving members of the Amer-
ican Iluna Boat Association and the authorities in these
small states. For their part, US officials argued initially
that since the United States had not accepted the Con-
vention, it did not recognize any legitimate rights of a
coaslal state over tuna fisheries. Tuna fish were deemed a
highly migratory species exclusive of state controls. Yet

while officials argued that this policy should apply in the
Pacific islands situation, the United States was trving to
apply a different policy in respect to another type of
highly migratory species, salmon, to prevent Canadian
fishermen catching them inside some kind of "coastal
state" regime surrounding the continental United States
and Alaska. Tuna do not exist in great numbers in US
waters, but salmon do.
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The effects of this conflicting interpretation of inter-
national law, which the islanders viewed as grossly
unfair, were made worse by the effects of the Magnussen
Act,20 which imposes embargoes on fish exports to the
United States coming from any country which has
arrested any US fishing vessel and confiscated it, for
whatever reason. US fishermen thus were protected by
economic sanctions provided for by domestic US laws.

An early a•-rest occurred in Papua New Guinea.
Later, a US vessel was arrested and held for some
months in the Solomon Islands. Bitter negotiations
between the United States and the Solomon Islands took
place before resolution of this matter. Other clashes have
taken place. There are cases on record of US fishing ves-
sels deliberately flouting island fishing laws, apparently
safe in the knowledge that, if caught, Uncle Sam would
protect them. Within the region, Australia supported the
actions taken by the Solomon Islands in arresting the
Jeanette Diana and then confiscating it. Threatened US
embargoes forced the Solomon Islands leadership to
make a politically unpopular decision on this matter to
avoid serious damage to the economy.

People in the region became very angry over such
issues. In the Solomon Islands, the response was to sug-
gest publicly that they allow the Soviet Union, already
proved willing to pay fishing fees, access to Solomon
Islands waters for fisheries purposes. Indeed, after this
incident the government of Kiribati entered into at agree-
ment with the Soviet Union directly after the breakdown
of negotiations with the American Tuna Boat Association.
Under that agreement, the Soviet Union paid about
USSI.6 million to Kiribati for fishing rights. This sum
constituted some 13 percent of the government's annual
budget, and it enabled budgetary outlays in Kiribati to be
independent of aid for the first time.

Once the serious consequences to US and Western
security of a breakdown in relations were appreciated,
the US State Department began negotiations to attempt
to conclude a multilateral fishing deal with the countries
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of the South PIacific. This deal iS to be completely sepa-
rate from the Convention. In Kiribati, renegotiations with
the Soviet Union have not been a, productive as the
islanders had hoped; perhaps the catch for the Soviets ill
the first year did not seem worth the investment. Kiribati
seeks a long-term commitment. Meanwhile we await the
final outcome of the State Department effort.

The failure of US policymakers to be sensitive and
even responsive to issues, such as the one on tuna fishing,
has clearly resulted in opportunities for the Soviet Union in
tile South Pacific region. [ollowing its agreement with
Kiribati tile Soviet Union was able to position about 16 fish-
ing vessels south of I lawaii, directly on a principal trade
route between the United States and Australia.

Soviet activity has not been restricted to Kiribati. In
June 1986, Fiji announced that it Would consider granting
fishing rights to the Soviet Union, and in August, Papua
New Guinea made a similar announcement. ]I time, tile
need to generate cash may overcome the islanders' fear
of the Soviet Union in many other parts of the region.

Inl Vanuatu, however, other developments suggest
that it might already be too late for the United States to
recover lost ground and prestige. These developments con-
cern negotiations with the Soviet Union, initially over fish-
ing, but with even more sinister potentials. Indeed, in the
last week of lanuarv 1987, an agreement for fisheries access
to waters around Vaanuatu was concluded. Future agree-
ments may allow deep water ports to be used by the
Soviets and also permit them to use shore facilities and air-
fields, nominally for crew exchanges. In return for fishing
rights, Vanuatu expects to receive about USS6 million. This
sum may significantly exceed the cash available to Vanuatu
when the State Department deal, currently expected to be
worth US$2.5 million annually, is concluded.

Consequences such as these were predicted. They
follomwed from the initial failure to accept the UNCLOS Ill
Convention. In summer 1982, for example, Leigh Ratiner,
a former US negotiator at UNCLOS Ill, made the follow-
ing observations in an attempt to alert responsible policy-
makers to the potential problems:
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On April 30, the United States was the onivy Western
industrialized country to vote against the final treaty
adopted in New York ... if the United States stays
out of the sea law treaty, and most major nations
join it, we risk conflict over American assertions that
we are entitled ... to rights embodied in the treaty
related to navigational freedoms, exclusive economic
zones, jurisdiction over our continental shelf, fish-
eries, pollution control and the conduct of marine
scientific research .... Should all this come to pass--
and it seems likely it will-we will sulfur a signifi-
cant, long-term foreign p'lHicy setback with grave
implications for U.S. influence in global economic
and political affairs. 27

The failure of the United States to provide leadership
and support for emergent Pacific Island states by not
acceding to a properly negotiated agreement on the Law
of the Sea and by its record in the United Nations has
resulted in rising suspicions that US policies disregard
the interests of smalle" states when commercial or super-
power advantage is involved.

After initial disappointment over the US refusal to
sign the UNCLOS II Convention, tuna fishing disputes
between US nationals and the authorities in the islands
have provided opportunities for Soviet expansion into
the area. Island leaders are slowly becoming convinced
that Soviet fishing agreements are harmless ways in
which to raise enough income to survive, despite pro-
testations from Australia and the United States over the
strategic implications.

SELF-DETERMINATION ISSUES

IN FIlF IMMEDIATE POSTWAR 'FRIO[D the United States
staunchly advocated and actively supported the granting
of independence to many Pacific colonies and territories,
particularly those governed by European powers. Today
most island groups are self-governing with only a few
colonial regimes remaining. At present, the most promi-
nent independence issues in the region directly involve



the United States and France, the onniv two coloInial
powers lett. H1w attention f tihe other nation'; in the
region is focuseU' on theim ind the pro.spects tor achiev-
inlg independence for all island people in the Pacific.

US Trust Territories
Currently, actions associated with the United State-'

relinquishing the UN trusteeship over Micronesia are
Well tllnderwav, although some unexpected problem,
have arisen. One report observes, "after 17 years of ditfi-
cult negotiation, the island, of Micronesia are schedul'd
to leave behind the ... trust that has governed them since
\\'orld War ... IbutJ the Soviet LUniol has said it will
veto present dissolution plalls, which cdl for the islands"
defense to remain in US hands and Washington to retain
-ights of 'strategic denial' of access to Micronesia by other
military powers.

.o foster a continuing association, the United States
plans to provide US$3 billion in development assistance
over the next 15 years for the three new states of Mar-
shag; Islands, i ederated States of Micronesia, and Palau,
recently renamed the Republic of Belau. This assistance is
conditional on these countries continuing to be bound by
provisions contained in the "Compact of Free Associa-
tion" as approved in plebiscites held in the territories in
1983. A fourth trust torritorv, the Northern Mariana
Islands, has voted to join the United States as a common-
wealth similar in status to Puerto Rico.

The Compact requires the United States to defend the
islands, It gives power to Washington to establish military
bases and conduct military operations as desired and to
block access to the islands by any third nation. While it
appears to give the United States almost complete freedom
in managing island foreitn ano security pohicies, the Com-
pact arrangement is not necessarily permanent. As with
most international agreements, any of the parties can end
the Compact with six months' notice, .,nd renegotiation of
the terms is required after 15 years.

Soz'iet Intentions The Soviet Union has stated
already its position on the Compact arrangement. When



the Security Council debates the dissolution proposals, as
legally it must, the Soviet Union intends to veto them. If
this occurs, the United States could consider the option
of unilaterally declaring the trusteeship at an end and
carrying out its program anyway. Though such an action
might not be welcome because it is unilateralist, its intent
would probably not oind much criticism in the Pacific,
were it not for a serious problem which has cropped up
in one of the islands.

Anti-Nucicarismt in Bchim The problem centers on the
passage ot a constitution by Belau that would prohibit the
use, testing, and storage of nuclear weapons in the
Republic. This restriction is contrary to the terms of the
Compact proposed by the United States, which has been
repeatedly approved by plebiscite. Now the US administra-
tion is insisting that the new constitution must not include
anti-nuclear provisions if the Republic is to gain the benefits
of the Compact arrangement. One main strategic problem
for the United States could be that Babelthuap, the main
island, is a viable alternative position if the US bases in the
Philippines have to be relocated following a breakdown of
negotiations in 1991. In a challenge in the High Court of
Belau in September 1986, however, the nuclear transit
provisions in the Compact were declared unconstitutional
and, therefore, invalid. At present, US officials are consid-
ering holding another plebiscite to try to obtain the neces-
sary 75 percent of votes to overcome the anti-nuclear
provisions of the constitution. On both sides, patience on
this issue is wearing thin.N"

Dela ys Originally, 3(0 September 1986 was the
deadline for dissolution of the trusteeship arrangement,
but difficulties have prevented its achievement. More
time is required to resolve these matters. Despite these
difficulties with the United States, many of the other
states in the region will be envious of these new states
when they become independent, because of US support
given to them over the past forty years. Even so, many
important leaders in the region believe that past aid to
these island groups has prevented the development of
independent attitudes appropriate for today's world.
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French Possessions
While members of the South Pacific Forum will be

watching developments in Micronesia, the real focus of
their attention will be on the policies being adopted by
the French concerning independence for its territories.
Much of the emotion generated against the French pres-
ence relates directly to continued French use of the South
Pacific as a nuclear test site despite strong objections
from all other independent states in the region. The
United States needs to understand that its responses to
these issues are being closely watched for any hint of
duplicity and collusion with France. The two large
powers cannot continue to disregard regional attitudes
without inviting appropriate responses. If the United
States fails to respond to this issue with vigor and by
providing leadership, then it risks being considered in
the same "league" as France-the pariah of the Pacific.

New Caledouja At present, New Caledonia is the
main point of interest for most of the independence
activities taking place within the region. The island is
populated by a mixture of French settlers (36 percent),
Kanaks or Melanesians (43 percent), and non-indigenous
islanders (13 percent), with the remaining people being
mainly from Indonesia and Vietnam. The Kanak com-
munitv, in particular, is seeking an independent Kanak
state so it can share similar rights and privileges to those
enjoyed in the other Pacific islands.

In recognition of the potential problem posed by
Kanak attitudes, the French government took a number
of steps aimed at slow evolution toward the eventual
granting of independence. In considering Kanak claims,
President Francois Mitterrand was also mindful that the
rights of the French settlers and others would have to be
guaranteed, especially in terms of their land, citizenship,
and economic interests. In July 1983, in a conference held
at Nainville-les-Roches, Kanak claims were clearly
acknowledged, but efforts were also made to explain the
French government position that Kanak rights were only
supportable as they fitted in with the rights of all the



other ethnic gromups on the island. t Jo lend credibility to
the seriousness of its intentions, tile French 0overrnMent
fixed elections for 14 Novenibei 1984 in which all person,
resident for three \ears or more oi the island could vote
for a new Territorial Assembly'. It promised ako tI at a
refterendue on New Caledonia's future would be ield
before the end of the AssemblY's term oIf office in 1989. Full
independence was to be a clear option in the referendum.

Despite these good intentions, the Front National
pour la Liberation Kanake et Socialiste (F1IKNS), the
Kanak-based independence front, decided to boycott the
elections and do its best to disrupt them. [his decision
followed an assessment by the Kanaks that they could
not obtain a maIjoritv of the electoral vote in a tranrchise
based strictly on time of residency rather than ethnic
background. According to projections, the FL.KNS
worked out that Kanaks would not be assured a racial
majority until sometime in 1995."1 A franchise based on
ethnicitV alone would have been contrary to French con-
stitutional guarantees. As a result of the Kanak plan,
there was unrest and limited violence at the time of the
elections and ever since, because, as Alan Ward states,
"many of the settlers have for years been openly spoiling
for an excuse to take up their own guns" in response to
Kanak violence.' To stabilize the situation, a skilled
French negotiator arrived in New Caledonia in December
1984 with instructions to find a solution. [Ie announced
on 7 January 198-) that a referendum would be held that
July to decide on independence, in association with
Erance, effective from I Janii uary 1986. I lowever, even this
tactic failed to diffuse the low levels of violence that were
occurring. Peace was eventually restored only after a
state of emergency had been declared and curfews
imposed.

In July 1985, ['resident Nlitterrand announced plans
to build a new strategic base in New Caledonia.
AlthouLgh the planned construction is to be modest, the
base is part of an Upgrade of the force dt' friappe. The
announcemlent is a clear indication that the French plan



to, continue testing at \lururea Atoll 1.111l "V11 into the
1990tls and p~s'5iblV- 11ls1 11sign thait ettfkc(tiC Fenchill wll1
trot eVer thle isladnd will no)t be '-urrCeldCFed eaSily-

,A new\ govxern men I gai ned Mtice in Ira ric in NMIrc
1 986 amidst a pre-hension that inlitiati\ves achieed 1-1 thle
socialists in New (aledonmia would be lost. lIndeed, o)n2)
*XulLSt 19,86 thle Cthirac goVCe'llmenlt statedl its prtrenl-lCe
to retain possessionl Of thle isIland JS part oft Fra nce. [he
new gorvernment Alms made it clar that it won Id doi its
best to ensure a majorty vo(tes against idpnec.As
bait, Chirac offered USSI12 million in aid and es-tablish-
men t ot 10t,0lh00 new jobs to help sti m iila 0te thle economy1.
In response to these al 111. no ICCemenI ts, and plans, F[,KNS
ACtivists thlreatened to utse increCasing levels Ot violen)ce to
dlestabilime the island.

5Ol~itll MIIt~itif FOruIn In iw F he issueC of New Cal-
ed otn ia attracted mu ch atle nt ion at the meeting 4f the
Mouth Pa cific Feurn min A ii gus't 11)86(. Member staties

agreed that recent cleveltopme iits had reversed thle prt g-
res;s made Under Mitterrand. Mhy also agreed to ren 'st
thle reinscription of New- (faldoni~a onl the UN list of non-
selt-governing territories thirough thle Comm11ittee onl
lDecoloniza tionI (the Commit tee of 24). This action is
intended to ensuLre reguilar LIN review o)f tile territory's
progress toward self-government anid independence,
which is to be achieved by peaceful Means. The Forumn

also warned that a Plebiscite Which reCSul1ted in a majority
o1pposing, independence could serve only to exacerbate
thle territory's problemsý. Shortly afterwards, thle FLKNS
congress readftirImed its positionl that only Kanaks" should
vote in thle plebiscite and that its members wouLld bo)ycott
an1Y referendum whiich included non-Kanaks.

The1 Fol-rum' interest has Angered French authorities,
who have reacted w~ith a p,1rtiCU larly bitter attack oil
tralias l'rime Ministr becuse of Astralian support ot UIN
iinvlm-nont in the issue. In fact, the LIN General Assemnbly
passed a resolution reinscribing New\ Caledonia as, a Frenchl
dependent territt ory 2 Decmber I 86, with 89- votes in
favo, 24 votes no in fim voand 34 abstentions. Anmong
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votes supporting the resolution were those cast by China,
jLpan, and all member countries of ASLAN.

Libyan Conne'ctio, Connections with 11bva already
have produced unfortunate side effects for regional
security. In October 1984, 17 Kanak militants accepted
paramilitary training provided by Libya, with the leader
of that group eventually being killed in a shoot-out with
French authorities in New Caledonia. In lanuarv 1980,
Libya appeared to be sponsoring another 20 Kanak mili-
tants to attend a "summit of liberation movements'
which includes elements of the PLO; these militants
might have received further military training. Australia
has been especially vocal in condemning these develop-
ments, even to the extent of trying to divide FLKNS lead-
ership over this matter. Most of these contacts between
FLKNS representatives and Libva are apparently
organized through contacts in Vanuatu.

Vatmatauz Policies Vanuatu has a record of develop-
ing relationships with some very undesirable regimes. By
the end of last year, for example, Vanuatu had estab-
lished diplomatic relations with Cuba, Libya, the Soviet
Union, and Nicaragua. This situation is causing concern
in nearly all the other countries of the region. As an
example of the effect of this unfortunate trend, one ana-
lyst has reported, "Vanuaaku members [from Vanuatu]
together with Kanak activists and OPM guerrillas
attended a March 1986 terrorist summit held in Tripoli
where the South Pacific was high on the agenda and
reports indicate a decision to establish a fighting force, or
revolutionary committee, to cover the area."' 4

Lhicertain Fatture How this issue of self-determina-
tion will be decided is very difficult to predict. Little
doubt exists, however, that eventually independence will
come to New Caledonia. At present, the prospects for a
peaceful solution to this problem do not look promising.
It would be better for the region and for US interests in
the area if independence could be achieved without any
more bloodshed.



Currcuit W)ittiu tww [he ,it ation is delicatehv baIt-
anced at pres-ent. Kanaks are determined to secuLre inde-
pendernce for themselves, even at sOm1le COSt, over time.
ihere is also considerable potential for turther comrnu-
ni,,t penetration of tile region iUnder the guise o(f assist-
ing the [I.KNS' to secure its goals. [his development
would create a real difficultv' for moderate pro-We.-,tern
forces in the region, represented by courntries suLch Ias
Australia and Fili. Moreover, dealings with a prominent
Liuropean power over this i, sue have turned out like a
"gamle of double jeopardy, mainly beca use that power
does not seem interested in listening.

For the United States, there are added diffictulties. If
the United States does nothing to advance the cauSe of
New, Caledonian independence, it will be regarded as
having little interest in supportinig legitimate groups to
obtain their treedom. Accusations of betraying funda-
mental ideals on the grounds of "realpolitik" due to US-
French alliance interests in Lu rope, even though France
is ioot a military member of NATO, will be possible. On
the other hand, we can expect France to react strongly to
an1 hint of ULS interference in this matter, as it has donc
alih'adv over Australian involvement- Nonetheless, cur-
rent "wait and see" policies being adopted by the United
ShtAte seem destined to result in further alienations in the
re',ion and Unfavorable shifts in tile strategic balance.
I I rd policy choices may have to be made soon.

US INVOLVEMENT IS IMPORTANT

* A\I BI, /...\I I ') -\N\I I i ree issules which have
r.iuced the level of US standing within the South Pacific

r( 1'1on. iiOn balance, the record shows a pa ucitV of
ci,,aprehensive and active policies to deal with key prob-
le~ns and an indefinable lack of interest in the area. The
o0 :'rail ,trategv for dealing with the region over the past
dt Cade or so might be described as one of "benign
r glect." Regrettably, regional discontent over US insen-
si iVitv to one issue hias alreadyv led to Soviet encroach-
ni ints into the area.
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Ati Ah'rted Ulnite'd States US strategic analysts tell us
they are well aware of the potential problems the current
situition poses for Western security. A recent commen-
tary by Paul Dibb, a Washington analyst, c,'ncerning the
administration's position on a recent review of Au,,trahan
defense interests included such a reference:

Armitage also contests the idea that the Soviets pose
no threat to Australia. The Soviets are expanding in
the Pacific and, with a permanent presence in Cam
Ranh Bay, already have a strategy to make political
inroads among new Pacific nations, and to diminish
Western influence as much as they can. Further, he

says: 'We are uncertain how long it will be before
they make physical inroads.' Over time, they could
pose a threat-militarily-to Australia.;`

Further, Armitage implied that the United States is

now alert and responding to these potential security
problems. He also said, "Australian leaders have made
us aware that we should take an active interest in the
developments in the South Pacific.""' Despite this
assurance that the United States is taking a positive inter-
est in the region, the record of US performance there
over the past five years is still a cause for serious concern.
Moreover, Australian attempts to generate interest in the
region in Washington have been going on for some time
without much success.

Earlier Warnings To illustrate the importance which
Australia has, in the past, placed on alerting US policy-

makers to key issues in the region, a previous effort bears
examination. In a speech presented in Washington, DC,
on 24 September 1985, His Excellency the Ambassador of
Australia, Mr. F. Rawdon Dalrymple, recounted a pre-
vious visit he made to Washington in 1976, exactly nine

years before, to carry out just such a task with a repre-
sentative of the New Zealand government. Two main
issues prompted the visit. First, proposals for 200 nautical
mile EEZs in the UNCLOS Ill negotiations had made
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Not '•et Too Lab' I do not intend to analyze why US
interest in the region appears to have lacked a sense of
purpose and direction. I do, however, want to drive
home two verv important messages for the future. First,
the presence of the alliance has been effectively reduced
to one country in terms of promoting the interests of the
West on a day-to-day basis. Furthermore, the track rec-
ord of the immediate past few years suggests that the
interests of the West are being slowly eroded despite a
concerted effort by Australia, assisted as possible by New
Zealand, to provide good leadership and advice,
especially in the South Pacific Forum. From the analysis
of issues in this essay, one significant conclusion might
be that maintenance of the status quo is beyond current
Australian capabilities alone. If the situation is to be
altered to the good, the United States will have to do
more than simply show the "active interest" that Armi-
tage has suggested is enough.

Second, it should be apparent from the foregoing
analysis that the situation, in terms of the strategic bal-
ance, is deteriorating daily with diminishing prospects of
corrective action being taken. The change is not dramatic,
but nonetheless, it exists. There does not seem to be
much time left in which the United States can afford to
regard matters in the South Pacific with indifference in
the hope that the problems will go away.

Proposed Policy Options
A positive US commitment to maintaining peace and

stabilitv in the South Pacific region is necessary. A coor-
dinated and cohesive policy to deal with important
regional questions could assist the United States in
restoring its prestige and credibility in the South Pacific
region. At present, little direct investment in the area is
practical, and most islanders would not welcome it. They
are looking for workable economic benefits, not hand-
outs. New measures should imply an acceptance of the
importance of the island states, encourage their economic
growth, and maintain their political stability. The follow-
ing specific measures deserve consideration:
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a Pacific power. The United States is going to have to
establish a priority between safeguarding its own inter-
ests and ignoring French activities in the Pacific. Even
though this is a tough choice to have to make, it is sen-
sible to suggest that US interests in the South Pacific are
vital and far more important than avoiding the issue of
the French presence in the Pacific. After all, France is a
European power, not a Pacific one.

Soviet Presence If the United States is incapable of
changing its policies to support the island countries and
therefore unable to become more directlv involved in the
important issues of the area, then the prospects for the
future strategic balance in the region look bleak. It is too
facile to suggest that Soviet penetration of the area has
been solely of Soviet design when a regional perspective
suggests that the United States has, even inadvertently,
played a significant role in encouraging regional states to
foster that particular relationship.

There should be no doubt that the Soviet Union is
watching developments in the South Pacific and prepar-
ing to exploit any opportunities presented. On 28 July
1986 in Vladivostok, Secretary General Gorbachev out-
lined an ambitious new policy that included extensive
diplomatic ties and economic interests throughout the
Pacific region and the establishment of a new Pacific
Ocean Department within the Soviet Foreign Ministry.
Mr. Gorbachev made the special point that the "Soviet
Union is also an Asian and Pacific country" in his expla-
nation of heightened Soviet interest in the area. Recent
developments in Vanuatu demonstrate the seriousness
with which the Soviets are pursuing this policy.

Statement of US Policy There are some Americans
who are taking an active interest in these important
security issues. In his testimony before the House Corn-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, Mr. Derwinski of the State
Department explained that a basic concern of the United
States was that the Pacific region Should not be trans-
formed "into yet another area of superpower confronta-
tion." Further, he said,
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We should keep in mind when examining Moscow's
new found interest in the Pacific islands that we
have been an active force in the political, economic
and social development of the region since the early
19th century. The Soviet Union, on the other hand,
has never been an important or particularly inter-
ested participant in the development of relations
between Pacific islanders and their neighbors on the
Pacific rim. Should the region become a new stage
for East-West confrontation, island leaders will
understand that the responsibility lies with the
Soviet Union. 3

Soviet Advantages If my analysis in this essay is cor-
rect, then island leaders probably do not share Der-
winski's assumption that the United States has been an
active political, economic, and social development force
within the region. Indeed, the Soviets could well be
exploiting a position of being economically helpful and
understanding of regional issues as they seek to extend
their influence. Their readiness to agree to fishery licens-
ing arrangements and to sign the protocols to SPNFZ
exemplifies their perception of important current Pacific
issues.

The proposition that Soviet influence could gain a
foothold in the region without support being provided by
some of the island states is not credible. Rather, limited
regional support for Soviet opportunism must be an
essential condition for any significant expansion in the
area. Island leaders are beginning to question whether
there is much to choose from between the United States
and the Soviet Union as friends when it comes to pursu-
ing their national interests.

An Island Decision To be sure, the decision about the
spread of Soviet influence in the area over the next dec-
ade or so will be made in island capitals. It will be a deci-
sion over which the United States and Australia will be
able to exercise little direct control, apart from relying on
the past and present record as perceived by respective
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national leaders. If we fail in the task of keeping the
island states inside the Western strategic alliance, ALIs-
tralia and the United States will have to face up to the
security implications of further Soviet expansion.

Security Implications
Observing the proximity of parts of the Pacific region

to the United States, if the Soviet Union is able to enter
the area in significant force, the United States will not be
able to disregard such developments. They would be
inimical to US national security interests. The United
States would have to respond directly by substantially
increasing its own military commitment and presence in
a part of the world that was previously considered
secure.

In a similar fashion, Australian security interests
would also be threatened. This outcome would be
regrettable for Australia given the substantial effort
expended on behalf of the Western alliance. In this case,
however, Australian security interests are inextricably
linked up with the success of US policies within the
South Pacific region, especially since the two countries
are so closely aligned under the ANZUS Treaty.

Cheaper Alternative The cost of acting now to imple-
ment new policies and accommodate the economic con-
sequences of providing realistic support for the Pacific
region would be quite small by the normal standards of
foreign aid. Even the consequences of opposing French
Pacific policy might also be acceptable because, in the
longer term, if nothing is done the United States must be
prepared to face competition from the Soviet Union
throughout the Pacific region as well as in the rest of the
world. Without associated increases in force levels to
compensate for this eventuality, the current US global
strategy would be weakened substantially with little
prospect of a change for the better. The added cost of
providing increased force levels in the long term to coun-
ter Soviet expansion in the South Pacific region would
inevitably be much more expensive than funding the lim-
ited proposals in this paper.



H.L'stH fr I li,•toFi Ihe examples I have analv/ed in
this c,•-av are drawn from Pacific island activities over the
past fifteen years. AlthoL1,h the most recent times have
produced the greatest number of incidents, the policy of
benign neglect"' has boen in existence for at least the

ýLame fifteen years.
In 1984, American historian Barbara Tuchma n wrote

The Alarch of F'oih. , in which she related some classic
'xamples of govetiiment.s pursuing policies which were
c. itrarv to their self-interest. For her rules to apply, folk'
could only take place' if tiree criteria are fulfilled: first,
the policy must be perceived as counterproductive in its
own time; second, a feasible course of alternative action
must be available; and third, the policy should extend
beyond one political lifetime."'

I er treatise includes an account of "'the series of dra-
matic events by which, over fifteen .,ears, Britain's
George III and his governrrent mindlessly and repeatedly
injured their relations with the American colonies, made
rebels where there had been none, played deaf to the ris-
ing discontent that rang in their ears ... and as a result
forfeited control of [thel ... continent."', She particularly
identifies the following British attitude:

[he . ministries went through a full decade of
mounting conflict with the colonies without any of
them sending a representative, much less a minister,
across the Atlantic to make acquaintance, to discus,,,
to find out what was spoiling, even endangering,
the relationsaip and howv it might be better man-
aged. They were not interested in the Americans
because they considered them rabble or at best
children whom it was inconceivable to treat-or
even fight--as equals.''

Students of early American histor'- may see many
parallels between the current situation in the South
Pacific and the neglect that brought about the American
revolution. British attitudes to tihe American colonists, as



Ttuchman identifies them, seem remarkabiv ;imilar to
current US attitudes to the South Pacific region. lhe
South Pacific region, however, is not vet lost. If new US
policies can be implemented soon, Soviet penetration of
the region can be limited and perhaps even reverýed. We
might be able to avoid committing our own modern day
"follV" in alienating countries in this part of the globe.
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SPACE CAPABILITIES:
EMERGING DETERMINANTS

OF NATIONAL POWER

Simon P. Worden
and

Bruce Pitcairn Jackson

Control of space will be d'cided in tht' next decade,
anil the nation which controls space can cointrol the
Earth,

-John F. Keinecidy
October 24, 1960

ALL NATIONS have national security objectives, even if
they are as nebulous as ensuring security, preserving the
balance of power, or maintaining strategic stability. In
order to realize these objectives, those charged with
executive responsibility use national power. The concept
of a nation's power, difficult to quantify, is generally
understood as a complex function of military, economic,
and political attributes. The way we configure these
attributes to support our national security objectives is
our strategy. In this essay, we consider how the nature of
military power changes with technological progress and
is determined by key technical capabilities. Given what
we now know of our likely technological capabilities in
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tile 1990s, we can begin to discuss the key national power
determinants of the next century.

Historically, formal calculations of military power
involved both the medium of conflict-the physical
environment, sea, land, or air, in which or through
which a physical effect might be exerted-and the force
which could be brought to bear in that Medium. The sec-
ond consideration involved the determinants of that
physical effect-those things which translated directly
into striking power, such as the size and armament of

land armies. For example, the medium in World War I
was the continental landmass of Europe. The determi-
nants were both the quantity of armament which could
be produced and the speed with which armament could
be delivered to the front and engaged in the battle.

In 1945, the development of nuclear weapons pro-
duced a new determinant of military power. And when
the destructive force of nuclear explosions was projected
by ballistic missiles through a new medium-outer
space-national strategies altered drastically. The United
States and the Soviet Union have since developed strat-
egies centered upon nuclear weapons delivered by
ballistic missiles. Nuclear weapons also have mass
destruction "side effects," which these strategies have
incorporated. To some it appears that strategy has
developed more around the side effect of collateral
damage than around the military potential of nuclear
weapons, particularly with the 'lMutual Assured Destruc-
tion" approach to strategic analysis. The United States
and its allies calculate the ability oif their forces to sustain
their strategy from "post exchange ratios"--a comparison
of expected damage done to each side after a nuclear
exchange. Similarly, Soviet strategy revolves around
nuclear weapon determinants. The core of the Soviets'
approach, however, is the result not so much of a calcula-
tion of damage expectancy, but of a calculation of relative
levels of opposing sides' military power-a "Correlation
of Forces" analysis.

Technology has recently allowed us to take fuller
advantage of the medium of space than the 10-30 minute



passage to which tile relatively inefficient ballistic nlis,,ilc
limited OUr svstemns. ilhe first eftcCt ot this changI. real-
ized ill tile March 10-)83 beginnin gs ot tile Strategic
Defense Initiative (SW)) was tilhe oPsibility f ball it ti
missiles themselves becoming Obsolete. It max" well be,
hloweCer, that this eftect is the tirst of manV changesL in
our strategy, and that ncw capabilities coupled with a
"growing capability to operate in space will emerge a,,
determlinants ot national power. lhe de'terminants ot
national power in space may' well cast as long a shadow
on political eVentsl and srategy as that cast by nLuictlear
wVeapolls.

Military power bears mnw\ similarities to political
power. The key to both is action at a distance---the ability
to work one's will %vithout beillg nearbv. The more force-
ful tile action, the more tinelv, the greater precision with
which it is applied, and the greater distance over which it
is effective, tile greater utility military or political instru-
mennts possess. We believe that tile emlerging space
capabilities of the world's leading nations will soon over-
take nuclear power as th1e prime determinant ot national
power. This essay discusses the technical and strategic
implications of these technological advances.

TECHNICAL FACTORS

1314J R l00 lM IN \FNI ION Of nu1cle'ar weapons, military
experts regarded the introduction of new technol1ogies,
into tile inventory and then into national strategV as a
slow, evolutionary process. New technologies increased
absolute military, power and shifted relative political
power, but at a leisurelh pace. Military strategists care-
fullh' studied tile influteIces of a W0eap1on's, power in order
to unCdrstran-d when alld how those Iexw weapons would
affect military affairs. Nuclear weapons, howev\er, burst
upolln tile sce so sLiddeilyV and so inmpre, ssed civilian
strategists that these studied approachets were lost ill the
"strategic shuffle. Assessing the potential effects of new
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technological factors today, though, strategists often
rediscover the older work.

Airpower's emergence in World War I provides an
excellent example of how a new capability was analyzed
and then integrated into military thinking. Because air-
craft operated in a new medium and had easily definable
characteristics-speed, armament, range-air warfare
was relatively easy to model mathematically. F. W. Lan-
chester's 1916 book, Aircraft in Warfare: The Dawn of the
Fourth Arm, 2 was the hallmark work of those years. Lan-
chester is now best known for his "state equations"-
mathematical relationships showing the relative power of
two opposing forces. The state equations demonstrated
that a military force's power relative to opposing forces
varies as a square of its firepower, meaning a small dif-
ference in two forces' firepower can translate into a deci-
sive battlefield advantage. For example, if a side has 70
percent of the firepower of its opponent, it will be only
half as powerful as the adversary. Although efforts to
apply these relationships to more general military
engagements have failed, the equations remain valid in
cases, like air warfare, where most features of the battle
are quantifiable.

In the 1920s an obscure Italian General, Giulio
Douhet, recognizing air warfare's potential to dominate
the European land battle, developed a strategy based on
air technology and air warfare. His strategy-in his book
The Commaiand of the Air-advocated crushing air attacks
against the enemy homeland and warmaking potential.'
Douhet's ideas provided the strategic rationale for Allied
and German bombing campaigns during World War 1I.
At least in the West, Douhet's assertion of the dominant
influence of offensive air attack against unprotected
urban-industrial targets and war-supporting industry has
persisted through the nuclear era and continues to
underlie US nuclear strategy.

Recently, few people have paid attention to the influ-
ence of technological innovation in developing national
strategy. We tend to forget that what we wish to do stra-
tegically depends almost entirely upon what technology
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allows us to do. Perhaps the best work in this area was
F. C. Fuller's 1945 Armament atl I tislory/, Fu ler, a pro-

ponent of another technological innovation, mechanized
tank warfare, listed five qualitative parameters determin-
ing a weapon's overall power:

• Range of Action
0 Striking Power
0 Accuracy of Aim
* Volume of Fire
• Portability

Of these parameters, Fuller gave priority to the first,
Range of Action. In the modern nuclear era, accuracy has
become a key parameter.' Nuclear weapons release a
huge amount of energy-but it is not directed. In a
nuclear explosion the energy density-how much
destructive energy is deposited per unit of volume in a
target-falls off as the third power of distance from the
nuclear explosion. A nuclear weapon which is twice as
accurate is eight times as powerful as the less accurate
weapon of the same explosive yield.

Fuller's first three parameters can be combined into a
late twentieth century parameter known as "brightness."
laser weapon engineers use bright:ess to measure a
laser's capability, but it can be adapted to a more general
military purpose. Brightness combines range, striking
power, and accuracy into a single measure of the energy
a weapon puts into a conic volume of space. Physicists
measure brightness in Joules (a unit of energy, about
what it takes to tap your finger on the table) per Stera-
dian (a unit of conic volume, about the size of a rnega-
phone, determined by relating accuracy and range).

Brightness alone is not a complete measure of mili-
tars' effectiveness. Firing rate-represented by Fuller as
Volume of Fire-is also important. To determine the fir-
ing rate, we must consider two factors: how many
"rounds" the weapon fires during a battle and how much
time it takes the weapon to get into position to fire. For
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example, an army might have 10,000 artillery rounds, but
if it takes between one and two weeks to get into position
(10" seconds), the total firing rate averaged over both the
time it takes to get into position and the time of the battle
could be quite low. In the example here the firing rate
would be only 0.01 per second.

So the basic measure of military effectiveness for a
given weapons silstem is"

Effectiveness = Brightness X Firing Rate.

With this equation it is possible to evaluate a range of
weapons over the past millenia in terms of their overall
effectiveness. In this way we can see how new space
capabilities, such as kinetic energy or directed energy
weapons, might stack up against earlier weapons. Table I
lists brightness per unit of time calculated for various
weapons systems. Brightness has been totaled for all
weapons involved in a battle and averaged over both the
time of battle and the time it takes to get into position for
the battle. Figure 1 plots these results in graphic form.

Kinetic energy weapons kill a target by striking it. At
the relative velocities involved.in space operations (tens
of kilometers per second), kinetic energy is much more
significant than any conventional explosive, approaching
nuclear energy levels. A ten-ton projectile dropped from
a distance as far from the earth's surface as the moon
would strike the earth with almost a kiloton of kinetic
energy. More important than the level of energy is the
fact that, unlike nuclear weapons, this energy is
"directed" in a precise way. A kinetic energy space
weapon need be no more complex than an air-to-air mis-
sile mounted on a satellite. Directed energy weapons, by
comparison, fire energy in the form of light (lascrs) or
atomic particles (particle beams). These beams travel at or
near the speed of light (300,000 kilometers per second).

Table I shows some interesting comparisons. Both
kinetic energy and directed energy space weapons are at
least as powerful as nuclear-armed intercontinental ballis-
tic missiles, or ICBMs. Directed energy weapons, the
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Table 1. Weapon effectiveness

Firin'

Ern Weaa•on Tine Bri,,hJnu's Rate Lfret iz'ntess

1000 AD Arrows 6 months 10)JiSr 10-:Sec 10" JSriSec
1500 AD Bullets 3 months 10" J;Sr 10!.,Sec 10, J Sr/Sec
1800 AD Artillery I month 10- I/Sr 10'dSec 10); J'Sr/Sec

1900 AD Artillery I week 101, J/Sr 10 14Sec ]01 JiSr/Sec
1930 AD Aircraft I day 10'" J:Sr 10 'Sec 101ý JiSr/Sec
1950 AD Aircraft 1 day 10" JiSr 10:-Sec 1021 JiSriSec

1970 AD ICBM I hour 102' J/Sr 10-iSec 102 Ji/Sr/Sec
2000 AD SBKKV 1 hour 10"- JiSr 10"i/Sec 1021 JiSr/Sec
2020 AD Laser 5 minutes 10`2 J Sr 102/Sec 1021 J/Sr/Sec

j - Joules; Sr = Steradians; Sec Seconds
ICBM - Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
SBKKV = Space-Based Kinetic Kill Vehicle

more advanced technology, have the long-term edge
because they can get into position rapidly and fire at
extremely high rates. A special kind of weapon, the
nuclear directed energy weapon, is not addressed here.
These devices are hybrids of nuclear and directed energy
weapons which use a nuclear explosion to power the
directed energy beam. Because these are single shot
devices, however, their firing rate will be very low. The
low firing rate makes them less effective than non-
nuclear directed energy weapons, even though the
brightness of each shot can be extremely high. The con-
clusion is significant. Non-nuclear weapons, combined
with space-basing, are potentially more militarily effec-
tive than nuclear weapons.

What, then, are the capabilities that will interact with
this clear potential to form the determinants of national
power in space? What are the space capabilities that
really matter to great nations? The key to these questions
is provided by the concept known to space scientists as
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Figure 1. Evolution of military effectiveness. Calculations of

military effectiveness for the principal weapons sys-
tems of the past 1,000 years. The measure is "'bright-

ness'" per unit time, where time includes both the
time it takes to get into position to engage the enemy\

and the time of the actual battle. Brightness is a tech-
nical term used by laser engineers to characterize
laser performance. However, it also embodies most
of the historical determinants of a weapon's power.
Note that weapons over the past 1,000 , vears shotw a
smooth increase in brighi tness. Nuclear weapons are
not wildly outside this curve--nor are they the last
word. The final two points of this curve are space-
based kinetic energy and directed energy weapons.
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the gravity well, illustrated in Figure 2.7 To take an object
from the surface of the earth to some very great distance,
a large amount of energy would be required. To place tine
object in an orbit near the earth would still take substan-
tial energy, but less than that required to get into deep
space.

For an object dropped from space, on the other
hand, gravity accelerates the object down toward the
earth. The farther from earth the object starts, the faster it
will be going when it strikes the earth. Gravitational
"potential" energy gets turned into kinetic energy of

motion. An object dropped from lunar orbit would hit
the earth at about 20 kilometers per second, with kinetic
energy that could be many kilotons if the object was
large.s Since the earth is the source of the gravity which
accelerates the object-and the farther from the earth the
object is taken, the more potential energy it possesses-
the earth is said to sit at the bottom of the gravity well.
(See figure 2.)

The (navity well diagram is an easy way to measure
space capabilities. By considering how much mass a
nation can pat into space, and how far a nation can place
it up the gravity well, we have an excellent measure of a
nation's space capabilities. It takes energy to climb out of
a gravity well. For mass on the earth's surface, this
energy is now supplied by rocket motors which boost the
mass up the well.

There are, in fact, two gravity wells to consider. The
first, of course, is the earth's. But the earth also sits in a
much deeper gravity well-that of the sun. To truly
measure the potential energy of an object in space we
must consider, once out of the earth's well, where it sits
in the sun's gravity well. The farther from the sun an
object is, the more potential energy it has.

There are two ways to position a nation's assets
within these gravity wells. Currently, the only means we
have to move mass into and around in space is to launch
it from the earth's surface on top of large chemically-
powered rockets. The more mass we wish to put
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Figure 2. Inner solar system gravity wells. To lift payloads.
from the earth and place them into orbit in space
takes energy. We now generate this energy as a
rocket's energy ot motion. As the rocket coasts
upward after firing, the expended energy' of motion
(kinetic energy) converts to the potential energy of
height (gravitational potential energy). To lift a
payload free from earth's gravitation we must

expend as much energy as if we were to haul that
payload against the full force of gravity we feel on
the earth's surface to a height of 4,000 miles. To

reach the nearer goal of low earth orbit (110), where
rockets and their payloads orbit just above the
atmosphere, only requires half as much energy-still
equivalent to climbing to 2,00(1 miles. All large
objects in space--the sun, moon, and planets such
as Mars-have these gravity wells. Smaller objects,
such as tile Moon and Mars, have wells much less
deep. The sun's gravity well is far deeper.
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up, or the farther up these wells we want to go, the more
powerful our launching rocket must be. In the future,
however, we may be able to make use of material already
in space, far up the gravity wells of the earth and sun.

As an illustration of how, decades from now, access
to material already in space could become more impor-
tant than the ability to launch material from earth, con-
sider a few long-term possibilities. For example, we
might get material from the moon-almost completely
out of the earth's gravity well. We would need first to get
it out of the moon's own gravity well, but it is very small
(see figure 2). Or we might use some of the numerous
small "islands" in space, known as asteroids. Most of
these are only a kilometer or so across, and many come
within easy range of the earth. Some asteroids are made
of water ice, others of almost pure iron; some scientists
think certain asteroids are made of nearly pure platinum
group metals. These are all the ingredients needed by
future space systems, and they are ready for our use far
up the gravity well."

In addition to an object's general position in the
gravity well diagram, there are some special locations in
space of particular interest to national strategists. These
locations are analogous to Admiral Mahan's nineteenth
century sea lines of communication and naval choke
points. Like their naval counterparts, these positions in
space possess special attributes of military significance
and can dominate space operations.

The first such space "line of communication" is the
polar low earth orbit. Normally, it is cheapest and easiest
to launch payloads into an equatorial orbit. The satellite
then orbits over a narrow band of latitudes centered on
the equator, missing areas in the far north and south-
the Soviet Union and Western Europe are beyond the
field of view. If, instead, satellites are launched due north
or south, such that their orbits pass over the poles, they
will pass over nearly every point on the globe several
times in the course of a day.
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The second critical space location is gvostationarv
earth orbit, or GEO. Satellites in orbit about 40,000 kilo-
meters above the equator take exactly 24 hours to orbit
the globe. Thus, a satellite in GEO is always directlv over
a single point on the ground. This orbit is ideal for com-
munications svstems and early warning sensors because
the satellite is always available at the same point in the
skv to relay data to points on the earth up to a hemi-
sphere away. Ground-based relay antennas, once
pointed at the satellite, do not need to move to remain
locked on the satellite.

The third important location in space is a set of posi-
tions where the gravitational attractions of two large
celestial bodies-the earth and moon are of primary inter-
est here-exactly balance. For each set ot two celestial
bodies of gravitational significance, these equilibrium
positions are known as the system's Lagrange points.
There are five points in each system. Lagrange points are
important since it takes minimum energy to move from
them to any other point in the system. In a sense they
represent tne equivalent of high ground. By "taking and
holding" the Lagrange points, an anti-satellite or other
military system would have done the equivalent of gain-
ing the high ground. As we move out into space beyond
the earth-moon system, the Lagrange points defined by
the sun and earth become similarly important for domi-
nating operations within the inner solar system.

Currently, the basic space-capability measure is the
ability to place mass just outside the atmosphere into low
earth orbit, or LEO. This position is about halfway up the
earth's gravity well. The Soviet Union has recently tested
a heavy-lift launch vehicle that can place over 10() metric
tons at a time into LEO. By comparison, the US space
shuttle is capable of carrying less than 20 tons. With an
expected launch rate of at least ten of these giant "Ener-
gia" rockets per year, the Soviet Union will soon be able
to place several million kilograms-the equivalent of a
small naval destroyer-into LEO each year. By com-
parison, the United States will, with the shuttle back on



line, be limited to a ftew hundred thousand kilograms per
vear--aboult tile siM of a miode',d pleasure yacht. Admiral
Alfred [lhaver Mahan Would take a dim 'view of thie
resultant imnbialainke in th'"fleet.'

SPACE AND SOVIET STRATEGY

AS v)] It) A\ RI \1\), Soviet strategic anIaiyses differ from
tile Western exchange calculations. Ihe Soviets ,measurt
the qLlualitv of their strategic posture not so much by what
they can do in a nuclear e\change, but rather by their
capabilities relative to tile capabilities of potential advers-
aries. The Soviet measure of this relationship between
their military power and that of their adversaries is
known as the Correlation of Forces.

In Soviet doctrinal writings, the Correlation of Force',
analysis is a precise calculation of relative military power.
"The Soviets take great pains to ensure a true quantitative
measure of each side's military potential. Overall military
strength, force vulnerability, anti strength of enemy
defenses all enter the calculation. From these numerical
measures of power, the Soviet strategist can calculate
when and where to strike, and when to hold fast or
retreat.

One other Soviet concept-the concept of stability-
differs significantly from its Western counterpart. Sta-
bility for the Soviets is not the Western concept of a bal-
anced international system. Rather, stability is a situation
where military variables are known and predictable. The
Soviet objective is to completely quantify a situation
through a Correlation of Forces analysis, wherein, by
eliminating uncertainty, the Soviets can maximize the
advantage their "scientific" approach affords, whether in
military or political affairs.

In the 1960s, Soviet strategists developed Correlation
of Forces analyses for nuclear weapons, the preeminent
weapons of the day. These equations, to the best of our
knowledge, were first set forward in the classified Soviet
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general staff journal by Major General Anurevev in
1967.11' This basic analysis, with some modifications,
appears to have been the basis of Soviet strategic anal%-
ses since that time. By the 1980s, the Soviets had built a
large Correlation of Forces advantage over the United
States in nuclear forces." This advantage gives the
Soviets formidable bargaining capital in arms control
talks, as demonstrated by their newfound ability to make
marginal "concessions" in order to lock in long-term
advantage.

The Soviets have long been aware of space
capabilities' effects on the power balance. The classic
1960s book, Soviet Military Strateiy,, attributed to Soviet
Defense Minister Marshal Sokolovskiv, emphasized the
preeminent role of nuclear weapons in Soviet strategy.' 2

However, in its first edition (1962) the book incorrectly
quoted President Kennedy as saying that the nation that
controlled space would control the earth, and that space
supremacy was the US aim." By the late 1960s, as it
became clear to the Soviets as a result of the US Apollo
program that Soviet space efforts were falling behind, the
Soviets began to use arms control as an obstacle to US
space activities. This tactical adjustment, however, did
not banish discussions of space capabilities from Soviet
writings. By the time Marshal Sokolovskiv's third edition
of Soviet Militar.! StrateLy appeared in 1968, military space
discussions had been moved totally into the realm of
"foreign" and "Western" efforts.

In the 1980s, strident Soviet demands for banning all
weapons in space have been the order of the day.
Although much of the Soviet political effort has been
directed against the US Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI),
it is by no means clear that effective missile defenses are
the sole or even top Soviet concern.

The military potential of the US space shuttle as an
effective "space truck" frightened the Soviets. The 1979
anti-satellite talks broke down over Soviet insistence tha'
the space shuttle was a military weapon that should .,e
banned. The effect of the shuttle on Soviet thinkirg is
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their ground forces return to center stage. Western space
capabilities, however, can threaten both pillars of Soviet
military strength-their nuclear forces and conventional
land power.

Space-based strategic defenses will negate and make
obsolete Soviet nuclear offensive forces. To understand
this notion, consider once again the lessons of history.
Whenever the side planning an offensive had free reign
to use the battle space between himself and the defender,
it was easy for the offense to dominate defenses. The
failure of the French Maginot line provides an example of
such offensive dominance. With ample uncontested
maneuver space, the German offensive merely had to
punch through the single line of defense at points and
times of their own choosing. Even simpler, the German
army could go around the unfinished defenses-as it did
in its 1940 attack on France.

However, in cases where the defense operated
throughout the battle space separating the defender from
the aggressor, the defense often dominated. In the Allied
North Atlantic defense in World War 1I, such a multi-
layered defense proved highly effective. Even though
individual defensive layers might be weak, they can com-
bine to wear down an offensive strike so badly that an
aggressor is usually deterred from launching such a
strike.

In the case of missile defenses, 1960s systems such as
the US Safeguard had two layers operating in only the
final minutes of an offensive nuclear warhead's flight. As
the late 1960s anti-ballistic missile (ABM) debate proved,
these systems could do little to alter the dominance of
offensive nuclear missiles. However, future defenses
would have many layers, some operating soon after an
offensive missile lifts off, in what is known as its boost
phase. The combination of layers based on differing tech-
nical approaches makes effective offensive counter-
measures difficult if not impossible. The key to this
effective defense is the presence of defensive layers in
space, operating through nearly the entire flight path of
an attacker.
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the West out of space except for some modest scientific
programs.

The Soviet position is that space programs other than
their own should be multinational efforts. They have pro-
posed to supply space launch assets so that Western
nations would be spared the expense of developing inde-
pendent capabilities. This condominium in space explora-
tion would allow the Soviets to amass an enormous
Correlation of Forces advantage in the parameter that
really matters in the decades ahead. The effect of this
advantage would be analogous to tile situation which
would have existed in the 1950s had the Soviets, and not
the United States, had a massive aircraft industry and a
large capacity to produce fissionable material.

US STRATEGIC ANALYSES

IN CONTRAST TO the Soviet correlative calculations, US
strategy is firmly fixed in nuclear exchange calculations.2-
For the United States, deterrence is served as long as we
can retaliate effectively against the Soviet Union. The
basic US analysis proceeds from .a Soviet first strike on
US retaliatory capability, calculating the damage done in
the US counterattack. Although there is much public dis-
cussion on whether the retaliatory targets are Soviet cities
(countervalue) or the Soviet military (counterforce),
actual US targets have always been the Soviet military.
The US objective in a retaliatory strike is to destroy the
Soviet Union's capability to continue the war. If US stra-
tegic forces can crediblv threaten to accomplish this
objective, we believe we have an effective deterrent.

Across a standardized Red target base composed of
Soviet nuclear systems, command and control facilities,
other military targets, and critical leadership and war-
supporting industry, the United States measures the
effectiveness of its deterrent forces in terms of the
damage expected to be done by a retaliatory strike to a
set of Soviet targets. This "damage expectancy" is
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expressed as a percentage, derived trom a complex cal-
culation of accuracy (circular error of probability, or CAlT),
multiple targeting, target hardness, launch failure rates,
and other considerations. Todav, according to open
source Soviet literature, our damage expectancy in a US
retaliatory strike is about 60 percent averaged over all tar-
get sets.-'-

As the Soviet Union increases its passive and active
defenses and increases its ability to effectively strike US
retaliatory forces, that damage expectanc v drops. To pre-
serve the US deterrent, US strategists must confront the
alternatives: increase the survivabilitv of US retaliatory
forces or increase this force's effectiveness against Soviet
targets. The great debate of the early 1980s was over this
choice. '[he Scowcroft CommissIOn argued for more sur-

vivable mobile systems, such as the small mobile ICBM;
others, including Under Secretary of IDefense Fred C.
Ikle, pressed for more accurate, thus more ef-ective svs-
tems such as the NIX ICBIM and D--3 SLBM.

In the context of these exchange calculations, the
addition of more militarily effcctive non-nuclear tech-
nologies and systems is destabilizing. As these powerful
new capabilities emerge, they will invariably make it
more difficult to accomplish damage expectancy objec-
tives using the ballistic nuclear systems. rhis obsoles-
cence can readily be seen in the effect that increasing
strategic defense effectiveness has on exchange calcula-
tions. As defenses grov in effectiveness on ,oth sides, it
could be increasingly hard to maintain a high damage
expectancy in a US retaliatory strike.-'

A YNA\PISio ()t: Soviet and UL strategic programs in 1987
suggests that the United States is resolutely clinging to
obsolete determinants of power, x hile the Soviet Union
is moving confidently into the 19 90s and be'vod. The
Soviet Union has moved beyond the alternatives which
nonplus US strategists. The Soviets have elected to build
both mobile systems, such ias the SS- X.--24, and other
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increasingly capable ballistic systems, such as the SS-25.
But this investment is marginal compared to their pursuit
of space and space-related programs. An incomplete list
of some examples includes the following:

(1) The Soviets have established the territorial base for
an ABM system in which the Krasnoyarsk radar fig-
ures prominently. They have argued that the
Krasnovarsk facility is a ueep-space radar while the
United States has argued that it is for ABM pur-
poses. Our point in this essay is that it is necessar-
ily both.

(2) They have established a near-permanent, manned
military presence in space with their Sovuz and Mir
space stations.

(3) They have deployed a heavy-lift launch vehicle, the
Energia, which will soon support a space shuttle
system.

(4) They have deployed a second generation system of
a two-layer ABM defense around Moscow which
also has significant anti-satellite potential.

(5) They have an operational anti-satellite system.

(6) They have made substantial progress in high-
powered lasers to support space-den.al or ABM
missions.

By contrast, the United States has had few successful
space launches since 1985 and has had no manned mis-
sions longer than 7 days since the early 1970s.

Given this situation, a cynic might conclude that
Soviet intentions in the arms control talks in Geneva are
little related to the neutralization of Western Europe and
still less informed by altruism regarding nuclear disarma-
ment. On the contrary, Soviet intransigence in the
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factor of ten trom what they are today (thousands ot dol-
lars per kilogram foi the space shuttle). We must then b11
prepared to follow with systems such as the '"space-
plane"'--capable of "flying;' into orbit at costs at leat a
factor of ten lower than today's.

Once the United States recognizes that military
power will be dominated by new determinants, it must
develop new strategies based on them and now military
systems to support those strategies. We therefore have
two tasks. First, as described above we must at least
match our potential adversary in the emerging power
determina nts. Second, and more important, we must
consider a new strategy based on n1on1-nutlclear space
systems.

The Strategic Defense Initiative is clearly one element
of that new strategy, but it is insufficient without an
overarching National Space Policy. The United States
must also develop space capabilities which can deny
adversaries benefits from their massive conventional
investments. The first of these developments can take the
form of improved sensors that act as force multipliers: the
faster and better we locate opposing forces, the more
effective our own ground forces can be. But eventually,
we must use our emerging space power to directly coun-
ter conventional attacks, as nuclear weapons currently
do. As space-based systems exceed the capabilities otf
those nuclear weapons, there is no reason that the new
systems cannot be even more effective in deterring con-
ventional aggression.

In the context of future power relationships, nuclear
power-and con verselv nuclear disarmament schemes-
will be largely irrelevant. National use of space is what
will matter.
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STRATEGIC DEFENSE
AND SECURITY

David P. Kirby

ON 23 MARCH 1983, President Reagan announced his
intention to launch "an effort which holds the promise of
changing the course of human history."' The effort he
referred to is the US Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI),
also referred to as "star wars" by the news media and
those who generally oppose the program. SDI is a
research program designed to examine the possibility of
effective defenses against ballistic missiles based on the
emerging technology of directed energy weapons. In out-
lining the necessity for SDI, the President made the fol-
lowing points:

[My] predecessors in the Oval Office have appeared
before [the American public] on other occasions to
describe the threat posed by Soviet power and have
proposed steps to address that threat. But since the
advent of nuclear weapons, those steps have been
increasingly directed toward deterrence of aggres-
sion through the promise of retaliation....

What if free people could live secure in the knowl-
edge that their security did not rest upon the threat
of instant U.S. retaliation to deter Soviet attack, that

David P. Kirby, a Colonel in the US Army, wrote this essay while
studying at the US Army War College, from which he graduated in
1987. The essay won recognition in the 1987 Joint Chiefs of Staff Strat-
egy Essay Competition.
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we could intercept and destroy stratogic ballistic mis-
siles before they reached our own soil or that of our
allies'?-

Response to the President's SDI proposal has run the
full spectrum from unquestioned endorsement to out-
right rejection. Few subjects have stirred more debate
during the Reagan presidency, and the attention is
clearly deserved. The technical, political, and strategic
implications are immense. If SDI were to meet President
Reagan's vision, the course of human history could
indeed be changed; the nuclear superpowers could deal
with each other based on mutual security, rather than
based on the ominous fear of nuclear confrontation.

Technical experts, politicians, strategists, and acade-
micians of all persuasions have written extensively about
SDI. My intent in this essay is not to summarize or com-
pete with the technical assessments, political arguments,
or learned opinions offered by the experts. Rather, by
using the "Prisoner's Dilemma" model of game theory to
examine the complex strategic issues involved in SDI, I
address the questions raised by possession of nuclear
weapons, assess the alternatives and implications associ-
ated with deployment of SDI, and draw conclusions
about the prospects for SDI deployment.

THE "PRISONER'S DILEMMA" MODEL

TttE "PRISONER'S DILEMMA" is a model used by game the-
orists and psychologists to assess certain situations that
require individuals or competitors to make choices, the
possible payoff combina ions of those choices conforming
to a characteristic pattern. The following illustrates the
theory of the model.

Two prisoners, held incommunicado, are charged
with the same crime. They can be convicted onlN, if
either confesses. Designate by I. 1 the payoff associ-
ated with conviction on the basis of confessions bv



both prisoners and by I 1 the 1ayot a-)1-kkciated
with act 1uittal. Further, it onlYh one ic s ll tr'.-, he i.
s't free for having turned ,tate',, evidence, amid i,
given a reward to boot. Call his paytvtt undr thc,,e
circumstances - 2. I he prisoiner who has, held out is

convicted orn the strength (f the other',, te"tiwony
and is given a more' seve're sentencet than if he had
also confessed. Call his pavotl 2.

Using the described scoring system, the set of possible

outcomes looks like this:

Prisom'r B lPrisoh'r B
Does Not Colit";,; Co/It"S'<Ss

Priso1n'r A

Does Not Con6ts A, 1; 13, 1 A, 2; B, 2
Prisonwr A
Contcsscs A,2; B, -- 2 A, 1; B, I-1

Obviously, the Outcome if neither prisoner con-
fesses-both go free-is preferable to the outcome if both
confess-both go to jail. But from a single prisoner's
viewpoint, confession is the preferable strategy because it
produces a higher-value outcome against either con-
fession or non-confession by the other prisoner. But if
both prisoners make the strategically sounLd choice of
confession, both go to jail, which is worse for both pris-
oners than the result if they both choose not to confess.
So there is the dilemma: a prisoner's strategically sound
choice produces a result preferable to that prisoner, no
matter what the other prisoner does, but cannot produce
the ideal result for both prisoners.

Today, nuclear weapons place the superpowers.; in
what amounts to a Prisoner's Dilemma, but the issues,
instead of being confessions and time in jail, are nuclear
arsenals and national surviva al. Following the illustration
of the two prisoners, the most desirable situation would
be if both superpowers eliminated their nuclear arsenals
and adopted strategies which did not rely on nuclear
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weapons. Both su perpovers survive (very positive trom
an individual superpower's perspective), or at least nei-
ther has to tear nuclear annihilation. BIt neither can use
the threat of nuclear weaponls as leverage in seeking to
pursue national interests (negative, because each super-
power has lost a means for protecting its national inter-
ests). Thus, this option has a medium payoff for both
superpowers, for illustrative purposes, say 1.

Another option would be for the United States to
eliminate its nuclear weapons while the Soviet Union
retained its nuclear arsenal. The Soviet Union would, ot
course, prefer this option (payoff value of 2) to option
one because tile Soviets could coerce the United States
through the threat of nuclear attack without fear of
retaliation. The United States, being subject to nuclear
coercion or even to nuclear attack (a threat to national
survival) with no capability to respond in kind, would
strongly reject this option (payoff value of 2). File
option which had the United States with and the Soviet
Union without a nuclear arsenal would yield similar but
reversed preferences and payoffs.

In the fourth option, both superpowers have nuclear
arsenals. Assuming relative balance or symmetry of
weapons, neither is subject to nuclear blackmail or coer-
cion (that is positive), but both are subject to the pos-
sibility of massive nuclear strikes which threaten national
survival (that is very negative). Consequently, the payoff
for both superpowers is negative, although not as nega-
tive as whenl one or the other of the superpowers is sub-
ject to both nuclear coercion and nuclear attack without a
means for nuclear retaliation. Relative to the other pos-
sibilities, this alternative would have a I value for both
the United States and the Soviet Union. The payoffs of
the four options are summarized below:

UlISSR has no USISR has
n eIca r M'set/lli t elear atirs lal

LIS has no
nuch'ar arsnal US, I; USSR, I US, 2; USSR,2

LIS has
nuclear arsenal US,2; USSR, 2 US, - I; USSR, -I
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Weighing the possible results, the most desirable
option (positive payoff for both superpowers) is the first,
which would have both superpowers without nuclear
weapons. Achieving this option, however, would require
both superpowers to trust each other to eliminate their
nuclear weapons. For the past forty years, rather than
pursue an option that was dependent on the other side,
both the United States and the Soviet Union have toL-
lowed the "cdominant strategy," that is, a course which
calls for possession of a nuclear arsenal to ensure against
a unilateral threat to national Survival. Possession of
nuclear weapons is the dominant strategy because it has
the better pavoff whether the other side pursues a similar
coLu rse (has nuclear weapons) or a different course (does
not have nuclear weapons).

For the United States-and for the Soviet Union,
too-the great challenge is to escape the dilemma of the
nuclear arsenals and move to a military strategy which
allow0s each of the superpowers to guard its national
interests without threatening toI use nuclear weapons,
thus without the potentially catastrophic results of
nuclear war. The question that I intend to examine more
completely is whether SDI offers an escape from the Pris-
oner's Dilemma of nuclear weapons and the strategy of
deterrence based on mutual assured destruction. But
before looking for a way out of the problem, v shouid
understand how the United States got into th• nuclear
dile mma.

THE DILEMMA OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

DLIRI\( I [if L 'MN1IiK of 1945, the United States led the
world into the age of nuclear weapons with the detona-
tion of three atomic weapons. Four decades later, there is
still no consensus as to the military necessity of dropping
the bombs that virtually destroved IHiroshima and
Nagasaki. At the time, however, those making the deci-
sion had little doubt. Sir Winston Churchill recalled the
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14 July 1945 Potsdam Conference where he and President
Truman discussed use of atomic weapons:

To avert a vast, indefinite butchery, to bring the war
to an end, to give peace to the world, to lav he.•ing
hands upon its tortured peoples by a manifestation
of overwhelming power at the cost of a few explo-
sions, seemed, after all our toils and perils, a miracle
of deliverance.... The final decision now lay in the
main with President Truman... but I never doubted
what it would be, nor have I ever doubted since that
he was right.... There was unanimous agreement
around the table.-

As long as the Allies insisted on Japan's unconditional
surrender, the alternatives to use of the atomic weapons
were a land invasion or a naval blockade. Both alternatives
were unattractive because they would cost more American
lives, prolong the war, and provide time for Stalin's Soviet
forces to join the fight against Japan. According to Church-
ill, President Truman made it clear at Potsdam that the
United States was anxious to avoid any Soviet occupation
of Japan." Thus, for a multiplicity of reasons, the atomic
weapons were used against Japan, and the United States
was left in a preeminent position as a world power, sole
possessor of the "ultimate weapon of destruction." From
1945 to 1949, the United States held all the trump; it could
pursue its interests knowing that no other nation had such
an intimidating weapon.

The situation changed when the Soviet Union deto-
nated its first atomic bomb on 29 August 1949.6 The
United States no longer held all the trump; no longer
could an American President rely on the nuclear threat to
arbitrate a disagreement with his country's foremost
adversary. Instead, the world entered a period in which
the ultimate purpose of nuclear weapons would be to
prevent their very use-that is, nuclear deterrence.
Churchill characterized the situation as "a process of
sublime irony where safety will be the sturdy child of ter-
ror, and survival the twin brother of annihilation." 7 In
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American parlance, Chu rchill's cha racteri/atiion tranlates
to the "balance of terror."

Fihe two world powers acquiring nuclear weapons
was, however, just the first of many' steps leading to the
dilemma of nuclear weapons. In the early 19350s, the
United States and the Soviet Union possessed few
nuclear weapons, which could only be delivered by air-
craft. In the aftermath of the Korean War, with the objec-
tive of greatly reducing standing military forces, the
Eisenhower administration adopted a military strategy of
massive retaliation, articulated by Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles in January 1954. [he United States had no
intention of matching the military strength of the Soviet
Union, but instead depended upon the threat of massive
nuclear retaliation to deter Soviet actions counter to US
national interests. Bv 1957 the United States had slightly
more than 2,00)0 nuclear weapons, while the Soviet
Union had no more than a few Ilundred.) Nuclear superi-
ority provided the United States with tremendous lever-
age if ever the Soviet Union were to push an issue to tile
point of threatening US national survival.

The mid-1 9 50s saw the development of thernmo-
nuclear (fusion) Weapons, with destructive capabilities
hundreds of times greater than the weapons dropped on
Japan in 1945, and a new weapon delivery system, tile
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). hIle inaccuracy
of the ICBM meant that nuclear weapons were still most
suitable for area targets (as opposed to very precise tar-
gets), so nuclear targeting continued to rely on a "city
busting" philosophy. But the speed of delivery for the
ICBMN'-ess than thirty minutes from Iaun ch to target-
required a revolution in thinking about war. In the span
of thirty minutes, a single nuclear-tipped IC3N1 could
nearly eliminate the population of the world's largest
citv. The 1950s ended with the United States relying on a
strategy of massive retaliation against Soviet cities using
technologically and numerically superior nuclear forces.-'

[he Kennedy administration of the early 1960s ,aw the
quandary presented by the strategy of massive retaliation.
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Nimely, was it reasonable to rely on a strategy that offered
011lv the option of massive retaliation against Soviet cities
and which v ould have the Soviet Union mounting coun-
terstrikes against American cities? Would it be possible to
deter Soviet actions by nuclear strikes against targets other
than cities? Secretary of Defense McNamara and others in
the administration, rejecting the single option offered in the
massive retaliation strategy, convinced President Kennedy
to adopt a strategy of "flexible response" coupled with a
"no cities" targeting philosophy. The primary motivation
for this shift in strategy was to provide the president with
multiple options for the use of nuclear weapons, thus mak-
ing nuclear weapons a more credible element of the deter-
rent strategy.',,

The early 1960s also brought the most serious con-
frontation between the United States and the Soviet Union
in the nuclear era. In 1962, the United States had irrefutable
evidence that the Soviet Union was installing nuclear mis-
siles in Cuba. Ultimately, the Soviet missiles were with-
drawn, but not before the United States put its forces,
including nuclear-armed aircraft, on alert. Describing the
situation, Kennedv's secretary of defense said,

Khrushchev knew without any question whatsoever
that he faced the full military power of the United
States, including its nuclear weapons ... and that is
the reason, and the onlv reason, why he withdrew
those weapons.)'

Realizing that they had come so dangerously close to
nuclear war, both Kennedv and Khrushchev sought to
change the basic character of their nuclear forces. Ken-
nedy, as already pointed out, sought to institute a
nuclear policy of'flexible response and to increase con-
ventional force capabilities. Based on the experience of
the Cuban missile crisis, Kennedy recognized the unac-
ceptability of a national military strategy overdependent
upon nuclear weapons. He also realized that extending a
credible nuclear deterrent to NATO allies required some-
thing other than a massive retaliation strategy.
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was impossible with the best technology of thie sixties
and seventies. The United States also lacked domeY*sc
support for the massive expenditure deployment of a
BMD system would require.

The Soviet Union had several reasons for not want-
ing to proceed with BMD. First, the Soviets could ill
afford to compete in such an expensive undertaking
when the United States had a technological lead. Second,
the Soviets were worried about China and the improving
Sino-US relations. Reaching an accord with the United
States on nuclear weapons and BMD would allow the
Soviet Union to devote more resources to the growing
problem of a less-than-friendly China. And third, the
Soviets were frustrated at having spent vast sums on
nuclear weapons without achieving the expected payoff.
Nuclear weapons meant superpower status, but they did
little to guarantee the spread of world communism or
Soviet world domination, and the drain on the Soviet
economy was considerable. The opening statement by
the Soviets at SALT 1, as sunmarized by Gerard Smith,
the chief American negoti,itor, captures the Soviets'
frustration:

Mountains of weapons were growing, yet security
was not improving but diminishing as a result. A sit-
uation of mutual deterrence existed. Even in the
event that one of the sides was the first to be sub-
jec:ed to attack, it would undoubtedly retain the
ability to inflict a retaliatory blow of destructive
force. It would be tantamount to suicide for the ones
who decide to start war. I

In 1972, after nearly three years of negotiating, the
United States and the Soviet Union signed the Anti-Bal-
listic Missile (ABM) Treaty. The major provisions of the
treaty limited the development, testing, and deployment
of ABM systems and established ceilings on interconti-
nental and sea-launched ballistic missiles. The treaty was
hailed as a monumental first step in ending the nuclear
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of defenses against ballistic missiles provide a solution to
the dilemma caused by possession of massive nuclear
arsenals?

IMPLICATIONS OF THE SD! ALTERNATIVES

FO[i.OWING THE BASIC Prisoner's Dilemma model, there
are four alternatives with respect to deployment of SDI or
the Soviet equivalent: neither side has a ballistic missile
defense (BMD) or shield, one has BMD while the other
does not (two possibilities), or both have BMD. The first
possibility, where neither the United States nor the
Soviet Union deploys an SDI-type system, amounts to
continuation of the situation that exists today under the
provisions of the 1972 ABM Treaty. Admittedly, the
Soviet Union has an operational ABM system around
Moscow, but no one truly believes the system could
counter a concerted attack which was intended to destroy
the Soviet capital.

Obviously, this alternative maintains the precarious
position of the two superpowers as they contemplate the
destructive potential of each other's nuclear ballistic mis-
siles, the status quo which the world has lived with for
the past decade. It also allows both superpowers to avoid
the expense of a BMD ,systems arms race. But it is the sta-
tus quo that President Reagan does not want to leave as a
legacy for future generations. Who could fault him or any
national leader for seeking a military strategy of deter-
rence that served national interests and was based on
mutual security instead of mutual vulnerability? As for-
mer National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski has
observed, "a strategic posture that safeguards peace by
the threat of annihilation, one that bases national defense
on the threat of killing scores of millions of pople, is eth-
ically troubling, morally corrosive, and dehumanizing."S

A second possibility is for the United States to
deploy a BMD system while the Soviet Union has no
such system. This alternative, on the surface, might have,
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tremendous appeal for Americans: the United States
would return to a preeminent position. But this situation,
together with its symmetric twin (in which only the
Soviet Union has a BMD system) is probably tile most
dangerous of the four possibilities.

Although the United States might see the mix of an
offensive and defensive posture as a means of preventing
a disabling Soviet first strike, the Soviets are likely to see
that mixture as a US first strike capability. The United
States could launch a massive nuclear strike to destroy
Soviet nuclear capability, knowing that the deployed SDI
system could counter what Soviet ballistic missiles were
not destroyed and were used in a retaliatory strike. Pro-
nouncements by the United States that it would never
undertake such an attack would have little influence.
There is no incentive for the Soviets to entrust their
security to the goodwill of the United States. The Soviet
Union learned a painful lesson in World War I1 when it
sought security by signing a peace treaty with Germany,
only to be invaded by Germany. Soviet General Nikolay
A. Talensky summarizes Soviet perceptions as follows.

Historv has taught the Soviet Union to depend
mainly on itself in ensuring its security and that of
its friends.... After all, when the security of a state
is based on mutual deterrence with the aid of power-
ful nuclear rtckets it is directly dependent on the
goodwill and designs of the other side, which is a
highly subjective and indefinite factor."

The alternative that would have the United States
with a BMD capability and none for the Soviet Union
ignores the reality of Soviet military doctrine, deploy-
ment of defensive systems, and research and develop-
ment over the past four decades. Soviet military doctrine
has consistently stressed the importance of the balance
between offense and defense, even in the nuclear age. In
his treatise on military strategy, written in 1962, Marshal
V. D. Sokolovskiy stated, "one of the cardinal problems
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for Soviet military strategy is the reliable defense of tile
rear from nuclear strikes.' "'

Soviet deployment of defensive systems proves
Sokolovskiy's words have been taken seriously. The
Soviet Union has spent more than $50 billion over the
past twenty-five years to develop relocation sites (passive
defense) for political leaders. The Soviet Union has the
most extensive, most sophisticated air defense system in
the world, and has an extensive civil defense program to
protect a large segment of its population. Over the past
decade, the Soviet Union has spent more on strategic
defense than on strategic offense. While the United
States has viewed deterrence as being based on mutual
vul erability, the Soviet Union has sought to reduce its
vumerability by developing and deploying defensive sys-
tems. In essence, the Soviets have been pursuing a strat-
egy to put themselves, if deterrence should fail, in a
superior position for engaging in nuclear war.2

In addition, the Soviets have a long history of efforts
to develop a BMD capability. Evidence is available that
they started developing ballistic missile defenses almost
concurrently with development of ballistic missiles. The
Soviet Union has been conducting research in lasers,
other directed energy weapons, tracking systems, and
other technologies applicable to BMD for nearly two dec-
ades. Some of this research has led to the upgrading of
the existing ABM system around Moscow.22 Given this
history, it is highly unlikely that the Soviet Union would
leave itself undefended while the United States planned
or actually deployed a defensive capability such as that
being studied under SDI. Soviet actions during and after
the October 1986 Reykjavik Summit between President
Reagan and Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev give even
stronger indications that the Soviet Union will not toler-
ate a BMD asymmetry which favors the United States.

Alternative three, in which only the Soviet Union is
defended, would be as untenable for the United States as
alternative two was for the Soviet Union. Such a situation
would clearly invalidate or seriously undermine the
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pre-Reagan US military strategy of deterrence which
assumes mutual vulnerabilitv. -his alternative could eeCnl
be perceived as destabilizing from a Soviet perspective.
Andrei Sakharov, the well-known Soviet dissident and
nuclear weapons expert, sacw the danger as early as -1907.
He warned that a unilateral defensive shield could create
the illusion of invulnerability and thus increase the pro-
pensitv for more aggressive foreign policy and increase
the risk of nuclear blackmail. 2 " Alternative three might
have advantages (give a higher payoff) for the woviet
Union, but the United States would be unlikely to accept
an invulnerable Soviet Union while it had no defense
against ballistic missiles.

If alternative one does little to alter the current
conundrum of nuclear arms, and alternatives two and
three would be unacceptable or unrealistic to one or both
of the superpowers, how about the fourth alternative,
both superpowers deploying ballistic missile defense? On
close inspection, even this alternative has serious short-
comings. First, the concept of a strategic defensive sys-
tern that could protect military targets and population
centers from all ballistic missiles is utopian. The Fletcher
Panel, appointed by President Reagan to investigate the
feasibility of ballistic missile defense, concluded chances
were slim that a defensive system could be built to pro-
tect the US population without constraints on Soviet
forces. A study by the Congressional Office of Technol-
ogy Assessment reached the same conclusion." This is
not to say that a less-than-perfect BMD system is without
value. Deterrence would be strengthened to the extent
that a BMD system increased the uncertainty of the
adversary achieving his objectives in a nuclear strike.
Nonetheless, the less-than-perfect BMD system would
not make ballistic missiles impotent, nor would it free the
United States from the fear of a ballistic missile attack.

A second major concern for the United States would
be the possible effect on the NATO alliance should the
United States and Soviet Union deploy BMD systems.
The NATO doctrine of flexible response, which assu, mes
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the abilitv to initiate limited nuclear attacks on the
Warsaw Pact, would lose credibility if the Soviet Union
could minimize the ballistic missile portion of such
attacks. Mutual BMD deployment conceivably leaves
Europe vulnerable to the superior conventional forces of
the Warsaw Pact. In addition, the British and French
would see the usefulness of their nuclear forces decrease
if one or both of them confronted the Soviet Union. The
British and French would be vulnerable to Soviet nuclear
weapons while the Soviet Union was defended.

For many European allies, a shift to strategic defense
svstems would substantially undermine the arms control
process. 23 Allies also voice concern that a safely defended
United States would decouple US security from the
defense of NATO. West German Defense Minister Man-
fred Woerner has warned that a "defended America
could become a fortress America."2h French Foreign Min-
ister Claude Cheysson expressed the same thought when
he said an SDI-defended United States could "lead to an
isolationist America unconcerned about European
security."'27 In sum, the NATO alliance would suffer
great strain were the Soviet Union and United States to
have mutual BMD capabilities.

A third major obstacle to mutual defense is achieving
that circumstance without creating the instability that
would result from an asymmetry in capability. Even the
most optimistic proponents of SDI acknowledge that
deployment of an effective BMD would takc a minimum
of ten years. But a technological breakthrough by one
side which would allow it to achieve an earlv BMD
capability would create the same circumstance as alterna-
tives two and three. The side that perceived it was falling
behind would likely take steps to strengthen its offensive
capability as a hedge against the BMD. A,; a result, it is
conceivable that there would be two arms races, one
offensive and one defensive.

Given the distrust between the two superpowers,
the propensity to hedge against a technological break-
through by the other side, and uncertainty about the



other skide', oltltni.jve antid d t'en,,iv' ,-apabilitic,, the tran-
,sition to mutual 13Mll) t'apkailities would be frought with
uncertainty, instabilitY, and po-,ible peril. ("On.juentlvt.
alternative tour vields, a pavoft that is les., than optiimum
tor both superpowers,. but it in also more desirable than
alternative, two and three, whiiCh haI\, one Ot the' s.,upe'r-
power,, at a diStinct diSaddvantage'. In essence, the nuclear
dilemma remains.

I'm 1)1 \I t k)\ DI)1 and the desirability tot deploý'ing a
BtI i) capability will utndoi•btedlv continue for mianV
\yers. hie isules are nii nenrous and comiplex. They
include' the possibility Of changing i ,natioial military strat-

>4gV, thCe qulestion of af•ordability, competition with other
federal programins, channges in alliance relationships, and
perhaps even dramatic changeV in the coFncept ot world
power. If u1)1 met the goalk that President Reagan Out-
lined in March 1 983, resolution of these mlalnV issues,
WoulId bet less pr bleniatic. But until the techno0logies (If
S[)l have eimerged from the laboratories and been dem-
onstrated, Much of the debate will be based On JssLullmp-
tiols, conject1ure, and positions that have little to do
with the merits of 13M.).

Notwithstanding these circumstalnces, tfie facts ol
the matter arte that each of the superpowers is driven to
puruWe a strategy that is in its best interests, independent
of the action taken by the other side. lust as it is strate-
gically sensible for each of the prisoners to puLrSLIu' a doilm-
inllant Strlateg, eveIn though both will then end uip in jail,
so the United,( States and the Soviet Union will pursue
stra•teg•ic defense. 'I he objective will not bL a utopian

I u tion to thie Lii'lemmai of massive nuclear arsenals, nor
will it be a relpudiation of a strategy of deterrence.
Rather, both sides will see str Iategic dCefense, aS a Means Ot
achit'ving seculrity that depends, more ulponl it O -1wn mili-
tarY capabilitie's than uLpon(11 the goodwill of the adversary.

Achi•ving mutual ballistic missile delfense would not
s1ilye the" Prisoner's lI)ilenIma pos'd by nIuletar missiles.
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But it Could change the nature of the dilemnma and
provide incentives for decreasing the dependence on bal-
listic missiles for ensuring deterrence. For example, as
ballistic missiles lose their utility in a BMD environment,
elimination of the ballistic missile becomes more reason-
able, thus more possible.

One of the great challenges of the coming decades
for both the United States and the Soviet Union will be to
achieve mutual security based on strategic defense in
such a way that overall world Security is increased. This
undertaking will not be easy. The many issues involved
include the effects on alliances, the imbalance of conven-
tional forces between the superpowers, and the nuclear
arsenals of nations other than the superpowers. The com-
plex Issues onlv increase the importance of the United
States and the Soviet Union moving mutually and coop-
erativelv toward a world more reliant on strategic
defense, thus less threatened by nuclear ballistic missiles.
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SEA CONTROL IN THE ARCTIC:
A SOVIET PERSPECTIVE

Dennis M. Egan
and

David W. Orr

[IRYFW IAVAl AiNsl YsIS have looked recetlyat
thle Cumtla1tiV(' military- liftt Capad tV vOf thle War1saw Pact
nlatiOnlS' fleetS A reOview Of Ihiiil'sý 0~g'~' ot $hppyiul,
thou)Lgh, Shows that most WJ'arsa Pact shiips built inl thle
last 15 vears have been designed and constructed to tper-
aMe in theC ice. 1 hose ice-streng~thened ships con Id add a
new '.tra tvgic dilmension to0 f Inre NAF\R- Warsaw Pact
controntations. Soviet ab - to perate lar1ge Surtafce'
ships, in the Arctic Mcan and gain a substantial deggree of

Ar-ctic sea contr-ol co i Id threaten US, Canadian, and

In th ncet I'Lni War's, I lannibal surprised and
st ra tegicalIt di sloca ted the FRonuan legions by attackoing
them with his war elephants over what had been consid-
ereCd anl insurmountable geoigra phic barrier, thle Alps. In a
Lýli m itar fashionl, recen~t dIC eve opmenl( illi Soviet Alrctic
mo1bititv and to)gistics give the Soviets the capability to
useW surprise against the West I he icyV Arc-tic- barriers may
no longer shield North A merica froml Soviet sea-borne
powerl projection. Unless, this, threat is, countered, the
'wO iets, Wvil t b able to ou ta n k the U'S Maritime Strategy.

I )c11r11 \1 1 " ,11. w(t uitn,11 ( (1iinmrid1(t'l l thuk I s (. (IIl ( ,umjJ.
111d 1),1\1d \\ (4r, i Va l mtji i tin I- Mm-irii& 'ry' kc~crkci'. \
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It is tie winter of 1987. Voroshilov Academiy has recently been
tasked to examine Soviet maritime capabilities andt doctrine. Coin-
rade Mikhail Sorokin, Professor of Militaryi Economics at the
Acadenny and Candidate Member of the PolitbNro, is iieetimy in
his office with General Ivan Yermak, an assistant to the First Dep-
uty Minister of Defense (Chief of the General Staff). General Yer-
inak has, among other responsibilities, an administrative support
function for the Soviet Northern Fleet. lie has been instructed to
brief Professor Sorokin and answer his quiestions. The Acadeyni's
work tnaiy ultimateht facilitate the economic planiining necessarIZ for
enhancing the mnilitart posture of the Soviet state.*

Comrade Sorokin: Welcome, General Yermak. Thank you
for visiting me on such a cold winter morning. Your son
is doing well, I hope? He was an honor graduate from
our Academy just three years ago. Where is he now?

General Yermak: Thank you for your hospitality, Comrade
Sorokin. It's always a pleasure to visit the Academy. It
has been some time since I heard from my son. He's still
in Afghanistan, though. He recently received a medal for
valor in combat.

Comnrade Sorokin: I wish him well. I expect he hopes that
the efforts of Party Secretary Gorbachev will bring the
war to a successful conclusion?

General Yermak: Yes, a satisfactory solution to that war
would be very beneficial.

*Related information and sources of factual information in this fic-
titious conversation are provided in the endnotes. Other information
is simply conjecture or speculation. Fictitious political events and
names are used.
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Comrade Sorokii;: Well, I would like to hear more about
your son's observatons and experiences in Afghanistan.
Perhaps we can discuss this over dinner. I know you
have a very busy schedule today, so I will get to the point
of why I asked you to visit today.

General Yermak: T'hank you, Comrade I have been given a
very busy schedule for today. I believe I will be ready for
a le-isurelvy dinner once this dav is finished.

Coizrade Sorokiii: As you mav know, the Voroshilov Acad-
emv recently has been tasked to critically examine our
Soviet maritime strategy and capabilities. Mv old friend
Admiral Gorshkov told me that you and Captain
Chubakov' of the Defense Ministry have been working
on some strategic concepts which he thought you and 1
should discuss further, He also indicated that the two of
VOu made some interesting observations about the
recently published American novel, Red Storm Risint', by
Tom Clancy.' Although the book is filled with disinfor-
mIation and deliberately outdated strategic doctrine, and
includes slanderous misrepresentations of the peaceful
motivations of the Communist party, I believe Mr.
Clancv has revealed some valuable insights. I've heard
that he gleaned much of his information from conversa-
tions on the Washington cocktail circuit after the acclaim
for his first novel, Thc lthit for Red October. I What do you
think of the book?

Gnceral Yermak: As I discussed with Captain Chubakov, it
amates me that an American writer would have so much
insight into his cou ntrv's war plans and defensive
capabilities. I understand that the book has even received
the acclaim of the American President and many of his
top military advisers. lFersonallv, I was troubled by
Clancv's novel, and not just because the capitalistic
nations stalemated our intentions. Mr. Clancv made
some gross simplifications concerning the capabilities of
Our northern forces which might be misinterpreted by
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(ct'ncra Ycrnak: You're absolutely right, Comrade. This is
one of many errors apparent in Clancv's book. At the
start of a war with the United States, it would be far too
risky to attempt to seize and hold Iceland. It's just too far
forward for uS to reliablv maintain safe air and sea lines
of communication and control over the island without the
use of a very large force. The plan simply isn't feasible.

Comrade Sorokin: Yet undoubtedly there are other amphib-

ious operations on the northern maritime front that
would make strategic sense during the initial stages of a
conflict.

General Yermak: Yes, Comrade, but only on islands in
water which can be struck by our land based aircraft. For

example, because it's on the direct path of air attack tlulrn
North America to Moscow, Svalbard is the group 01
islands that are of immediate concern." Several thousand
Soviet miners live and work there, and they outnumber
the native Norwegians two to one. Svalbard has an ade-
quate airport which could provide us with an advanced
base for staging tactical fighter airc-aft. By initially con-
trolling Svalbard rather than Iceland, we're far better situ-
ated to attack enemy forces trying to enter the Arctic
Ocean from the Norwegian and Greenland Sea
approaches. Other strategic islands such as Bear and Jan
Maven could be seized simultaneously and quickly
developed to provide radar sites and forward tactical air-
craft recovery air strips. All of these islands are located
along the approximate maximum limits for pack ice dur-
ing April. What this means is that most of our surface
navy and merchant ships can then operate near or inside
thc perimeter of the ice. Our sea lines of communication
will be relatively safe from enemy submarines and sur-
face ships. As long as we can also maintain air superi-
ority, it will be nearly impossible for anyone to strike at
our fleet. This will ensure the a ailability of our fleet for
combat on our terms, rather than on the enemy's terms.
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defense in depth, with increasingly dense numbers of
these ships the closer we get to our homeland. Many off
these ships have highly accurate sonars, good radio
transmitter~z, and radar. Some are even equipped with
satellite conmmunications. Because they're relatively small
vessels, no American submarine would risk exposure to
attack them, much less expend valuable ordnance. The
ships which stay inside the ice zone are also relatively
immune to attack by US surface forces, because their
ships are not ice strengthened so they can't pursue us
into our sanctuary.

The trawlers can employ towed tactical sonar arrays
and fish-finding sonars to help locate American sub-
marines and ensnare them with fishing nets. We can also
equip the trawlers with depth charges so they'll be able
to engage any submarines they can locate. The larger fac-
tory and research ships which are equipped with helicop-
ters mav be able to support anti-submarine helicopters.''
We need to explore this concept further, and perhaps
some of the ships will need additional modifications. The
anti-submarine helicopters have dipping sonars and tor-
pedoes for searching out and destroying enemy sub-
marine contacts. They should be especially successful at
attacking targets identified by the smaller trawlers. The
helicopters can be armed with air-to-air missiles for
attacking any enemy P-3s or other slow moving aircraft
which might attempt to damage our fleet of picket
ships. 12 We also have plans to arm this fleet with surface-
to-air missiles and anti-aircraft guns for self defense,
Deck space has been allocated for these weapon systems
and it's a relatively simple task for the crew to perform
this modification.Y1 As you said, Comrade, it takes a com-
bination of air and sea supremacy to ensure the survival
of our SSBNs and protect our northern defensive zone.
This combination of land and sea based forces will ensure
our initial survivability and provide the basis for future
options.

Comrade Sorokin: Yes, General, Admiral Gorshkov said
that our experience in the two World Wars showed the
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In summary, Comrade, we have a very sizeable fleet
of self-sustained fishing vessels which can be armed for
self-defense, and which can be very useful in a role as
picket ships to assist in the detection, targeting, and
interdiction of the enemy.

Comrade Sorokin: I believe Admiral Gorshkov was aware
of this when he said that the fishing fleet is an important
part of the civil fleet and of the State's sea power. Until
now, I had failed to fully understand the military signifi-
cance of the complex equipment these vessels apparently
carry. Your ideas sound promising.

Admiral Gorshkov emphasizes the importance of
keeping the SSBN force inviolate, not only for their
nuclear warfighting capability but also for intimidation,
deterrence, and their potential to serve as a strategic
reserve to exact war termination on favorable terms.
Since we now can keep our Delta and Typhoon sub-
marines at home in ice strewn waters,"I and by exploiting
our surveillance systems, including our fishing fleet, can
quickly detect and cue our air and sea anti-submarine
resources to intercept and kill NATO submarines, do you
see any strong arguments for keeping the majority of our
diesel and nuclear attack submarines bottled up in our
own waters?

General Y'rmak. No. I've demonstrated that we already
have the capability to protect our SSBNs. By 1995, our
new aircraft carriers with their modified Su-27 jetsl9 and
our greatly e'xpanded Arctic fleet will ensure that the role
of the attack submarine can be changed from defending
SSBNs to forward deployment. I believe our diesel sub-
marines will have the greatest potential against forward-
deployed NATO submarines and aircraft carriers,
especially in choke points and coastal waters, as the
Americans still haven't gained the ability to reliably
detect these boats when they operate on batteries. 20 Our
new superconductor technology promises to greatly
extend the silent operation of these submarines-
significantly enhancing their threat potential.
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adequate substitute for SSBN protection. Perhaps our
naval combatants and auxiliary ships could mak"L up the
difference if they were able to operate in a similar
vný aronment. Admiral Gorshkov has used the pro-SSBN
mission as justification for building u-xpensive surface
combat ships such as the KiCv, Kara, and KrWak classes.--
Can these vessels operate in the ice?

General Yermak: Comrade Sorokin, I realize your position
does not regularly lend itself to mixing with the opera-
tional side of the military. Your background is, of course,
in economics and long-term strategies for industrializa-
tion. Because I've been told to answer all your questions
concerning operational concepts for our armed forces in
northern areas, let me put things into perspective for
you. Suppose I told you that a large percentage of our
naval combatants might be capable of negotiating heavy
ice-strewn waters. Jane's Fihting Ships2' is finally suggest-
ing that some of our naval auxiliary ships might be ice
strengthened. However, as earlv as June 1969, a Wash-
ington research center recognized the importance to us of
the Northern Sea Route. Their study emphasized that
most ordinary merchantmen on this route are specially
reinforced in the hulls using ice-strengthening techniques
developed in modern Finnish shipyards. It also alluded
to suspicions about similar ice strengthening designs of
our warships.21 Perhaps they drew their conclusions from
the fact that we currently have Kiev class Surface Action
Groups assigned to the ice-strewn waters of our Baltic,
Northern, and Pacific Fleets.2>

The real clue, though, is the 1985 edition of Lloy d's
Rexister of Shipping, which shows that over 95 percent of
our entire merchant marine is ice strengthened. Com-
rade, do wou really think that the senior defense and
political strategists who envisioned our rise as a maritime
power would have been so foolish as to build the world's
largest ice strengthened merchant marine and submarine
fleet without having a surface navy capable of protecting
that fleet? Western observers know that we operate our
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responsibility to keep the German "evil genie" in the bot-
tie. Why couldn't they have allowed West Germany to
develop into a peace-loving industrial and trading power
like Japan? Instead, to gain defense "on the cheap," they
fostered the inherent beast-like instincts of the German
people, placed the nuclear lances virtually in their hand,
and pointed them at the peace-loving people of the
USSR.

At the same time, there's a growing atmosphere of
distrust and unrest among NATO European member
nations who deeply resent US hegemony. Pacifist and
anti-nuclear movements are growing in strength. The US
is finding it increasingly difficult to gain consensus
among NATO members. The basing rights for US forces
are a frequently discussed thorn in the sides of the Euro-
pean nations.' The US has reacted in a characteristically
disjointed, irrational, and warlike ,nanner. They persist
in building a large naval fleet and proliferating tactical
nuclear weapons throughout their forces. They've
increased the number of fleet exercises in geographic
areas very close to the maritime approaches to our home-
land in an obvious attempt to intimidate our forces and
demonstrate that offensive maritime power projection is
a key element in their war plans. Recent weapon
developments allow the US an extremely long-range,
stand-off offensive strike potential. We must develop an
effective counter strategy. We see Germany as the pri-
mary land threat, NATO as a brittle alliance, and the US
as a potent aggressor who must be neutralized in the
event of a major European conflict. Consequently, we are
developing the following war aims:

First, to disarm Germany. Despite our forebodings of
a united Germany, we feel that a West Germany in con-
trol of its own nuclear destiny is far more dangerous.
Since the US and its allies have abrogated their respon-
sibility to keep Germany from ever rising to make war on
the world again, we must act swiftly to exercise control
over all Germany. Our aim is to disarm West Germany,
reunite the German people, and guarantee a peaceful
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the local populace with our Soviet mining community on
the island, we should make the territorial redistribution a
question to be self-determined by a "local" plebiscite. We
also feel that by giving Denmark, the Netherlands, and
Norway guarantees that we won't attack their territory
on the mainland, we can fracture the public support they
must rally to actively participate against us if we fight a
war with Germanv. The neutrality of Sweden and
Finland will be respected. However, we might have to
intimidate or cajole our Norwegian neighbors to abide by
our temporary occupation of Jan Maven Island as a for-
ward air base for our defensive tactical airpower. Other
war aims can follow in time-such as better access to the
Mediterranean Sea and Indian Ocean. But, these are sec-
ondarv concerns which may ultimately develop through
political means as a result of our support for Third World
liberation movements and our increasing stature as a
world maritime trading partner.

To be concise, General, our war aims would be
(1) disarm Germany to achieve a nuclear free Europe,
(2) eliminate US military hegemony over Western Europe
by destroying the cohesion of NATO, and (3) defend our
homeland by neutralizing the United States.

Until now, I have had difficulty in reconciling the
very expensive naval fleet building programs promoted
by Admiral Gorshkov with a coherent Soviet maritime
strategy which substantially contributes to our potential
war aims. Do you have such a maritime strategy,
General?

General Yermak: I must differ with your observation that
there is no coherent maritime strategy component in the
Army's overall defense plan. Let me point out the five
major objectives which have been the foundation of our
naval planning and strategy for over 20 years: (1) protect
our SSBNs; (2) protect the maritime avenues of approach
to our homeland; (3) destroy American carrier battle
groups before they are capable of striking our homeland,
(4) interdict enemy sea lines of communication; and
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launch strategic nuclear weapons on detection of incom-
ing cruise missiles simply because they don't have the
capability to differentiate between tactical and strategic
nuclear warheads.

Genera! )ermak: But neither do we.

Conmrade Sorokin: Very perceptive of you, General. As I
was saying, I don't see any politically acceptable way that
submarines would be decisive in taking the fight to North
American shores unless the conflict had already become
nuclear. I need not remind you that Clausewitz said,
"war is an instrument of policy,"" and Secretary Gor-
bachev has publicly stated our policy that the Soviet
Union will not initiate a nuclear war." If the war stays
conventional, the use of submarines as the only means to
take the fight to North America will not be decisive.

General Yernak: You misunderstood me, Comrade Sorokin.
Having cruise missile submarines stationed off either coast
of the United States does not in itself escalate the war,
especially since the enemy has the same capability. Until
those missiles are launched, they are merely deterrents. But
while our submarines are forward-deployed, they can be
used to close harbors by mining or they can sink ships with
their torpedoes. This is what I consider taking the war to
the enemy's shores, short of crossing the nuclear threshold.
But this is only part of the effort we need to employ in a
war of global consequences.

Consider our war aims, and then consider what we
must accomplish to achieve those aims. Clausewitz says
that in order to succeed in war, we must strike at the
enemy's center of gravity.3h Comrade, I suggest that the
center of gravity for the Americans is the cohesion or
their alliance with NATO. If we can divide NATO from
the United States, we will win.

This lesson is as old as history itself. The great Chi-
nese General Sun Tzu observed that alliances make an
enemy strong, but if the enemy has no alliances, he is in
a weak position.)7
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landing craft, but their craft are not designed for Arctic
duty "' Our air cushion vehicles are designed for Arctic
duty, and even though they have limited endurance,
Admiral Gorshkov told me that a squadron of these can,
conceptually, operate out of our Arctic class RO-R)
ships, barge carriers, and LASH carriers recently
developed for our Northern Sea Route.n Did I under-
stand Captain Chubakov to say that the two of you have
discovered a new strategic military use for our ice capable
merchant fleet as well?

General Yt'rniak: Remember, I said it was fortunate that
Mr. Clancy missed the essence of our maritime strength
by suggesting that one large RO-RO ship, the 1uliw.0
Fuchik, would carry portions of an airborne division to
Iceland to secure that island. Clancv leaves his readers
with the impression that this is just about the extent of
our amphibious capability. rhis is good, Comrade. If our
enemies continue to think this way, we'll catch them by
surprise. Let me show VOu some table, of data mv staff
has compiled concerning our ice-strengthened merchant
fleet. You see we have more than 600 ice-strengthened
merchant ships that each have I0,000 horsepower, which
we think is the minimum necessary to safely negotiate
Arctic ice at a reasonable convoy' speed; and we have
over 2,000 more ships, with less than 10,000 horsepower,
that could operate in the Arctic in certain seasons but
would mainly keep supplies moving northward.4 2

Comnrade Sorokin: Your staff has done considerable home-
work, General. But I notice that vou've included Roma-
nian, Polish, and GDR vessels in this report-in addition
to ships of the Soviet Union. Were you trying to inflate
the numbers?

General Yermak: No, but we did think it was necessary to
include all of these ships because our records show these
vessels are capable of flying any flag of opportunity as
the political situation requires. You might remember that
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by timber carrier ships to northern Siberian seaports such
as Navyy Port in the Bay of Ob, and to develop modu-
larized transport systems to offload and rapidly move the
cargo overland. This capability was necessary in order to
build the huge gas pipeline which increasingly supplies
Western Europe's natu,'l gas requirements from our
fields in Siberia. I fully understand the economics and
political aspects of this surge in our Arctic mobility
capabilities. But I also find the military perspective
intriguing because I recognize Lenin's imperative that
economic development and the interests of defense must
proceed hand in hand. 49

General Yermak: Actually, the decision to navigate the
northern route was made many years ago. You might
remember that near the end of World War I1, Marshal
Stalin emphasized the strategic importance of the Trans-
Siberian Railroad. He said that if the Japanese had been
able to cut this line of communication, we would have
been forced to withdraw from the war.-"' After the war,
Stalin began making plans to eliminate our strategic
"Achilles heel." Unfortunately, this process wasn't expe-
dited because the Japanese were no longer a threat and
the Chinese became our allies. So there was little immedi-
ate priority for building a new fleet of ice-strengthened
vessels capable of negotiating our northern sea lanes.

When our relations with China deteriorated in the
early 1960s, we again focused upon our strategic West-
East communications vulnerability. We drastically
upgraded the defense of the Trans-Siberian Railroad,
built tactical bypass trackage, and began building our
Northern Fleet in earnest. Plans were completed to begin
construction of the world's mightiest fleet of icebreakers,
both nuclear and conventionally powered. In the early
1970s, an unexpected thaw in Sino-US relations further
intensified our need for Arctic class ship construction.
The threat to our vital interior railroad lines was never
clearer. This was the period when our concepts for highly
specialized barge carriers, RO-RO ships, tankers, ferries,
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expand our defensive perimeter across the Arctic Ocean
to the northern shores of Alaska and the Northwest Ter-
ritories of Canada.

With the majority of otLr large ships attached to the
Arctic TVD before hostilities begin, we may be able to
project a very large force onto the North American conti-
nent at the start of the war. The purpose of such a cam-
paign would be to strike a decisive surprise counterattack
which would eliminate vital North American energy sup-
plies and strategically dislocate forces and materiel
needed to feed the NATO war machine. The element of
surprise and methods for employing advance forces
would be similar to that which Mr. Clancy alludes to, 2

but the magnitude would be greatly increased. Many of
our RO-RO ships, barge carriers, and other highly spe-
cialized ships are alreadv making port calls and conduct-
ing trade with the US and the Canadians. In a few more
years, carefully negotiated bilateral economic develop-
ment agreements will allow us to use our ice-strength-
ened fleet to assist the US and Canada in developing
their Arctic resources.

Comrade Sorokin: General, please be more precise in your
use of terms. "Bilateral economic development agree-
ments" are used only with Third World countries to
extend our political influence, win their people's hearts
and minds, and provide them with ships which allow
them to transport their raw materials to our world mar-
kets. I think you mean "bilateral trade agreements."

General Yelrmak: No, Professor, I mean we should treat the
people of Alaska and northern Canada exactly the same
as we treat developing nations of the Third World. Use of
our ships to carry North American Arctic raw materials
would be similar to our earlier grain agreements, when
our ships were consigned to carry a great percentage of
US grain. Once we establish a routine presence, we'll be
better able to swiftly land large forces at important points
along Alaska's northern coastline and the Mackenzie
River delta in Canada's Northwest Territories.
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land lines of communication from the continental US to
Alaska would be severed. All North Slope oil would
cease to flow south because wVe would seize control of the
giant oil production center at Prudhoe Bay."' We would
secure our flanks by seizing other key Alaskan objectives

such as Little Diomede Island, Point Barrow, Deadhorse,
and Barter Island. We would also neutralize as much of
the Alaskan air defense system as possible, including key
installations on the Aleutian Islands, just before our land-
ings. This would be tasked to our long-range bomber
fleets equipped with conventional cruise missiles, and
also to our airborne and Spetsnaz forces. By creating
enough confusion among the Americans over the uncer-
tainty of the situation in Europe, I believe there is a good
chance that we could initially overwhelm the North
American commands long enough for our first landings
to become firmly established ashore.

There's one more important factor in our favor,
Comrade. We're much closer to Alaska and Northern
Canada than is the rest of the US. Their SLOCs to Europe
are over twice as long as our SLOCs to North America. In
terms of distance, we have considerable advantage over
the Americans.

Coirade Sorokin: General Yermak, I gather that you are
exploiting the Western strategists' mindset, the Mercator
Global Projection, which results in a much less meaning-
ful presentation of strategic geo-proximities than the
polar projection our planners prefer.

General Yermnak: Precisely. As Sun Tzu said, "Make it
appear that you are far off.... fie who wishes to snatch
an advantage from his enemy takes a devious and distant
route and makes it the short way."•" If we could effec-
tively invade the North American continent by way of
the Arctic, it could drive a wedge into the NATO alliance.
Consider these thoughts:

(1) Will the political powers in the US allow for the
bulk of critical US follow-on forces and war material to be
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of mass destruction, I believe what our party secretary is
saying is that he does not envision a war with the Ameri-
cans, except to accomplish limited objectives. As such,
this proposed strategy we've been discussing hinges on
the presumption that the war to this point has remained
conventional. So an attack on the North American conti-
nent can only be for limited objectives, not for the over-
throw of the American system.

What I'm suggesting is that the Canadians and
Americans may find it in their best interests to terminate
the war by acknowledging our historical interests in sta-
bilizing Europe in exchange for a release of any territory
we may occupy as a result of invading North America.
As Clausewitz points out, "If the enemy is to be coerced,
you must put him in a situation that is even more
unpleasant than the sacrifice you call on him to make." 6'

Let's say we've reached the point where this strategy
is on the verge of accomplishing our war aims. The
United States will finally have to decide whether Western
Europe is more important than the defense of the North
American continent. If the United States decides that
North America is more important, and so stops its rein-
forcement of Western Europe and perhaps even recalls
some of the forces it has already sent, then the NATO
alliance will be fractured-the United States will be per-
ceived as no longer capable of fulfilling the terms of its
treaty alliance. If the US military establishment ignores
our Arctic campaign and treats it as a diversion, we can
continue to build our effort in North America until the
US is politically forced to take notice and respond. We
have no doubt that theCanadians will take immediate
notice and will valiantly defend their homeland, but what
can they do alone?

I want to reiterate a point from Clausewitz, that we
shouldn't even consider going to war without first know-
ing our final goal."2 Our long-term goal has always been
to create long-term stability on the European continent.
So the only purpose in quarreling with the Americans is
to neutralize their support for the NATO alliance.
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divisions. So where do they get their divisions? They
obviously must use divisions which otherwise were des-
ignated for the timely reinforcement of Europe. Inade-
quate logistics to meet our new threat axis and required
mobilization time will delay our enemies' being able to
dislodge our North American expeditionary forces. It's
this delay time that's ,ritical to ensuring the success of
our main effort in Europe. In addition, the North Ameri-
cans will suffer greatly from inadequate cold weather
training and lack of Arctic materiel. What little cold
weather materiel they do have isn't easily accessible
because it's stored at pre-positioned sites in Europe and
Korea.

You're correct that our flanks might be exposed to air
and submarine attack. But our Arctic SLOC can be rea-
sonably well protected by land-based air and in-depth
cordons of anti-air batteries. Icebreaking vessels, such as
our Norilsk class RO-ROs, could be modified to carry
both helicopters and jump jets in a manner similar to
concepts successfully used by the British in the Falklands
War. Our new aircraft carriers, and even our smaller KiCe,
class carriers, might be assigned protective roles. The
same may be true for some of our cruisers, destroyers,
and frigates. We are also evaluating new integrated war-
fare concepts with our growing fleet of Arctic Sea control
air cushioned vessels operating in both anti-air and anti-
submarine screens.i' The logistic support would be facili-
tated by our helicopter-equipped nuclear powered ice-
breaking barge carriers and other ice-strengthened
vessels.

One of the biggest problems we have in taking the
war to North America is establishing air control over our
convoy routes and amphibious objective areas. American
B3-52, F-111, F-15, and F-18 aircraft pose a constant and
serious all-weather, night attack air threat. If we were to
invade North America today, we would be at a serious
disadvantage due to our lack of training and limited
inventory of fully capable air attack/air defense all-
weather, day/night tactical aircraft. Fortunately, we've
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Our nuclear-powered icebreakers could escort an ice-
strengthened tanker, a RO-RO support ship, and long-
range air-search radar equipped research vessels right to
the edge of the ice island, giving us the rapid potential to
activate the airfields for self-sustained air operations. As
you know, we've had considerable experience in operat-
ing our aircraft off of marginal Arctic runways, and our
aircraft are designed for these types of conditions.
Whether operating off of ice islands or from bases ashore
in Alaska and northern Canada, there will be an urgency
to develop aircraft revetments, protected surface-to-air
missile sites, and hardened logistic support facilities. For-
tunately, we already have large, highly thained engineer
forces that are adept at using snow and water to con-
struct massive fortifications or repair damaged runways.
As usual, the engineers will accomplish the critical sup-
port tasks.

Old concepts are being merged with new. We're
evaluating the use of lighter than air dirigibles as sur-
veillance, targeting, and communication devices towed
by ice-strengthened timber carrier ships or other surface
platforms.70} These dirigibles, used with our over-the-
horizon targeting, video data link equipped helicopters, 71
could have considerable potential if equipped with a
combination of look-down sensors and tightly linked
communication relays, enhancing our detection of incom-
ing threats and allowing for a coordinated anti-air
defense in depth.

To help counter submarine threats to our convoys,
the Bering Straits approach to the Chukchi Sea could be
mined, making enemy submarine passage extremely
hazardous. Finally, US carrier battle groups operating in
the Bering Sea will find their own flanks vulnerable to
missile, air, and sea attack by our forces operating from
air and naval bases in the vicinity of the Kamchatka
Peninsula.

Comrade Sorokin: General, I found this discussion quite
enlightening and helpful in terms of directing future
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The inability of US forces to operate in the ice makes
Soviet sea power appear even more dangerous. The

Soviets' massive ice-strengthened fleet of fishing,
research, and merchant ships may greatly complicate US
efforts against Soviet submarines in their Arctic bastions.
This Soviet fleet might also perform picket duty for intel-
ligence gathering, covert operations, general surveillance,
and targeting of US forces. With its ice-strengthened mer-
chant fleet and strategic airlift, the Soviet Union is now
capabht' of landii oun the North Anmerican Arctic shore with a
force as lare as 40 LIS armored divisions. Soviet icebreaking
tankers and cargo vessels are more than sufficient, in
deadweight capacity, to support such an effort over a
sustained period of land combat.

Technology has increased Soviet mobility in the Arc-
tic Ocean to such an extent that the protective polar ice
barriers have come down. Long, exposed Arctic coast-
lines have become vulnerable to exploitation by economic
enterprises or by military forces possessing the necessary
platforms. A new Soviet axis of advance has evolved
which combines internal lines of supply with Soviet sea
control in the Arctic Ocean. In combination, these factors
open the gate for Soviet power projection into the North
American continent.

North American defense plans therefore need to
address the growing Soviet threat of sea control and sur-
face power projection in their Arctic Ocean TVD. The
requirements of the United States and Canada to defend
their maritime zones out to the 200 mile limit and to deny
amphibious landings on North America's Arctic coasts
need to be considered as carefully as other NATO
defense commitments. Future shipbuilding and conver-
sions for the US strategic lift fleet should encourage ice-
strengthened hull designs and sufficient horsepower
ratings to be effective in Arctic marginal ice zone
conditions. If such upgrading of privately owned strate-
gic lift shipping is not economically attractive, the federal
government needs to provide necessary incentives to the
private sector to facilitate the conversions. At the same
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develop concepts and capabilities to conduct Arctic war-
fare, all need to better focus defense resources so that
control of the Arctic Ocean is not ceded to the Soviets.
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58. Seizing the Prudhoe Bay facility and cutting off North
Slope oil would imuv,'diaicly stop about 20 percent of US
domestic oil production.

59. Sun Tzu, p. 102.
60. Merely speculation on the part of the authors, and per-

haps overly optimistic.
61. Clausewitz, p. 77.
62. "No one should go to war or even contemplate doing

so without knowing in advance what final goals they intend to
accomplish." Clausewitz, p. 579.

63. For more information about radiological, chemical, and
biological warfare defensive systems on Soviet merchant ships,
see Moore, p. 168.

64. This is a conservative estimate based upon a worst case
lift requirement for 40 US armored divisions. Soviet armored
divisions are believed to require considerably less lift weight
capacity. Our detailed calculations supporting this estimate are
included in a longer version of this essay, at the US Naval War
College Library, on pp. C-2, D-3.

65. The initial Soviet divisions could come from Mongolia
in the Far Eastern TVD and from the Central Strategic Reserve.
See International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military
Balance, 1984-1985 (Oxford: Alden Press, 1984), pp. 18, 19, 22,
105. Soviet forces in Mongolia would be replaced by highly
trained and loyal forces of the Mongolian People's Republic
regular and reserve army as part of a regularly practiced rou-
tine. See David W. Orr, "The Geo-Political Significance of
Outer Mongolia and its Relationship to China and the Soviet
Union," 3 March 1987, US Naval War College Library, New-
port, p. 8. The Soviets can mobilize 4-6 million reserves within
48 hours, all of whom have had active militarv service within
the past two years. See William F. Scott and Harriet F. Scott,
The Armed Forces of the USSR (Boulder: Westview Press, 1979),
pp. 322-26. These reserves will more than replace initial divi-
sions sent to North America. Also the Soviets have a highly
efficient system for rapid absorption of reserves. Each division
has a duplication of officers. When a division moves out, the
division commander and half of the officers (a full comple-
ment) go with the unit. Meanwhile, the division commander's
deputy and a second full complement of officers stay behind
and immediately form a new division once the reserve comple-
ment of enlisted soldiers arrive. It is strongly suspected that
there are enough officers in the original division so that the
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Chief of Staff can form a third division. The first division uses
Category 1 equipment (brand new), the second division uses
Category 2 equipment (almost new), and the third division
uses older war stocks or equipment with which the parent divi-
sion trains on a daily basis. Mobilization in this context is prac-
ticed by all units. See Viktor Sugurov, Thiet Liberators (New York:
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1983); and Sugurov, Inside the Soviet
Army (New York: Berklev Books, 1982), p. 164.
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having an unrefueled range of more than 200 nautical miles)
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mni/65 cal. Gatling guns; the Aist class, a 250-ton, 47.3-meter
craft which operates at a speed in excess of 60 knots and carries
220 troops, two medium tanks, 2 quad AS-N-5 Grail anti-air-
craft missiles, 4 30 mmi65 cal. Gatling guns; and the Gus class,
a 27-ton, 21.3-meter craft which operates at a speed in excess of
50 knots and carries 25 troops and a 30 mm Gatling gun. These
craft can sortie out of a barge carrier or LASH ship for logistics
and control, refuel from helicopter delivered fuel bladders, or
replenish from ice-breaking tankers in the convoy. Given this
logistic support to extend their range, air suction vehicles can
be deployed in conjunction with helicopters and vertically
launched aircraft to establish dispersed AAW and ASW forma-
tions. See Polmar, Soviet Naiy, pp. 266-70.

67. "Jane's All the World Aircraft Supplement," Air Force
Magazine, Febr-x3ry 1986, p. 129.

68. In 1985, US Assistant Secretary of Defense Donald
Latham hinted that the MiG-31 might be better than any exist-
ing US fighter. Taylor, p. 86.

69. Lowell Thomas Jr. said, "Between 1937 an 1958 Rus-
sia airlifted the astonishing total of 565 temporary "ientific sta-
tions onto Arctic ice pack islands." Lowell Tfiomas Jr.,
"Scientists Ride Ice Islands on Arctic Odysseys," National Geo-
graphic 128 (1965), p. 675.

70. Soviet Shipping Journal (Morskoi Flot) 9/86, p. 6.
71. Polmar, Soviet Navy, pp. 406-07.
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MANNING THE
VOLUNTEER FORCE:

COMPETING IN THE MARKETPLACE

Ronald G. Porter

PLANNING THE ARMED FORCES to maintain national
security requires decisions on some crucial issues: the
nature and extent of the military threat to US national
security, what is needed to maintain deterrence, what is
affordable, what the risks are, and a course of action if
deterrence fails. Consensus on these issues leads to deci-
sions about the levels of "combat capability" the United
States maintains and relies on to ensure national survival.
Combat capability is the force structure, technical sophis-
tication, readiness, and sustainability of military forces,
units, weapons systems, and equipment.' But combat
capability also depends on the people who make up the
forces, man the units, and operate the systems and
equipment. As former Secretary of Defense Caspar W.
Weinberger has pointed out, "A militarv force is only as
good as its members." 2

Of course, recognition that the military requires tal-
ented people is hardly new. Patton said, "Wars may be
fought with weapons, but they are won by men."') Or, as
former Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird put it,

We had better make sure we understand where the
essence of our national defense lies. It is the (luality

Ronald G. Porter, a Lieutenant Colonel in the US Air Force, wrote this
essay as a student at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. The
essay won recognition in the 1987 Joint Chiefs of Staff Strategy Essay
Competition.
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of our combat and combat-support personnel
which undergirds our entire defense effort. Attract-
ing and retaining persons of quality in sufficient
nurnbers should be our number one priority.4

In other words, the problem isn't just convincing
someone that the services need good people; it's getting
and keeping those people. Attention to "getting and
keeping" logically begins with a look at the demo-
graphics of the national population, the first concern
being sufficient availability of American youth-prospec-
tive military manpower-to meet military requirements.
Of course, several dvnamic influences affect a prospec-
tive recruit's decision to join a service, and then whether
to stay or leave. But demographics, though it doesn't
provide a total picture, does provide insight about future
accession potential.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC INFLUENCE

IN litH LA] F 1970s, both the military and civil commu-
nities became increasingly concerned about the United
States' ability to maintain needed military manpower
strength. As the Soviets continued to build up their mili-
tary forces, the United States experienced rising military
expenses, alleged deterioration in volunteer quality, and
concern that the military was becoming just another
occupation. By 1980, the situation reached a critical point.
Thlc realities of Iran and Afghanistan, and the fact that in
1979, for the first time, no service had met its recruiting
goals, contributed to the developing consensus that the
military was in trouble." Furthermore, a decline in the
available youth population made prospects of reversing
the perceived trend appear unlikely."

By 1981, some were claiming the 1973 All"t-olunteer
Force (AVF) was a failure and were calling for a return to
the draft. Supporting such a move, Senator Lloyd M.
Bentsen Jr said the AVF "will have increasing problems
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attracting the requisite number of qualified recruits ... and
has, in some respects, become an employer of last resort."-

But the fact of the matter is that, despite the rhetoric
and warnings, the Volunteer Force has not failed to bring
in an adequate number of willing recruits. In the years
since 1979, accession quantity requirements have been
met, even while the pool of available recruits has
declined. Now, at a point about half-way through the
period during which male youth availability will decrease
annually, service manning has actually shown improve-
ment.8 A smaller youth pool doesn't necessarily mean a
reduction in accessions. If not, then what does it mean?

Fewer candidates to choose from can't be a positive
recruiting influence, and there must be a limit to how small
the pool can get before the military can no longer meet its
requirements. But the relationship between the number of
qualified male youth and volunteer enlistment rates is by
no means well understood. To begin with, in examining
the effect of demographics on military manning, we lack a
clear definition of recruit demand (quantity and quality)
and supply (the size of the potential recruit pool). Conse-
quently, analysts have used different baselines, assump-
tions, and limitations. Results have varied accordingly.

Quantity Demand
In Europe, Soviet troops outnumber ours two to

one.9 In a guerrilla conflict, estim:tes of conventional to
insurgent force ratios required to maintain a standoff run
as high as ten to one. " Given that the quality of any force
can only overcome a certain degree of an opponent's
numerical superiority, it follows that the size of our
forces is an important part of deterrence strategy. With
the prospects for a come-as-you-are war in Europe or
elsewhere, respectable force structures are critical for
both deterrence and a'tual combat."' And reducing the
requirement is not a prudent alternative to overcoming a
manpower shortage. We must establish requirements
based on strategy and then act to fill shortfahs before
they occur. Making do with smaller or less capab!e forces
than required is the same as operating at increased risk.
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So what is tile projected manpowe'r demand? Table I
provides data on military manpower demands. Ihe tablu
shows ali non-prior service (NPS) enlistmenI reqLuire-
ments for all services, including Reserve and National

Table 1. Total Non-Prior Service Accession Requirement

Scur Fewmahe Alah

1974 46,000 446,000
1975 51,000 460,0()}
1 970 46, 0}00 451, 000

1977 45,000 434,000
1978 53,000 357,000
1979 56,000 357,000

1 980} 64,000 395,000

1981 56,000 370,000
1982 48,000 353,000

198.3 50,000 352,000
1984 51,000 362,000
1985 53,000 415, 000

1986 55,000 431,000
1987 54,000 421,000
1988 53,000 411,000

1989 53,000 416,000
1990 52,000 408,0(00
1991 -2000 52,000 408,000

Note: The reserve/guard component requirement is a constant
13,000 per year for females and 88,000 per year for males.

Sourcc: US Department of the Air Force, Personnel Force Coin-
positiott Stud*v: An Anal t sis of the Lfh'cls of Varyin,, Mat,
and Female Fo'-ce Levels, Annex 2 (WashingtoP: tHead-

quarters, US Air Force, March 1985), pp. 4-23.
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Guard accessions. It does not include officer-, or prior
service (PS) accessions; but there is no recent indication
of difficulty in accessing officers, and PS accessions are
windfall experience gains. Therefore, planning to man
enlisted requirements with NPS personnel is a reasonable
approach so long as the manpower pool disqualifies col-
lege gradtnates (officer candidates) from accession
eligibility consideration.

To help put demand in perspective, it is useful to look
at a breakdown of actual accessions, including PS acces-
sions, for recent years, as shown in table 2. In light of the
fact that all DOD and virtually all Guard and Reserve forces
met or exceeded end-strength objectives for fiscal years
1983-85, we can view the actual enlistments shown in
table 2 as equal to the demand in those fiscal years. Clearly,
then, youth accession is only one of the many factors that,
along with reenlistments, retention rates, and other mecha-
nisms, ultimately figure into end-strength totals for a serv-
ice or agency. But accession remains critical. A service can
only keep members so long, so a flow of "new blood" must
continue from the bottom.

An important observation we can make based on
table 2 concerns the effect of prior service entrants on
total accessions. Those personnel reentering or cross-
flowing from active to non-active status make tip a sig-
nificant portion of Guard and Reserve accessions. More-
over, prior service people are generally older than 18, so
their enlistments offset part of the demand for voun ger
NPS entrants across the total force spectrum. This effect,
which appears in the difference between 1985 estimated
and actual NP5 figures in tables 1 and 2 (i.e., the dif-
ference between the demand for NPS males projected in
table 1-415,000-and the actual number of enlistments
shown in table 2-348,100), makes another case for con-
sidering accessions as a total force problem and working
it from a total force perspective rather than from a NPS-
I"S perspective.
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Table 2. Actual Accessions, VY 1983-85

FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 198.5
Active Duty Accessions

Non-Prior Service
(NPS) Male 269,200 273,700 263,300

NPS Female 35,900 36,100 38,500
Prior Service (PS) Male 23,800 17,500 14,100
PS Femalc 1,800 1,100 1,1001

Reserve and Guard Accessions
NPS Male 86,20( 88,700 84,800
NPS Female 13,200 12,400 13,000
PS Male 120,800 107,30(0 120,000
PS Female 12,300 13,300 14,600

Total Accessions-Active, Reserve, and Guard
NPS Male 355,400 362,400 348,000
NPS Female 49,100 48,500 51,500(
PS Male 144,600 124,800 134,100
PS Female 14,100 14,400 15,7/00

Total Force Male 500,000 487,200 482,200
Total Force Female 63,20() 62,900 67,200

Grand Total 563,200 550,100 5a9,400

Source: US Department of Defense, Military Manpower
Strength Assessment, Recruiting and Reenlistm'nt
Results for the Active VForce---bLn Fiscal Year 1984
(Washington: Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Public Affairs), News Release No. 561-
84, 31 October 1984), p. 2; ... for the Active Force
anWi Prelm iiiary! Selected Reserve Results--Fiscal Year
1985 (News Release No. 7(04-85, 101 December
1985), P. 2; Selected Reserve Manpower Strength
AssessmWnt and Recruiting R<esuits for Fiscal Year
1984 (News Release No. 90-85, 20 February 1985),
pp. 2, 6; and ... Results f[r Fiscal Year 1985 (News
Release No. 59-86, 3 Febru-arv 1986), pp. 2, 6.
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One of the n1o-t iInItitl Int teIson t 0 the early Vol-
unteer Force vcar-, t ,I whe dill IIi ltv ot "'attracting a SLI ffi-
cient quantitV and oi hit k It en i -,led perC 1, )net to man
the reserve tIrce,,"' \\ itm ut the. m ti\atioI of the dralt,
selected reserve and indi\ iduil readyV reerve force levels
declined.' IeLanIwhilC. th, trend to%,ard greater size and
use of reserve Uniit- to rOutlnkd oumt and support active duty
functions increased. It appear, that reserve and active
forces' recruiting inter'est, dae being drawvn ever closer
together. :" If the (,uard --,r Reserve can do a support func-
tion at up to 70) percent .,st saving, it seeims best that it
be done with a prior service person n--the more experi-
enced, the better.

Quality Demand
A case for desiring quality in recruits can be made

based on common sense alone. That is, the smarter the
recruit, the more capable he is. The problem comes, first,
in defining quality by measurable standards and then
applying those standards to persons in the population
being considered, and second, in deciding on the mini-
mum Icvel M quality acceptable for military service.", To
complicate the matter, the minimum level of acceptable
quality is consistently rising.

Several things drive this ever increasing trend
toward higher qual ity requirements, not the least of
which is the complexity of modern military hardware.
Equipment that is complex and, therefore, difficult to
maintain places demands on the accession process that
need to be carefully considered to ensure a continued
match between equipment and personnel. More gener-
ally, restricting entry of those who don't meet the mini-
mum standards is justified given their potential
trainability, disciplinary, and motivational problems."'
But quantifying qualitv is no simple task.

In the final analysis, quality is measured by demon-
strated performance. But since the military relies largely
on voL ng, untrained individuals, quality has come to be
interpreted in terms of measurable attributes of aptitude
and education.2"
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Aptitude iThe services administer the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) to all
applicants. Its ten subset areas, four of which make up
the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), form the
primary tool to measure aptitude for trainability and to
assess vocational aptitude for specific job categories."
Applicants tested are grouped into categories, based on
their test scores, as shown in table 3.

Table 3. Armed Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT) Categories

AFQT Readhv,
r•QT, PR"Cof~ih, Gradc

Category Score Lez'el

1 93-99 12.7-12.9
11 65-92 10.6-12.6

111 31-64 8.1-10.5
IV 10-.30 6.6-8.0
V 9 and below 3.4-6.5

Souirce: Martin Binkin, Military Techitnoh\y and DL'h'nse Manpower
(Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1986), p. 15,

Categories I and I1 are considered above average.
Category 111, average, is sometimes divided into two
groups: IliA, with scores in the 50th to 64th percentiles,
and IIIB, with scores in the 31st to 49th percentiles.
Scores in the 30th percentile and below are considered
below average. Category IV recruits require more training
and have more disciplinary problems than those in
higher groups. Those in the 9th percentile and below are
ineligible by law for service.2-

AFQT and other test results have proven to be help-
ful in predicting the probability of success in training for
each military occupation. But the Military Manpower
Task Force observes, "The link between test scores and
actu; I performance on the job is more tenuous, although
available evidence indicates that, in the aggregate, most
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equipment or strategy that Would allOW the new force
mix to provide the required capability. OtherwVise, we
run the risk of increasing personnel quantity but getting a
decrease in equipment effectiveness-exactlv what we
don't want.

Supply
One approach to looking at the military labor supply

and "individuals' propensities to seek employment in the
military" is to group factors that influence decisions to
join and stay. Major factors cited in a 1977 RAND report
included the following:31'

"* tangible aspects of military emnployment
"* effective recruiting
"• conditions of the civil economv
"* size of the population base
"* individual "taste" for military service

This study did not include Reserve and Guard accession
requirements in its demand estimates, but it still con-
cluded, "enlistment supply will probably not be sufficient
to meet the Services' stated accession requirements
unless unemployment remains at high levels or unless
the Services reduce their quality standards.'I'

Another RAND study in 1986 forecast enlistment
supply under four scenarios:12

"• business recession
"* business expansion
"* the economy remaining on an "even keel"
"* a "most realistic scenario Iwhichl assumes that the

economv will gradually improve over time"

The study used data for 1974 through 1981 as a control
for the model. The model output is an equation for each
of the active services that "relatels] the enlistment rate to
military/civilian pay, the number of recruiters per poten-
tial enlistee, a business cycle variable, and other control
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enlist each year from 1982 to 1990. If the authors are cor-
rect in their belief that the "realistic" scenario offers the
best indication of how the supply of the military youth
market will behave, there will be remarkably small reduc-
tions in available males through the end of the 1980s.

Another analyst, looking at the supply issue in a
steady demand environment, showed the relative effect
of the smaller youth pool for the period 1985-88 as com-
pared to 1991-95. While holding quality and end strength
requirements constant, the study decreased the size of
the 18-year-old pool by 200,000 a year. The results indi-
cated that the services must increase their recruiting rate
from 50 to 55 percent of the qualified and available
annual candidates.' Stated another way, everything else
being equal, we need only increase the 1984-88 accession
rate by 5 percent to man the services in 1990-95. The
hard part is two-fold: validating the accuracy of numbers,
given the reality that everything else is not equal, and
determining what will be necessary to achieve the 5 per-
cent rate increase.

In March 1985, the Air Force released Au Analhsis of
the Effects of Varying AMalt and Female Force Levels. " Annex
2 of that report included a dynamic model estimating
available, qualified American vouth, ages 18 to 23,
through the year 2000. TFable 5 shows the results of the
study in youth accession requirements as a percentage of
available youth, historically, currently, and with projec-
tions through the year 2000.

The model used to obtain the data in table 5 consid-
ered immigration at between "middle and high" rates.
'This assumption is appropriate, as the low rate is by defi-
nition a rate associated with sustained depressed
economic conditions in the United States. Aptitude,
education, and other criteria are based on meeting mini-
mums, by service and occupational areas.', This model
indicates that the supply of mal.e youth, 18 to 23 years
old, relative to demand cited in table 1, will vary by less
than 2 percent through the year 2000. Other earlier
analysts tended to agree.
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Table 5. Non-Prior Service Male Accession Requirement as a
Percentage of Qualified and Available Males, Ages
18-23 (Active Duty and Reserve Requirements
Combined)

Age

Year 18 19 20 21 22 23 Total, 18-23

1974 9.3 12.5 7.6 5,0 3.2 2.1 7.1
1976 8.8 11.9 8.3 5.1 2.8 2.1 7.0
1978 6.8 9.0 6.2 3.8 2.5 1.7 5.4

1980 7.3 9.4 6.4 3.8 2.5 1.7 5.6
1982 6.5 8.5 5.7 3.3 2.1 1.4 4.8
1984 6.8 8.9 6.0 3.5 2.2 1.5 5.0

1986 8.6 11.3 7.7 4.5 2.8 1.9 6.2

1988 8.5 11.3 7.8 4,6 2.9 1.9 6.4
1990 8.6 11.5 7.9 4.7 3.0 2.0 6.7

1992 8.9 11.9 8.2 4.9 3.1 2.1 6.7
1994 9.3 12.4 8.6 5.1 3.3 2.2 7.1
1996 9.5 12.7 8.9 5.3 3.4 2.3 7.5

1998 9.2 12.3 8,6 5.2 3.3 2.2 7.4

2000 8.7 11.7 8.1 4.9 3.2 2.1 7.0

Source: US Department of the Air Force, Personmel Force Comt-

position Study: An Alalysis of the Effects of Varying Male
and Female Force Levels, Annex Two (Washington: Head-
quarters, US Air Force, March 1985), pp. 5-6.

Demographic Assessment
Two basic issues have combined to cause wide con-

cern and debate over the future quality and size of the US
military. These two issues are the change to the Volun-
teer Force and the declining youth population. For years,
there has been speculation that, in combination, these
factors would force drastic action to maintain the
required force structure. Yet after 13 years of the
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Volunteer Force, and nearly half-,ray through the well
publicized decline in the size of the available manpower
pool, the military is meeting recruiting objectives and get-
ting quality recruits. In FY 1985, each of the services
achieved its recruiting objective, and DOD tied its FY
1984 record with 93 percent of all NPS accessions pos-
sessing a high school diploma.', The percent of NPS
accessions who scored in Categories I to III on the AFQT
also continues a favorable upward trend since 1980. ,

In summary, demographics have not, in themselves,
caused a reduction in quality or quantity of service acces-
sions. The services have overcome demographic declines
through the offsetting influences of supportive manage-
ment actions and pro-service environmental factors. We
need to consider several of the most important of these
dynamic influences in order to view more realistically the
total manpower accession and retention issue.

DYNAMIC INFLUENCES

DESPITE ALL THE REASONS whv, the Volunteer Force
shouldn't, couldn't, and wouldn't survive, it is surviving.
The services' efforts to determine what needed to be done
and then do it has paid off. It's been shown that a declining
male population base doesn't necessarily mean a reduction
in quantity or quality of accessions. But to deal with what a
declining population base does mean for the long run
requires progress toward a more complete and accurate
understanding of accession variables in the Volunteer Force
system. Only after the variables are identified and quan-
tified can we implement the most effective policies. Because
retention directly affects accession requirements, it is a logi-
cal influence to consider first.

Retention
Retention isn't something we do; it's a result and a

measure of effectiveness. But we need to look at it
because, from a military point of view, retention rates
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retention, has been successful. DOD met or exceeded its
recruiting objectives for fiscal years 1982 through 1985.42

But how were they successful? Some maintain that
recruiting for the Volunteer Force is not so much an
economic or a supply problem as it is a management
problem; the services develop recruiting programs, then
train, assign, manage, and allocate resources in terms of
service objectives.43 But as I see it, to suggest that the
services can just "manage" their accession difficulty is a
gross oversimplification.

In the five-component RAND model mentioned
earlier, each of the components has both positive and
negative potential. So if the model is correct ard the com-
ponents are not mutually exclusive, there are at least 10.
major influences on potential recruits. Further complicat-
ing the issue is the reality that components 3, 4, and 5--
conditions of the civil economy, size of the population
base, and individual "taste" for military service-are
beyond the immediate influence of the services. This
model provides a structure for appreciating the magni-
tude of the military services' manning problem and
shows that recruiting itself is an important influence on
accession.

The validity of this statement is confirmed by data on
recruiting outcomes which show that the quality of
recruits isn't just a matter of efficiency or of changes in
selection criteria. Rather, recruiting success might be
more appropriately defined by the number of high
quality recruits who are more likely to reenlist. In effect,
the flow of high quality recruits is critical, and the recruit-
ers have primary responsibility for maintaining the flow.
The Marine Corps Deputy Chief of Staff indicated just
how important recruiting is when asked what he consid-
ered the best tool for recruiting and retaining quality
Marines. In reply, he stated, "the one that makes the crit-
ical difference ... is the recruiter in the field."" Once the
recruit has enlisted, other factors, which we turn to next,
will determine if, and how long, he will stay.



Proactive Management
Everything that the services have done to improve

morale, welfare, and well-being among their members
has had a positive influence on accession and retention.
The challenge will continue in deciding between alterna-
tive people programs and determining the point of miar-
ginal return for those programs as they compete t[Jr
limited resources. In the process, the services must d.,
everything possible to maintain the confidence of their
members. hi fact and perception, service member- need
to know that military and natiOnal leaders are committed
to protecting incentives and programs viewed as part of
their "implied contract" 1'ýith the government. Three crit-
ical support areas are education assistance, financial
incentives, and quality of life support.

The merits of an education incentive are consider-
able; it is popular and helps enlistment.4" But the services
need quality people to begin with anld need to keep
them. As a consequence, the post-Vietnam education
benefits program evolved into the Veterans' Educational
Assistance Program (VEAP), and VEAP "Kickers," both
to offer educational assistance and to channel recruits
into hard-to-fill skills."I Evidence continues to indicate
that education assistance induces accessions, if not reten-
tion. Likewise, it remains an area which could be
expanded should recruiting need additional help. 47

Financial incentives provide ar even stronger effect
on accession and retention. "With the exception of con-
scription," concludes the Defense Manpower Commis-
sion, "raises in military compensation offer the most
direct means of increasing the numbers of young men
who apply for enlistment.'' The 'elasticity"' of pay to
retention has been shown to ne consistent with draft-ena
data. "First term" elasticity of about 2.5 means a 10 per-
cent increase in pay would raise reenlistment rates by an
average of 25 percent. Lump-sum bonuses, limited by
law to $16,000 for non-nuclear trained personnel, "have a
larger retention impact than equivalent installment
bonuses, and they induce personnel to reenlistment for
longer periods."
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In whatever form, putting money in the service
member's pocket is important. Financial incentives
increase recruiting and subsequent retention.*', Recogni-
tion of this fact is in large measure why total manpower
cost (including civilian and retired pay) has gone from
$23.9 billion in FY 1964 to over $111 billion in FY 1985. "

But like everything else, pay is a relative issue. It
must be viewed in the context of the existing environ-
ment. For accessions, a critical competing reality is ti-''
wage level for youths in the private sector. For any par-
ticular situation, a certain level of pay will equate to a cer-
tain level of enlistment and retention. The 1980-"4 Youth
Attitude Tracking Study results indicated that "level of
pay" was only the fifth most important reason young
males decided not to enlist. The first four reasons for both
males and females were continuation in school, plans for
a civilian career, lack of personal freedom, and separation
from family and friends.) 2 The key here is that pay mat-
ters, but it's not all that matters. As pay can offset other
negative factors in the environment, so too can it be off-
set by positive factors.

Quality of life considerations have an important
influence on career decisions and have received recent
emphasis. The Secretary of Defense's Annual Report to the
Congress for fiscal year 1986 states, "It appears that a sig-
nificant correlation exists among quality of life programs,
spouse satisfaction, and recruitment and retention of
qualified people on the one hand, and the discipline,
morale, and readiness of our forces on the other."' Cor-
respondingly, the DOD Family Policy Coordinating Com-
mittee, created in FY 1984, has set about to make,
coordinate, and implement improvement in such areas as
medical care, child care, legal assistance, religious pro-
grams, assignment policies, housing, recreation services,
family services, commissaries, and exchanges."-

Proactive management actions taken on a wide range
of issues and problems have resulted in improvements
and success. But there are other dynamics at work which
have the potential to influence enlistment and retention.
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Some of the factors are well documented while others are
not. Most are beyond the immediate control of the DOD
leadership, yet they exist and should be dealt with,
where feasible, to minimize their potential adverse effect.
Some of these factors are the economy, opportunities for
women, immigration, and technology.

The Economy
We'll deal with the economy first because it is proba-

bly the most recognized influence on the Volunteer
Force. Virtually all comprehensive personnel models con-
sider it a major variable in determining accession and
retention outcomes. The problem, then, isn't whether to
consider it, but rather how to and how much.

While unemployment has tended to rise since 1957,
the total labor force has also grown significantly, from
71.5 million in 1960 to 117.2 million in 1985.7 One recent
analysis stated that unemployment could well be "the
most critical economic variable for the success of the
AVF. Yet the effects of unemployment on enlistment
supply is our area of greatest ignorance.'" Estimates on
the elasticity of unemployment in relation to enlistment
and retention are highly variable-ranging from 0.25 to
1.3. The significance of refining the elasticity is realization
that if elasticity is 1.0, reducing unemployment from 10
percent to 5 percent cuts the enlistment supply in half."-

In effect, the government's goal of manning the pub-
licly funded services conflicts with the goal of reducing
unemployment in the private sector economy. It's unre-
alistic to expect full employment and, at the same time,
an armed force that is unlimited in its talent, size, and
professionalism. There must be a degree of pragmatism
and consistency in dealing with ups and downs in the
economy. The fact of the matter is that the military is in
competition with the private sector for "good" people.
Allowing relative levels of service manning to be unduly
affected by cycles in the economy and unemployment
causes considerable disruption, turmoil, and effort within
the services.
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One of the tenets of tIle VOlunteer Fo rce wI, that
competition for manpower would relquire compensation
competitive with the civil ,ector's. Hie service', ne,-! to
make competitive coMpelnsatiOn a realitV to build the
confidence and stability required for the long term.

Are we there vet? That hasn't been clearly demnon-
strated one way or the other. Even if the military were
doing everythi ng perfectly, there is always the danger

that domestic considerations might take disproportionate
and unrealistic precedence over strategic military needs. "
Furthermore, ours is a labor force changing "with respect
to employment of older workers and womrlen .,. family
employment patterns, educational and monetary incen-
tives, and integration of reserve and regular torces serv-
ice."''' We need to get ahead and stay ahead of these
changes with understanding and proactive measures that
will avoid return to the concern and doubt of the late
1970s

Women in the Work Force
The increased participation of women in the work

force has been another relativelv well recognized influence
that has altered the character of the force. Women joining
the work force is affecting the relative supply of youth who
compete in the job market and for military service. As a
1985 Air Force study observes, "This means that as women

continue to enter the labor market, youth wages and unem-
ployment will be adversely , ffected, both of which benefit
military recruiting.'""' However, rising relative wages for
women may make their rccruitment more difficult, and
thus reduce prospects for them to significantly expand the
enlistment supply. Furthermore, the same Air Force study
shows that, primarily for medical reasons, women in gen-
eral are less able to perform their duties than men. It also
reported that a significantly increased use of women
"would require incremental reevaluation for individual spe-
cialties and in the aggregate.""

Another factor arguing against a substantial increas,-
in the number of women in the services is the lower
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propensity of women to join the military. A DOD report
to Congress indicated that men were from 2.5 to 5 times
more likely ihan women to express interest in military
service or intent to enlist.Y-2

On balance, the growth in work participation rates of
women will continue to be a positive influence on num-
bers of enlistments. Even more significantly, the indirect
influence of women has caused overall wages and
employment of youth to decline. Youth wages are
reduced by about 1.5 percent for each 10 percent increase
in the number of women in the work force. As a result,
military service is economically more attractive.hl

Immigration
Although somewhat less well recognized as a major

factor in shaping the work force, immigration, both legal
and illegal, has an effect somewhat like that of women join-
ing the work force. An estimated 470,(XX) leg'al immigrants
enters the United States annually in the 1980s, and about
half of them go to work. These new workers will represent
from 10 to 15 percent of labor force growth. Legal immi-
grants tend to "resemble" the US labor force, with an
apparently even distribution within the labor market.M4

But what of the illegal immigrants? The US Census
Bureau estimated a total of between 4 million and 6 mil-
lion illegal immigrants in the country in 1985. "If there is
an immigrant-induced effect on youth labor markets,"
said the Air Force in 1985, "it is more likely to come from
illegal aliens." Lack of data on illegal immigrants makes
conclusions difficult, but the March 1985 Air Force Per-
sonnel Force Composition Study used isolated statistics
from the Department of Labor and compelling logic to
arrive at conclusions. In essence, the study suggests that
some 500,000 illegal immigrants function in jobs so that
they displace youth employment. "This, in turn, causes
military service to become relatively more desirable as an
employment option."'•'

The forces and influences that cause people to
immigrate are continuing relatively unabated. Political
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oppression, economic deprivation, and hunger are strong

pressures on both skilled and unskilled workers with
access to US borders. Whether recent legislation to penal-
ize employers who hire illegal aliens will slow the flow
remains to be seen. But we can conclude that immigra-
tion, particularly illegal immigration, is an influence on
jobs, wages, and, as a result, military manning."'

Technology
Technology is a fourth factor which may have a sig-

nificant impact on the future of services' manning. It
seems that it is not possible to predict the effect of tech-
nological change on a particular labor demand. It is possi-
ble, however, that a technological improvement may
result in lower price and increased demand, which in
turn requires an increase in manpower.17 Thus, increase.:
in automation may reduce labor intensity without reduc-
ing the requirement for labor. On the other hand,
because industry tends to hire workers with experience,
youth unemployment is projected to be about double the
overall rate, and youth jobs in industry will tend to be
low skill with low pay. S

Another potential effect of technology is the actual
export of jobs. If there is more labor involved in the pro-
duction industries than there is in the service industries
that are replacing them, then there may be a net decrease
in the employed labor force. However, I found no data
that substantiates this seemingly logical conclusion. More
work is needed to determine what and how much effect
technology has on the youth market and subsequent
accessions for the military services.

An Overall Perspective
Changing demographics are forcing a change in the

makeup of the employment market. They are also caus-
ir.g growing differences between the military and civilian
sectors. As the "baby boom" group is aging, the civilian
market is shifting with it; the military, however, though
getting somewhat older, necessarily remains essentially a
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end, the analhsts concerned should specify inclusive vari-
ables, with exceptions, additions, and deviations noted
and justified.

But projecting needs and potential recruits isn't
enough. So long as the United States has volunteer
armed forces, the services must continue to support com-
petitive pay and benefits required to maintain the neces-
sary quantity and quality of military personnel. We can
justify the cost of staving competitive with the civil sec-
tor, because the manpower expenses associated with the
Volunteer Force are lower than the cost of the alterna-
tives, that is, a selective draft, universal military training,
or national service. 7'

At the same time that the services provide an
economic appeal for potential recruits, they must also
keep in mind that patriotism and public support are
important elements in meeting manpower needs.7 2 Serv-
ice members can help ensure understanding among our
youth that "The privilege of democracy includes the obli-
gation to serve."7, To foster public support, the services
0hould establish procedures for making informative,
patriotic, factual presentations available for individual
service members to use voluntarily, in the local
communities.

Despite recent success and the prospects for con-
tinued success in meeting accession needs, the situation
might deteriorate in coming years. If the services should
begin to fail in meeting their requirements, a response
should be orchestrated at the DOD level to ensure consis-
tency, equity, and continuity of purpose among the serv-
ices intended to benefit. In such a case-and, in fact,
even if the services do continue to meet accession
needs--.quality standards sh, L-.1 not be adjusted below
the reqaired minimum just to meet quantity require-
ments. Quality and quantity are both real, independently
justifiable requirements.

If quality levels should present problems, prior serv-
ice accessions are significant, providing experience and
training at relatively low cost. All the services should
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world's preeminent maritime power. The Soviet Union
not only poses a continental threat to the Eurasian rim-
lands, but also possesses a potent blue water maritime
capability which holds at risk many of the areas and
interests vital to US national survival. The Soviet drive
for dependable access to the world's oceans, which
would make possible Soviet domination of the rimlands
and their narrow seas, threatens decisive global military
and political leverage against the United States.- An inap-
propriate strategic response could, as Britain nearly dis-
covered, be irreversible.

To diminish the chances of an inappropriate US
response, this essay provides an uncommon perspective on
the maritime-continental strategy debate. I assess the strate-
gic validity of the contending arguments in terms of several
basic categories of strategic structure and dynamics, and
apply my conclusions to propose a resolution. The frame-
work I employ has been openly influenced, first, by the
revival of classic geopolitical thought and, second, by
Clausewitzian theory's relevance to maritime strategy,
insufficiently appreciated since Sir Julian Corbett's 191t
work, Sonic Principles of Maritimc Strh'atc'!.

I believe the current maritime-continental strategy
debate artificially fractures the problem of a comprehen-
sive defense policy. For in fact, the two strategies are not
mutually exclusive but, properly modified, comprise the
elements of an integrated global strategy. In the broad
context of geopolitics, and given the dynamic relation-
ship between the political object and military means, a
US global strategy is unavoidably a maritime strategy,
but one in which traditior,,llv continental forces play a
crucial and clearly defined role.

[Historically, the systematic contrast between mar-
itime and continental strategies as two fundamentally
different stiyles of warfare was first illuminated by Sir
Julian Corbett before World War I. He distinguished
between the German or continental school of strategy
and the British or maritime school.' But the most
vigorous explication of the qualitative difference between
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the styles was offered by Liddell I fart, who argued that
willful misapplication of the theories of CIlausewitz, pro-
ducing the continental strategy of World War 1, had per-
verted tLe notion of war as an instrument of policy. Thus
Britain, at profound strategic costs, departed from its tra-
ditional maritime strategy-control of the oceans and
"narrow seas," support of continental allies, and deci-
sive, but surgical, land campaigns-which, in the main,
had attained the carefully crafted ends of national strat-
egy. Instead, Britain focused on the continental war, thus
incurring devastating losses on Flanders fields though,
arguably, the British fleet proved the decisive instrument
in German capitulation. In so doing, Britain provided his-
tory's most horrific example of the failure to match mili-
tary design with political purpose. 4

But Churchill's observations between the World
Wars went virtually unheeded in the United States,
where geographic isolation and virtually unlimited
resources precluded the necessity of a strategic choice.
World War 11, in fact, witnessed simultaneously the con-
duct of a classic continental war of annihilation on the
one hand and the "Mahanian triumph of sea power" on
the other." In the ensuing years, however, the expan-
sionist threat of the Soviet Union, the relative decline of
American military and economic power, the questionable
reliability of the NATO alliance, and a significantly more
ambitious US global defense policy have generated the
often cited force-strategy mismatch-and highlighted the
maritime-continental strategy debate such that it can no
longer be ignored.- The resulting imbalance between US
strategic ends and means has confounded US strategists
trying to develop a strategy which not only deters the
Soviet Union but provides for successfully waging war as
well.`

Debate over the relationship of global seapower to
expansionist landpower is conceptually similar. On the
one hand, the continentalists emphasize the preeminent
threat of a Soviet blitzkrieg conquest of Western Europe
during which US naval power, with its slowly developing
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leverage, would be inconsequential if not fundamentallv
irrelevant. On the other, a maritime approach empha-
sizes surprise, mobility, and selective land campaigns to
challenge the Soviets on strategically advantageous
terms."

Unfortunately, a "Mahan versus Mactinder" frame-
work often obscures the complexities of the argument."'
That framework juxtaposes domination ot the sea by
large battlefleets as the foundation of economic and stra-
tegic power'' against the superior industrial base and
organizational strength of the heartland, supported by
lines of railway communication and highly efficient, mas-
sive land armies.12 These conflicting models have driven
equally simplistic policy alternatives: either the Soviet
heartland's perceived invulnerability to seapower neces-
sitating a continental strategy, or the USSR's perceived
vulnerability to both direct and indirect naval power,
especially the potential for destruction of the Soviet fleet
and its means of support, necessitating a maritime
strategy. 1'`

A strategic approach to the maritime-continental
strategy debate will guide us away froin "resource
agendas" that tend to dominate strategy considerations
and will allow us to focus on the most enduring issues.
The origins of the debate, and of distortions of conven-
tional defense policy that have accompanied and resulted
from it, lie in the imprecision and confusion surrounding
the most fundamental, first-order strategic concepts.
Because only in terms of such concepts can the efficacy of
the two strategies (or any strategies) be judged, we must
define them as a basis for pursuing this approach.

First, definition of the strategic problem contains the
structural elements of the issue. Definition requires con-
sideration of geopolitics, the strategic relationship of the
antagonists, enemy doctrine, and scenario assumptions.

Second, strategic purpose and approach involves the
central relationship of ends and means, and considera-
tion of the vital issue of war termination on advantageous
terms.' 4 The question of the ultimate purpose of war is
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defined (in accordance with Clausewitis most enduring
insight) by the political object.1, Political or strategic pur-

pose in turn shapes the nature of the means em ploved,
or the strategic approach. Possible approaches range
from wars (f annihilation to mere observation.

I1e spectrum ot options in a n uclear environment,
though, is influenced by another of Clausewit/'s observa-
tions: ''Ihe advantage that the destruction of the enlenIv
possesses over all other means is balanced by its cost and
danger; and it is only in order to avoid these risks that
other policies are employed..... Iln a nuclear environment,
limited war could be very useful in directly or indirectlv
attacking the foundations of enemy militarv power.
Besides, destruction of the enemy, with its attendant risk
of unlimited war, is unnecessarv when the strategic pur-
pose is mnainLtnanrce ot securitxv-a purpose realiAed if the
threat is removed, i.e., tile enemy abandons his
purpose.

Third, eýscalation control, given the natural tendency of
war toward the absolute, demands proportionality
between the risks inherent in a given strategic approach
and the anticipated results of that approach.'" As events
lead to escalation of a war, driving it toward the absolute,
the belligerent states mu1st, more and more, not take the
first step without considering the last."'

Fourth, in many ways unifying the other three con-
cepts, is that of the strae'gic ce'nt'r Of .'riV'iti, most accu-
ratelv defined as the "dorninant characteristics of both
belligerents." OuIt of these characteristics, a certain center
of gravity develops, "tthe hub of all power and move-
ment, on which everything depends. That is the point
against which all ... energies should be directed. '' In
the ,.,ntext of the present maritime-continental strategy
debate, however, the dominant characteristics of the
antagonists may be manifestly dissimilar, creating diver-
gent centers of gravity and posing the central Luestion of
the maritime-continental strategy debate: Consistent with
the constraints of the political object and the imperative
of escalation control, should the United States direct all
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its energies toward the enemy's center of gravity, or
should it direct its energies toward protecting its own
"hub of all power and movement" from potentially deci-
sive enemy action?

ASSESSMENT OF THE CONFLICTING ARGUMENTS

IN TERMS OF THE STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK I've constructed,
the maritime-continental strategy debate has failed to
determine the most appropriate conventional defense
policy. In failing to accurately define the strategic problem
with respect to the Soviet Union, both strategies fail to
provide a suitable framework in which to establish a stra-
tegic purpose and approach. Continental strategy negates
the primacy of the political object because the strategy
doesn't focus on warfighting at all, but on deterrence;
and maritime strategy, though it does emphasize war-
fighting, fails to clearly define war termination objectives.
Continental strategy thus considers merely military ends,
while the warfighting character of maritime strategy often
lacks precise direction. As a result, both seriously com-
promise the essential requirement of escalation control.
And finally, the pivotal influence of the strategic center of
gravity in shaping the nature of war is diminished in
assuming similar centers of gravity for both antagonists.
As a result, continental strategy courts disaster, maritime
strategy irrelevance.

Definition of the Strategic Problem
The two strategies differ fundamentally concerning

the structural dimensions of the problem. The continen-
talists posit a geostrategic environment in which the cen-
tral strategic problem confronting the United States is
prospective Soviet control of the Western European
heartland. Given the enormous Soviet conventional
forces and geographic advantages, that construct man-
dates a strategy in which the threat is to be deterred, or
resisted, at the point of greatest concentration pending
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rational division of strategic labor, with the seas in effect
becoming interior lines of communication to the periph-
eries of the heartland-the frontier ot.tposts of North
Amciica. But the significance of these advantages to the
strategic problem of containing an expansionist conti-
nental power is generally undefined. In addition, the rel-
ative importance of sea power against a Soviet drive for
Eurasian hegemony has tended to be cast in terms of its
effect on the central axis of advance.

Attempts to resolve the strategic debate invariably
suggest the "Mahan versus Mackinder" model, which
distorts the significance of control of the rimlands to both
antagonists, as well as control of the interior position of
Eurasia in relation to global lines of communication. The
continentalists contend that, in the final analysis, land
forces are decisive in combat, and that even traditional
maritime powers eventually were forced to attain victory
on land.21' Such an argument fails to grasp the difference
between a particular st/le of strategy and the character of
its component elements-for example, that major land
campaigns are often integral to maritime strategiesi.

On the other hand, the maritime argument relies on
three hundred years of British success in blunting Conti-
nental hegemony by a single power through a combina-
tion of maritime operations against vulnerable extremities
and limited, often decisive land campaigns at critical
junctures.27 Even with respect to Germany in World War
I, it has been persuasively a-ued that, through sea con-
trol and the blockade, nava' oower and the indirect stra-
tegic approach ultimately proved decisive. 2s1 Interestingly,
that approach was influenced by the German navy as a
fleet in being, intended to deter a Mahanian strategy by
inflicting unacceptable losses and foreclosing strategic
alternatives, its own destruction being strategically
inconsequential.

But Germanv, and Britain's more traditional Conti-
nental enemies Spain and France, were highly vulnerable
to naval power given oversea colonies and significant lev-
els of foreign trade. In critical respects, the Soviet case is
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Strategic Purpose and Approach
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in his mind what he intends to achieve by that war and
how he intends to conduct it."'',' The first part of the pre-
scription is clear war termination objectives. In that regard,
continental strategy is broadly shaped by the desire for

deterrence, both conventional and nuclear, In turn, its defini-
tion of the strategic problem-that "the Soviet Army must
be countered on an equal footing"'' in the major conti-
nental theaters--mandates a strategy dependent on the US
ability to deter a blitzkrieg attack. In the event of failure, it
vaguely envisions a short war presenting the Soviets with
the prospect of an undesired longer war, forcing negotia-
tion of the status quo ante.3- Not surprisingly, therefore, the
continentalists advance no meaningful political object, thus
neglecting the fundamental purpose of war, as well as the
imperative of escalation control, in not having thought
through the last step.

By contrast, maritime strategy most often advances
an explicitly warfighting approach, though deterrence is
a first, and preferred, military objective. Except for a gen-
eral intent to pursue "acceptable" war termination objec-
tives, however, the maritime school does not develop
sufficiently explicit political ends of warfighting. For
example, the most aggressive effort seeks "to bring about
war termination on favorable terms.""'

Strategic purpose and approach are confused in
objectives such as denying the Soviets "their kind of
war" by exerting global pressure, influencing the land
battle, destroying the Soviet fleet, and threatening direct
attack against the homeland or altering the correlation of
nuclear forces."4 Only the last two approximate terminia-
twin objectives, the remainder concerning only means. ̀
For what larger purpose is the Soviet fleet to be
destroyed? And what termination objectives are achieved
by a shift in the correlation of nuclear forces? Thus,
though it goes significantly beyond continental strategy
in recognizing the need for meaningful termination objec-
tives, the maritime approach nonetheless labors under
not having thought through the last step. And without a
final step envisioned, we face the prospect of war assum-
ing its own undirected momentum.
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its shortcomings. First is the lack of precise vw ar termina-
tion objectives, as already noted. Moreover, the feasi-
bility of aiming to destroy the Soviet fleet is dubious at
best, especially in the early stages of global war. Unless
fortuitously worn down by attrition in the outer oceans,
or decisively engaged on favorable terms, the Soviet fleet,
with a posture and function analogous to that of the Ger-
man Navy of 1914, could only be destroyed through
blockade and gradual attrition.

But perhaps the most questionable feature of the
more aggressive maritime approach, again related to war
termination objectives, is the enormous risk, inherent in
altering the correlation of nuclear forces, of forfeiting con-
trol of conflict escalation. It is critical that such a strategy
clearly pursue a precisely defined political object and be
decidedly 'worth the candle."

Escalation Control
To realize the political object in war demands the

capacity to modulate and control the course of conflict,
countering the inherent tendency toward maximum vio-
lence. Both continental and maritime strategies seek to
impose such control. For example, a central argument of
continental strategists is that the United States relies
excessively on an increasingly ineffective nuclear deter-
rent, hence it needs a robust conventional defense at the
point of principal threat to ensure escalation control by
raising the risks and costs of Soviet military action." The
continentalists argue further that an aggressive maritime
strategy, with its prospects of horizontal escalation and
alteration of the correlation of nuclear forces, would, by
attacking vital Soviet capabilities and territory, quickly
escalate conflict to strategic nuclear dimensions."'

The maritimists essentially reverse the argument. They
contend that an aggressive approach in tact imposes escal,,-
tion control through denying the Soviets their strategic
preference, a short, decisive war. Moreover, it narrows
strategic options through multifaceted challenges, and
induces war termination by reducing second strike
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the implicit assumption that the Lnited States and the
Soviet Union have similar centers of gravity, each the
natural focus of the efforts of the other belligerent.

The continentalists define the Soviet center of gravity
as the Soviet Army, which, true to Clausewitz, must be
directly and vigorously confronted. For "it is the expan-
sion of the Soviet Army that weighs on the overall bal-
ance of military power"' and which "'must be countered
on an equal tooting.''"V In accepting the similarity of
respective centers of gravity, hiowever, the continentalists
would confront Soviet power from a posture of extreme
disadvantage. But the\, refuse to accept the implications
of their argument, For emphasis on deterrence has led
them to advocate concentrating primary effort against the
Soviet center of gravity without the necessary corollarN
goal of its destruction. Additionally, the continental strat-
egy fails either to recognize inherent differences in
"hubs" of activity or to posit a more realistic concept.

Two different problems are evident in the maritime
approach. The first is the tendency to incorrectly identify
the Soviet center of gravity and then direct primary effort
toward it. The second is a willingness to recognize diver-
gent centers, but not to relate the ramifications of multi-
ple centers of gravity for the central "seapower-
landpwer" strategic problem.

The first problem charac-' -es the aggressive
approach reflected in ThAe A11, 0.-', l a',,., this view rec-
ognizes the impou,._tý of sea control and Third World
interests, bu i0, ultimately informed bv the Mahanian
imperative ('f destroying the Soviet fleet and its means of
support: "The nevu ,rjw ,rar' movement is obvious.
This is where the Soviet fleet will be, and this is where
we must be prepared to fight."'"

But the center of gravity is not the Soviet fleet itself;
rather, it is the Soviet regime and its mechanism for
activating the military establishment. Thus, containment
or destruction of the Soviet fleet, while necessary, must
not be thought to diminish vital military capability or
influence the real center of gravity. i iowever, the aggres-
sive maritime approach may tangentially threaten the
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D~efinition of? the Strategic Problem
Strategic geography is Lcentral to the definition of the

strategic problem. As Colin Gray has rnoted., strategic
geography is "the most fundamental factor in the foreign
policy ofI states because it is the most permianent.'' " The
Uniited States possesses the size and indigenIou!
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resources of a classic heartland power. But strategically it
is a maritime nation, without contiguous continental
threats, significantly dependent upon foreign trade, and
requiring military power to project and sustain itself
across the world's oceans. Though not as reliant upon
the seas as Britain was, the United States, lacking an
empire, faces a more difficult task of protecting global
interests. For open access must be maintained; others
must be prevented from denying that access.

Neither forward posturing of major land forces nor
the necessity of major land campaigns in global war alters
in any degree the need for maritime access. The remain-
Ing element of the strategic problem, moreover, is the
Soviet Union's attempt to alter that strategic geography
by "oversetting" the balance of global power through
control of the Eurasian rimlands and the narrow seas.
Mackinder prophesied the consequences of Soviei suc-
cess in that attempt:

The oversetting of the balance of power in favour of
the pivot state, resulting in its expansion over the
marginal lands of Euro-Asia, would permit the use
of vast continental resources for fleet '-uilding, and
the empire of the world would be in sight. 47

The strategic problem, then, is a variant of the histor-
ical British goal of preventing Continental hegemony by a
single power. It embraces the requirements to project and
sustain military power, to control maritime challenges,
and to secure the Eurasian rimlands and adjacent seas
(that is, Western Europe, the North Flank, the Mediterra-
nean littoral, Japan, and South Korea) in order to prevent
the strategic breakout of the Soviet Union into the open
oceans. Frederick S. Dunn characterized the problem
clearly:

The most important single fact in the American
security situation is the question of who controls the
rimlands of Europe and Asia. Should these get into
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Soviet envelopment of all of Western Europe would
be immediately decisive to the Central Front and would
threaten interdiction of sealines of communication
(SLOC) and the blockade of North America. Moreover,
Soviet success along the Baltic axis (capture of Jutland,
for example) would enhance the Soviets' already formid-
able land and air advantage by providing a supporting
naval flank. It is critical to note, however, that the signifi-
cance of the United States controlling Jutland lies not in
Soviet vulnerability to direct seapower projected from
that "advanced naval base," or in the extent to which the
defense against the main Soviet land attack may be
affected, but in the extent to which that control attains
the political object of maintaining (or righting) the
geopolitical balance.

As with Britain's successful "maritime" wars against
Continental adversaries, though, an effective land cam-
paign is essential. The operational purpose of that cam-
paign should not be the quixotic declaratory objective of
defending the German border, which in continental strat-
egy is the central end of deterrence and warfighting.
Rather, in a broader context, the land campaign's pur-
pose should be a successful strategic holding operation,
releasing critical capabilities to concentrate on the basic
strategic purpose. Successfully achieving that purpose at
the German border is, of course, desirable. But the over-
riding purpose of the land campaign is to preserve the
Western European rimland, especially Jutland and the
Low Countries, and to deny the Soviets a decisive short-
war victory. In those terms, the warfighting objective of
the continental campaign is simply, not to lose.

While land forces conduct their strategic holding
operation on the Continent, the naval campaign focuses
on a phased sequence of related tasks. These would
include, in the broadest perspective, first, reinforcement
of the land campaign by moving troops and sustaining
support, and second, securing the SLOCs by clearing the
outer oceans of Soviet fleet elements, especially
submarines.
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Fleet elements would move landing forces into such
critical rimland areas as north Norway (tor ground
defense and support of the naval campaign) and Jutland
(to support the Central Front battle, supplement theater
air defense, and provide an advanced naval base for
power projection on the flanks). Submarine and surface
forces would begin barrier operations as far forward as
feasible, supported by land-based and carrier aviation as
well as ground forces. Their objective would be to thwart
a Soviet flanking movement and breakout into the open
ocean. Carrier battle forces would provide air defense for
the naval campaign and support subsequent landing
operations. And any campaign against the Soviets' ballis-
tic missile submarines would be carefully weighed at this
juncture. Hence, the mobility, concentration, and flex-
ibilitv of sea and landing operations would combine with
a precisely defined land campaign, all directed toward a
clearly conceived strategic purpose.

The dynamics of the war could lead to termination at
this stage, or to escalation of the lev.'el envisioned in the
The Maritime Stratey.i. But we need not resolve the issue
of the level of military effort. In any specific circum-
stances, the level of military effort will depend upon
capabilities and the imperatives of the political object.

Containment is likely to be the dominant approach
in the early stages, despite the utility of an aggressive
"rollback' tactic to prevent establishment of Soviet
advanced bases on the west coast of Norway and projec-
tion into the Atlantic and North Sea. But at some point
attrition will likely make further advance counterproduc-
tive until the strategic situation calls for more aggressive
action to achieve the political object. That change in the
strategic situation will be a significant alteration in the
correlation of conventional forces, most likely through
effective submarine and surface campaigns and major
landing operations against the power projection
infrastructure (such as in Jutland, northern Norway, and
the Kola). The US fleet, like the Royal Navy in the Great
War, will probably be consigned to the role of jailer, at
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least in the early stages of a protracted war. A N.ahanian
result--rapid destruction of the main Soviet fleet--.woulId
be clearly desirable, though, given tile flexibility it would
allow to subsequent US operations.

Escalation Control
The frictions inherent in a warfighting strategic

approach could disrupt the essential element of escala-
tion control. Indeed, US strategic options comprise a
H-obson's choice between conceding the geopolitical ini-
tiative through isolationism, or following the powder trail
to aboslute war on the Eurasian rimlands. Risks are
unavoidable, though the integrated maritime-continental
strategy I have proposed attempts to minimize the more
obvious Ontes by limiting its political object.

But dangers still are evident. On the one hand, too
successful a strategy raises the danger of escalation: prin-
cipally, the Soviets might be inclined to escalate out Of
the disadvantageous strategic situation of a protracted
conventional war. On the other hand, a rapid Soviet
"oversetting" of the rimlands might force a similar escala-
tion dilemma on the United States. Thus, central to esca-
lation control is the maintenance of escalation domi-
nance. To that end, altering of the correlation of nuclear
forces through attrition of Soviet ballistic missile sub-
marines could prove useful.

Strategic Center of Gravity
The structure of the strategic problem, as well as the

strategic purpose and approach, are predicated upon a
more workable, comprehensive concept of the strategic
center of gravity: the "hub" of capabilities or areas deci-
sive to the protection of basic national interests, and to
the attainment of the central political object in war. Deny-
ing or destroying the enemy's center of gravity would, in
all probability, result in complete defeat of the enem,,.

The preceding analysis has clearly suggested,
however, that the imperatives of escalation control man-
date a classically limited political object attained through
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a correspondingly adju sted level of militarv effort. Fo
limit the political object and level of effort is to depart
from tile Cla u 'ewi tZian concept that enemyv power
should be reduced to a single center of gravitv, the
destruction of which becomes the focus Of all military
effort. Rather, in the context of limited objectives and the
need to control the level of violence, the significance of
the concept ot the center of gravity is that protection of
our own must become the central focus of all military
effort. That conclusion is additionally driven by the dif-
ference between the respective centers of gravity of the
two belligerents, in turn a function of geography, space,
and the resulting strategic relationship.

More specifically, The US center of gravity consists
of the critical rimlands and narrow seas of Eurasia, global
lines of communication, and the capabilities needed to
ensure their security. The latter would include all naval,
land, power projection, and strategic mobility capabilities
essential to sustaining defense of the rimlands, blunting
anyJ attempted Soviet breakout, and maintaining escala-
tion dominance through sufficient nuclear deterrence.

By contrast, the Soviet center of gravity is the Soviet
regime and its mechanism for employing the military
establishment, primarily the army and strategic nuclear
forces. The realities of power, accessibility, respective
military capabilities, and a necessarily limited US political
object preclude a direct US attack on this Soviet center of
gravity. Thus, the United States can heed Corbett's
imperative of harmonizing land and sea power only by
shaping a strategic purpose and approach to protect the
US center of gravity against the "oversetting' of the stra-
tegic balance. Only after this realization can the nature of
the conflict be correctly assessed, and its conduct
adjusted accordingly. As Clausewitz wrote,

the fir-t, the supreme, the most far-reaching act of

judgment that the statesman and commander have
to make is to establish ... the kind of war on which
they are embarking; neither mistaking it for, nor
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trying to turn it into, something that is alien to its
nature. This is the first of all strategic questions and
the most comprehensiv,.4<'

Tmim APPROPRIATE US STRATEGY, then, is neither purely con-
tinental nor purely maritime, but rather one of global (yet
strategically limited) integrated naval and land campaigns
directed toward preserving the critical US center of grav-
ity. With sufficient staying power on the rimlands and
the naval capability to proiect and sustain power globally,
a "continental-maritime" nation such as the United States
can fulfill Francis Bacon's prophecy of putting "those that
be strongest by land ... in great straits.'5 •
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